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Abstract

The detailed formation of the motor output paLterns used to
produce locomotion in mammals has been found Lo be generated
primarily by neural circuitry housed in the spinal cord. The
problem of determining the organization of the system of
spinal neurons responsible for this, the locomotor patt.ern
g,enerator (LPG) , is a dif f icult one. To provide some
additional insight. int.o how the LPG could be functionally
organized, a new concept.ual LPG model was designed. Given
that comput.at.ional modelling is recognized as a useful tool in
the exploration of complex systems and that artificial and
biological neural networks have numerous characteristics in
conìmon, a computational version of the LPG model was designed
and developed using artificial neural network (ANN)
techniques. To enhance the exploration of the LPG's
behaviour, a software model of a muscle pair was also
developed and incorporated into t.he ANN LPG model .

The LPG and the muscle-pair models were then run under a
variety of circumstances to demonstrate the behaviour of the
conceptual model. The resulLs show how the LPG model is able
t.o qualitatively imitate feaLures of its biological
counterpart. in situations analogous to "normal" locomot.ion in
which it is both influencing and reacting to the muscle pair,
to "fict.ive" locomotion during which the influence of the
musc]e pair is disabled, and to " enLrained" ]ocomotion in
which externally forced oscillation of the muscles affects the
LPG. The results also suggest new organizational and
behavioral characteristics that LPG's might possess and serve
to demonstrate how useful ANN technology can be in modelling
actual- biological systems.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

ExpJ-aining aspects of the behaviour of the human nervous

system has been attempted for mí1lennia. Consider , for

example:

"Men ought to know that from the brain and from the brain

onIy, arise our pleasures, joys, laughter and jests, âs

well as our sorrows, pains, griefs, and tears. Through

it, in particular, we think, see, hear, and distinguish,

the ugly from the beautiful, the bad from the good, the

pleasant from the unpleasant. . . . It is the same thing

which makes us mad or delirious, inspires us with dread

and fear, whether by night or by day, brings

sleeplessness, inopportune mist.akes, aimless anxieties,

absent-mindedness, and acts that are contrary to habit.

These thíngs...al-l- come from the brain, when it is not

healthy, but becomes abnormally hot, cold, moist, or dry,

or suffers any other unnatural affection to which it is

noL accust.omed. Madness comes from its moisLness. When

the brain is normally moist, of necessity it moves, and

when it moves neither sight nor hearing are still, but we

see or hear now one thing and now another, and the tongue

speaks in accordance with the things seen and heard on

any occasion. But al-l the time Ehe brain is still-, a man

can think properly. "



attributed to:
Hippocrates, Fif th Cent.ury B. C .

source: (Kandel and Schwartz, 1985)

About twenty-four hundred years later more appears to be

understood about some portions of t.he structure and dynamics

of the nervous system, but the quest. for understanding

continues. Neurologists, physiologist.s, physicists,

eng,ineers, philosophers, psychologists, mathematicians, and

computer scient.ist.s have expended much ef f ort toward

describing its form, explaining its behaviour, and even

imitating its capabilities through t.he development of such

fields as Artificial Intelligence (AI) . However, even the

most optimist.ic researcher is unlikely to suggest that we have

but merely scratched the surface.

With possibly in excess of 1-012 neurons and their 1016

interconnections (Atrens and Curthoys, t9B2) , the human

nervous system presents a 1evel of complexity arguably

unmatched in any other system ever explored by science. Given

this daunting task, one reasonab1e approach to eventually

comprehending t.he nervous system's innermost details is to

first explore its external subsystems. One such subsystem is

that responsible for the product.ion of neural signals t.hat

control the movement of the limbs during l-ocomotion in

mammals. IL is recognized that this control- is distributed in



a hierarchical fashion between Ehe brain stem, the spinal

cord, and the peripheral nervous system. The brain stem

produces relatively simple signals that descend the spinal

cord and, in part, activate the production of oscillating

signals by subsystems of neurons usually referred to as

Central Pattern Generators (CPG's). Spinal CPG's are

postulated to be invol-ved not only in t.he production of

locomotion but also in other rhythmic activities such as

scrat.chingr (Shadmehr and Lindquist, 1-9BB) . The oscillat.ions

of the locomotor CPG's are believed to be the basis of stimuli

transmitted to the muscles of the 1imbs, resultinq in the

rhythmic movements of walking and running. Sensory

information carried in afferent signals originating in the

tissues of the 1imbs, returns via other neural pathways to the

spinal cord and exerts its own influence on the production of

the stimuli. The entire spinal neural system that includes

the locomotor CPG subsystem plus any other neurons responsible

for processing input signals, modifying the CPG oscillations,

and ultimately producing the final- pattern of the muscle

st.imul-i, is sometimes referred to as the Irocomotor Pattern

Generator (LPG).

Isolat.ing and understanding the detailed structure of

locomotor CPG's and LPG's in mammals is an extremely

chal-lenging task. As Glass and Mackey put it regarding CPG's:



"In view of the experimental- problems involved in
defining the CPG, it has proven difficult to develop

useful theoretical models. One viewpoint ís that, prior

to developing t.heoretical models, it is virtually
necessary to have complete informat.ion about the neurons

in the CPG and their interconnections. Although this may

be possible in comparatively simple invertebrate
preparations, it is impossible in the vertebrate nervous

system... Thus, wo believe that theory directed at

elucidating concept.ual aspects of rhybhmogenesis is
valuab1e and necessary at the present time. "

(Glass and Mackey, 1-988, p. 63 )

A common way to clarify the basic operating principles of

excessively complex systems or to "help fill in t.he conceptual

gaps" (Trelease, 19BB) is modellíng. A model could be defined

AS:

"fnformation, data, principles, etc., arranged and

grouped, usually mathematically, so as Lo represent. or

describe a certain thing, idea, oy condition"
(Avis, 1986)

or perhaps just a

sometimes convenient

abstract l-evel-, âs

"simplified representation" . It is

to consider levels of models. The most

MacGreqor and Lewis (1917) explain, is



sometimes referred to as the conceptual model which "is very

much like a theory, a set of concepts and the

int.errelationships among them which seem to provide a

comprehensive explanation for a given set of phenomena. " More

detailed than this are the general-purpose computational

model, "â computat.ional instrument for spelling out dynamical-

properties of certain conceptual mode1s", and the special-

purpose comf¡utational model, a computational "realization of

a particular concepLual model" such as t.hat which results from

the application of a particular general-purpose model to a

particular conceptual model. These l-atter two cat.egories will

hereafter often be collectively referred to as computatÍonal

models and their creation and use as computatÍonal modelling.

The purpose of model-ling (i . e. t.he creation and use of a

model) tends to be different depending on the type of model

t.hat is being created. Developing a conceptual model of a

system is done as a means of expressing one's current

understanding of, or hypothesis about, the system. Research

in some areas can often be viewed as an effort to obtain

progressively beLter conceptual models of Lhe area in question

(MacGregor and Lewis , 1-977) . Developing a type of

comput.ational model, perhaps the most cofitmon use of the Lerm

"modelling", is usually done to be able to document the

behaviour of a complex conceptual model by exploring the

dynamics of the computational model as an instantiation of it.



One of the goals of the research presenÈed in t,his

dissertation has been to desígn a conceptual model for the

locomot,or pattern generator in mammals.

Wit.hin the f iel-d of AI, one branch that has remained

particularly close to its physiological root.s is that of the

study of artifÍcia1 neural networks (ANN's). One definition
of this area is that:

"'Artificial neural networks' are massively parallel

int.erconnected networks of simple (usua11y adaptive)

elements and their hierarchical organizations which are

intended to interact with the objects of the real world

in the same way as biological nervous systems do. "

(Kohonen, 1988)

Though its origins are clearly from principles of the

behaviour of "real" neurons, many of the most impressive

strides in the use of ANN's have been made in extending these

principles to aid in the soluLion of problems ranging from

pattern recognition to opt.imization (Zurada, L992, p.3-l-7) .

Various terms have come to be used to represent this field

including Lhe study of "Neuraf Computirrg", "Neura1 Networks",

"Artificial Neural Networks " , " Parallel Distributed

Processing", and "ConnecLionism" al-I of which are often used

interchangeably. The term art.ificial neural neLworks will be



used al-most exclusively throughout this dissertation to refer
to computational or control systems made primarily of

int.erconnected neuron-l-ike components, as a reminder of both

the similarities to and differences from their bioJ-ogical

counterparts.

A second goal of this research has been to show how Al[N

Èechnologry can be used to implement a system with the same

dlmamic characteristÍcs as the locomotor patt,ern generator

in mammals and, in doing so, demonstrate the behaviour of the

new conceptual model. In the terminolog-y introduced earl-ier,

ANN techniques have been employed as the general-purpose

computational model in developing a special-purpose

computational model of

designed.

the conceptual LPG model to be

Given that this work spans traditional- areas of research,

Chapters 2 and 3 have been organized to attempt to review the

background concepts and current l-iterature along these lines.

Chapt.er 2 provides a review of informat.ion from the areas of

neurology and physiology including sections on neurons, neural

systems, locomotion, locomoLor pattern qeneration, research

int.o simpler nervous systems, LPG conceptual and computational

modelling, and on the contribution of robot.ics as a locomotor

modelling endeavour. Chapter 3 then presents a brief

introduction to the field of artificial neural networks



followed by a review of ANN research into general temporal

processing and more specifically into the modelling of CPG's

and LPG's.

The nexL two chapters describe the two l-evel-s of the model

that have been created. Chapter 4 describes the de[aiIs of

the conceptual model that has been created for the mammal-ian

LPG. Chapter 5 presents the details of the computational

model implemented using ANN techniques and used to explore the

behaviour of the conceptual- model.

Chapter 6 describes the result.s of executing the computational

model . Computat.ional model result.s are incl-uded f rom running

tests analogous Lo various experiments that have been

performed on biological LPG's. Included are results run under

"normal" locomotor conditions with Ehe LPG and the muscles

both operating and interacting, under "ficLive" conditions

with the LPG operating in isolation from the muscle pair, and

under conditions Ehat cause the LPG Lo be "enLrained" by

ext.ernally imposed oscillations of the muscles.

Chapter 7 presents a general discussion including sections

that analyze the concepLual model design, the compuLational-

model design, and aspects of the development of the

comput.at.ional mode1. This is followed by sections that

compare the concepLual and computational modelling results



with that of other research,

potential future directions of

and finally that describe

this work.

Chapter 8 provides a closing suÍunary.

are two appendices. Appendix A is the

described in Chapter 6, resulting from

computational model. Appendix B is a

terms used in this document.

fnc1uded following it
col-lection of graphs

the execution of t.he

glossary of technical



Chapter 2: Phvsioloqical Backqround and Literat.ure

2 -I Tnt-rorÍrel,i on

The detailed study of neural cel-l-s and systems has gone on for
over two hundred years. Its beginnings are thought to date

back to 1,7 86 and the examination by Luigi Galvani of the

ef f ects of elect.rical sLimul-i on f rogs, and his later
hypothesis that the brain generated electricity which flowed

through the nerves to the muscles. Nearly a century later in
1873, Camillo Golgi developed a silver impregnation technique

that a1l-owed individual neurons to be much more readily

studied. Following t.his, Santiago Ramón y Cajal used Golgi's

technique to embark ori an extensive study of the physical

structure of neural cells. Golgi and Cajal shared t.he 1-906

Nobel Prtze in medicine and physiologry for their ef fort.s. The

modern era of neural science, according to Kandel and Schwar?z

(1985 p.xxxii), was ushered in with the more recent work of

'John Eccl-es through his publicaLion of intracellular

recordings in The Neurophysiological Basis of Mind.

Alt.hough much has been learned, much more remar-ns to be

discovered. This chapter will- provide an introduction to some

of the major topics in neural- science - from charact.eristics

of individual neural cells Lo aspects of complex biol-ogical

systems constructed from them. Following this, information
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regarding the nature of physical l-ocomotion and the nervous

system's control of it through the actions of l-ocomotor

pattern generators will be presented.

The search for an understanding of how locomotor pattern

generation is accomplished by the nervous system has included

two different, but synergist.ic, approaches. The first. has

been to experimentally explore the organization and behaviour

of actual biological neural systems; the other has been to

propose models of how LPG's might be organízed and to analyze

their behaviour. Direct experimentation with biological
systems serves the purpose of refut.ing, refining, or adding to

the body of information about LPG's that is currently believed

to be factual. The creation of LPG models serves as a

mechanism for describing theories of how LPG's might, be

organized to account for these fact.s. When supplement.ed wi¿h

mathematical and computational analysis, these models provide

a means of testing and validabing the theories by permitting

the dynamic behaviour of t.he models to be demonsLrated and

compared with that of the real biological systems. Based on

these result.s, other t.heories might be proposed, oLher

computational explorat.ion might be undertaken, or other

biological experiments might be performed. The two processes

of biological experimentation and modelling, when well

orchestrated, fuel each other and can result in increasingly

sophisticated experiments, more accurate models, and ideally
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a better understanding of the truth concerning', in this case,

locomotor pattern generation. fn order Lo gain an

appreciation for this process, a review of conceptual and

computational modelling efforts will- be provided.

2.2 Neurons

The basic building block of the nervous system is the

individual neural cell, the neuron. Even though it is
believed that up Lo 10,000 different types of neurons may

exist (Kandel, 1-985a), their characteristics overlap

sufficiently for a generalized case to be described.

A stereotypical neuron woul-d have the general form of that

shown in Figure 2,1. In general, neurons operate by receiving

signals from other neurons either via connect.ions to trees of

fibres referred to as dendrites and propagating t.hese signals

to the soma, the central body of the neuron, ot else more

direct.ly via connections to the soma itself. Signals are

t.ransmitted from the soma to ot.her neurons via a larger fibre,

the axon, whích in turn is able to pass the signal to the

dendrites and soma of other neurons via connections called

slmaBses.

Neurons receive input in either of two ways. Some neurons act

in a sensory capacity, transforming phenomena external to the
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Dendrites

Soma

Figrure 2 " 1A stereotypical neuron.

neural system (such as light, heat, and movement) into an

el-ectrical sigrnal. This is done by a f eature of some ce1ls'

membranes call-ed transd.ucing receptors which reacL to external

events and produce a so-cal1ed receptor potential (or

generator potential) in t.he cell-. The other method of input

a1lows the transmission of a signal from one neuron Lo another

via a synaptic interconnection. An electrical signal sent

down an axon stimulates pre-slmaptÍc terminals at the tips of

axons and causes them to release special neurotransmitter

chemicals into a gap between the neurons called the slmaptic

cleft. It is t.he job of slmaptic receptors on t.he receiving

or post-slmaptíc ce1l to detect these chemicals. When these
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receptors (whích are most commonly located on either t.he cel1

dendrites or the soma) detect the chemicals, an electrical
potential called a slmaptíc potential is produced in the

neuron. Receptor and synaptic potent.ials can both either
increase or decrease the electrical potential of the cell_

rel-ative to its surroundings. As will be seen l-ater, this
ultimately has the effect of encouraging or discouraging the

post-synaptic cel-l-'s own signal transmission (Kandel, 1985a) .

The soma acts as a collection point for incoming signals and,

in its own simplistic wây, "decides" when to transmit an

outgoing signal. Key to the cell- body's ability to do this is
the nature of t.he membrane which forms its outer surface.

This membrane has the property of being slightly permeable to

some chemical ions such as negative chlorine ions (C1-), but

more notably positive sodium (Na+) and potassium (K+) ions

(Koester, L985a) . As a result of their respective

concentrations inside and outside of a neuron, Na+ ions tend

to flow from outside of the membrane through Na+ pores or

channels ínto the cel-l-, while K+ ions tend t.o flow through

their own channels out of the cell. In addition to this
passive diffusion of ions, sodium-f¡otassÍum pumps actively
move these same ions in bhe opposite directions: Na+ f rom t.he

inside to Lhe out.side, and K+ from outside to the inside of

the membrane (Ottoson, I9B3 ) . The net result of these ion

movements is t.hat. while a cell is in a "resting" state (i.e.
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the ionic equilibrium reached whil-e not involved in the

reception or transmission of signals), the inside of the cel1

membrane has an electrical potential, cal-1ed it.s restÍng
membrane potentíal, of about -60mV relat.ive to the outside

(Kandel, t985a) "

As incoming receptor or synaptic potentials are received by

the soma, this interior membrane potential will change

correspondingly either by becominq more negative (ca11ed

hlperBolarizing) or less negative (referred to as

depolarizing) . If the net ef fect of these signals is t.hat a

neuron becomes sufficient.ly depolarized (not uncommonly by

about 1-5 mV to -45mV (Koester, I9B5a) ) , other voltage-

dependent Na channel-s suddenly open allowing a rapid influx of

Na+ ions and thus causing an equally rapid depolarizat.ion of

the cel1 membrane to about +5OmV (Koester, L9B5a) . This

sudden trÍggering initiates a pulse of electrical potential,

an action potentÍal, in bhe axon. These "action potentials

are all or none in ampliLude" (Koester, 1985b) , t.hat. is, t.he

sudden depolarizat.ion does not. occur in various degrees, but

rat.her completely or not at. all. The region of the cell where

this tends to happen, known as the trigger zone, is the

location at which these voltage-dependent Na+ channels have

the lowest t.hreshold (Schwartz, 1-985) . fn general Lhis is the

region where the axon emerges from the soma, known as the axon

hÍllock. The depolarization caused by the influx of Na+ ions
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additionally causes other voltage-dependent potassium channels

to open after a brief delay, resulting in an increased outward

f low of K+ ions (Koester, l-985b) . The membrane potential t.hen

moves back toward its resting value (i.e. re-polarizes) and

resul-t.s in t.he c1osure of the voltage-dependent channels. The

generation of the action potential- by t.he cel-l is followed by

a brief period of refractoriness during which it is very

reluctant to generaLe another (Koester, 1-985b) and which

effectively governs the rate at which the neuron can generate

impulses - known to be up to 1-00 t.imes per second (Kandel,

1985a),

The axon generally serves as t.he output conduct.ion pathway.

It is a relatively long fibre that bifurcates alonq the way

into a number of smaller pathways known as collaterals (Ghez,

1-985), each terminating in a pre-slmaptic terminal (Kandel,

1985a). The axons of many Lypes of neurons are largely coated

with a fatty substance called myelin, with periodic gaps known

as nodes of Ranvier appearing in t.he myelin and exposing the

ext.ernal membrane of the axon direct.ly to the extracellular
material (Ottoson, 1983 ) . Both myelination and the nodes of

Ranvier play an important role in facil-itating the propagation

of the action pot.ential along the axon. The insulating
property of myelinaLion inhibits dissipation of the electrical

signal (Ottoson, 1983 ) . The nodes of Ranvier al-]ow the

strength of the electrical signal to be reinforced through ion
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exchange mechanisms like those that created the action
pot.ential originally in Lhe soma (Ottoson , !gg3 ) .

As mentioned before, though neurons seem to possess a coÍìmon

set of characteristics, many dif f erent variet.ies act.ual1y

exist. one type of difference, for example, relates to the
number of fibres, or processes as they are sometimes ca11ed,

that emerqe from the cell body. The preceding description
along with Figure 2.1 describe a class of neurons referred to
as multipolar, due to the possibility of its possessingr many

processes. T\^/o other such classes exist . Bipolar neurons

only have Lwo processes emerging from Ehe cell body - one a

fibre t.hat serves Lo carry in the signals from a tree of
dendrit.es, and the other being the axon. Exampl-es of bipolar
neurons exist. in the retina. unipolar neurons have merely one

process emerging from the cell body, which subsequently spliLs
into potent.ially many branches. cells in thís cat.egory are

invol-ved in some of the transmission of sensory information
int.o the spinal cord. (Kandel, 1985a)

certain other properties t.hat neurons are thought to possess

are someLimes considered to be significant by researchers.

synaptic fatigrue is t.he condition of having ,,the strength of
synaptic transmission decl-ine with cumulative synaptic
use" (Friesen and Stent, 1,978). That is, if a neuron

continues to fire at a high rate, it is t.hought. that it can
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temporarily lose its firing capability through fatigue.
Ad.aptation is believed to occur as "some neurons respond to
constant depolarization with a decelerating burst" (Selverston

and Moulins, 1-985) and has been suggested to be the result of

"the accumulation of refractoriness engendered by each

impulse" (Friesen and Stent, !918) . Though this
characterist.ic of having a neuron's firing rate decrease when

exposed to continual excitatory input appears to be the most

common use of the term "adaptation", it also has been noted

experiment.ally tha[ other neurons "respond. (to constant

depolarizat.ion) with an accelerating burst.', (Selverston and

Moulins, 1985) . "Another physiological mechanism thought to
be important is t.he excitation often observed following a

strong inhibitory input to a neuron" (Glass and Mackey, 1_988) .

Post-inhíbitory rebound (PIR) , âs it is call_ed, ,'occurs in
many neurons following experiment.al_ hyperpolarizat.ion or

hyperpolarizing synapt.ic inhibit.ion. Aft.er such a period of
inhibition, the neuron is for a time more excitable Lhan

normal. If PfR exceeds threshold, it may triggrer one or more

impulses" (Perkel, L974) .

ft is worLh noting again that the characteristics of neurons

described here are among t.he most. basic are known to exist.
Much more detailed information can be found throughout

neuroscience lit.erature, one good example beingr PrincipTes of
lVeural Science (Kandel- and SchwarLz, !985) "
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2.3 Neural Svstems

The human nervous system is often considered to be physically

divided into two major subdivisions: the Central Nervous

System (CNS) housed in the brain and the spinal cord; and the

Peripfreral Nervous System, consisting of the neural elements

outside of the CNS (Atrens and Curthoys, t9B2 p.32) whose role
it is to carry signals away from the CNS (via so-called
efferent pathways) as wel-l as back from the periphery (on

afferent pathways).

Alternatively, one could view the nervous system according to

its functional orientation. This could yield three major

functional systems: the sensory system for providing input t.o

the CNS from the resL of the body and its environment, the

motor system for allowing the CNS to control t.he body and act

on its environment., and the motivational system for processing

sensory input and generat.ing the desire to engage t.he motor

system. (Kelly, 1985)

The sensory sysLem has three components: t.he exterocept,ive

system for providing sensory information about the out.side

world through such mechanisms as vision; the Ínteroceptive

system for providing information about internal operation of

the body including, for example, blood pressure; and the

proprioceptive system which supplies informat.ion about the
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posit.ion of the body and its limbs in space. (Martin, i_985)

Claude Ghez (1985) provided a description of the hierarchical-

organization of the motor system. At the highest ]evel are

the premotor cortical regions of t.he brain which ,'are

responsible for identifying targets in space, for choosing a

course of action, and for prograÍüning movement. ,' Next. highest

in the hierarchy is the motor cortex which "is the node upon

which the actions of t.he highest level-s of cortical
organization converg:e and from which certain descending motor

commands requiring cortical processing are issued t.o the brain
stem, to other cortical subst.ructures, and to t.he spinal
cord. " The second lowest level is deemed to be the brain
stem, responsible " for integrating motor commands descending

from the higher levels as wel-l as for processing information

that ascends from the spinal cord". AL the bottom of the

motor system hierarchy of control is the spinal cord which, in
addition to acting as a message conduit, "is responsible for
organizing the most aut.omatic and stereotyped responses to

st.imu1i. " Neurons "whose processes and actions are confined

within a restricted area" (Kandel, l-985a), referred to as

interneurons, propagate and modulate this locomotor command

unLil the final step of motor system signal processing is
reached, that. being to activate selective sets of motoneurons

in the spinal cord, whose axons carry the signals out to the

appropriate muscles.
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2.4 Locomotion

The human body physically controls itself and its environment

through the force generated when muscle tissue contracts in
response to being stimulated by the firing of motoneurons. As

described by carew and Ghez (1985), muscl-e force is increased

in two ways by the nervous system: one is by recruitment

increasing the number of motoneurons which are firing and

stimulating muscle fibre; the other is by rate coding

increasing the rate at which motoneurons are firing or, stated

otherwise, the frequency with which the motoneurons are

generat.ing action potentials and Lransmitting them to t.he

muscles.

The manner in which muscles generate force is analogous to a

coiled spring. ff the current length of a spring is less than

a critical length, called its set Boint, it offers litt1e
resistance Lo manipulation. rf the spring, s length is
increased beyond this set point, it becomes tense and attempts

to contract with a force thab increases with t.he length. A

muscle behaves in a very similar fashion, except t.hat, whereas

a spring has a fixed set point, a muscle's set point varies
with the strength of neural stimulation it is receiving.
While receiving minimal stimulation, a muscle's set point is
relat.ively large. As long as the length of t.he muscle is l-ess

than this, it will be relaxed and offer l-iLtle resistance to
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manipulat.ion. As the amount of neural- stimul-ation increases,

t.he set point of a muscle decreases. whenever the length of
a muscle has been made to exceed its current set point
(whether via stretching the muscle or decreasing the set. point
via stimul-ation), it produces a force to attempt to contract
back below its set point length. The f orce of t.his

contraction increases with the amount Lhat the muscle length
exceeds its set point. The rate aL which t.he force increases

with length is called the stiffness of t.he muscle. A muscle,

Lherefore, contracts in response to an increase in neural

stimulation that essentially causes a decrease in its set
point., and a muscle relaxes in response to diminished neural-

stimulation that causes a corresponding increase in its set

point. (Carew and Ghez, 1985)

controlled movement of t.he body's joints occurs through the

action of opposing sets of muscles, such as shown in Figure

2.2 " For example, the action of lifting a leg from the ground

while standing is accomplished by having the body contract
various sets of so-ca11ed flexor muscles cont.rolling the
joints of that limb, while at the same time relaxing (i.e. not.

stimul-ating) t.he opposing extensor muscles so as to offer
1ittle resisLance. Locomot.ion such as walking results, in
part., from the repetition of flexion of t.he left 1eg while the

right is extending, followed by exLension of the left while

the right is flexing. When describing the cyclic action of a
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Extensor

rígrure 2 .2
The contraction
j oints .

of opposing muscles cont.rols the movement of

limb during locomoLion, it is conìmon to consider the swing

phase to be the action of lifting a limb (via fl_exion) and

placing it back onto the ground (via the first, part, of
extension) , and to consíder t.he stance phase Lo be the

remaining part. of the cycle in which ext.ension of the limb

thrust.s the body forward.

one notable feature of locomotion is that when its speed

increases, the duration of the overall limb cycle decreases

and this decrease is almost. entirely due Lo a decrease in the

duration of the stance phase, with the swing phase remaining
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almost constant in duration (Stafford and Barnwell_, 19g5a)

(Arbib, 1989) . A¡other more commonly known feature of
locomotion is t.hat changes in speed are al_so often accompanied

by changes in gait - the pattern of movement of the various
l-imbs. For example, a cat employs one of four basic gaits
walking, trotting, pacing, and galloping (pearson, L976) .

As mentioned previously, the control- and coordination of the
many sets of muscles involved in human locomotion is a complex

activity t.hat is the responsibility of the human nervou.s

system. Ab the lowest level, it is t.he firing of motoneurons

located in the spinal cord that di-rect.ry contro] 1eg muscles

by sending signals down their long axons to the muscle fibres,
but these signals are merely the final result of the actions
of a hierarchy of neural systems influencing locomotor

activity.

Experimentation has shown t.hat signals controlling locomotion

arise at the various levels of the motor system. However, it
is now gienerally accepted that the details of the pattern of
neural signals are created within the spinal cord in response

to signars from the higher motor control- areas of t.he central
nervous system, from afferent signals in the legs, and from

propriospinal signals indicating the state of other part.s of
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the body (Grillner, 1-975) (chez, 1985) . This system of spinal
neurons, the locomotor patt,ern generator, is responsible for
integrating the various signals and causing the appropriate
motoneurons to fire with t.he int.ensity, and in t.he oscillating
flexor/extensor pattern, necessary to drive l-ocomotion.

Perhaps not surprisingly in describing systems that have yet

to be isolated, Lhe terminolog.y used by researchers in t.his

area is not entirely consistent, including a variety of terms

such as central rhythm generator (Arbib, 1-9Bg) , central
pattern generat.or (Brooks , L9B6) , central program (Carew,

1985) , motor pattern g'enerator (Arbib , !999) , pattern
generator (Bassler, t986) , and l0comotor patbern generator
(Loeb, 1986). As discussed in Chapt.er 1, in this document the

term central pattern generator (CpG) will be used to refer to
simply the spinal network that responds only to descending

signals and generaLes a basic rhythm. rrocomotor pattern
generator (LPG) will be the term used for the system that
includes t.he locomotor cpG and any other spinal circuitry that
accepts and processes signals that alter this basic signal.
For example, the LPG would include t.he circuitry thaL

processes limb afferents and that regulates the strength of
the signal to be sent to the limb muscles.

As an aid to determining the nature and organization of the

neurons involved in a locomotor pattern g,enerator, researchers
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have experimented with and analyzed physical locomotion as

wel-l as neural activity related to locomotion. Reviews of
various aspects of this research can be found in papers by

Grillner (1975) , .Tordan (1983) , Stein (1,994) , Staf ford and

Barnwel-l (1985a) , and pearson (Igj 6, !985, I9B7 ) . The

following is an overview of t.he body of knowledge that has

been deduced from experimental- research concerning LpG

organization and behaviour.

Locomotor pattern generaLion in the spinal cord is, in part,
driven by command signals oríginating in Ehe brain. Among the

first to demonstrate the possible nature of the signals were

shik, severin, and orlovskii (l-966) who showed that by

applying electrica] stimulation to a portion of t.he mid-brain,
cats could be induced and observed to move with various gaits.
rn subsequent experiments el-ectrical st.imulat.ion was again

applied to this mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR) (Carew,

1985 ) , but this time while simult.aneously monitoring t.he

motoneuron activity. These experiments provided ad.ditional
evidence that non-oscillating descending signals from the

brain cause the l-ocomotor pattern generat.or in the spinal cord

to produce the required oscillatory output (Grillner and Shik,

L973 ) (.Tordan, L. M. , 1986) .

A well-established feature of LpG's is that they are able to
produce the basic oscillating patterns of out.put in the
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absence of afferent feedback. This was first established by

T. Graham Brown (191-1 , 1-9L4) , who refuted the idea that
activit.ies such as walking were t.he result of a series of
reflex actions. This was the concept that locomot.ion was

entirely t.he result of a continuous chain of motor reactíons

by the central nervous system to sensory feedback or, st.ated

otherwise, that afferent feedback was required for the

generation of the oscillating efferent signals produced by the

central nervous system Lo control limb muscles during walking.

The basic idea behind experimental t.echniques for testing
aspects of this concept is to disable the afferent feedback

from the limbs while simultaneously inducing LpG act.ivity
through MLR stimulation. One particular approach is to sever

all of t.he afferent fibres reLurning from the limb to the

spinal cord, another is to paralyze the limb muscl-es prior to

LPG activat.ion, thus preventing muscl-e cont.raction, limb

movement, and ultima[ely stimulation of Lhe sensory receptors.

This latter approach is commonly referred to as fict,ive
locomotion to reflect Ehe idea thab the physical movement does

not actually occur. (Carew, 1985)

Not.withstanding the ability of LPG' s to produce Lhe basic

oscillatory pattern needed for locomoLion without sensory

feedback, it is recognized that afferent information plays a

crucial role in the Lailoring of this paLLern (Selverston and

Moulins, l-985) (Stafford and Barnwell, I985a) . For example,
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carew (1985) states that "feedback from afferents plays an

important rol-e in modifying the timing and the detail-s of the

normal l-ocomotor pattern" and that. "afferent input constitutes
an essential element in the total program for locomotion".

During locomotion, various types of afferent information are

made available from the 1imbs. Two important types of sensors

provide information about muscle activity. According to carew

and Ghez (1985 ) , "Muscl-e spindles provide inf ormation

about the lengt.h of the muscle " , in terms of bot.h actual
length and its rate of change, and "Golg:i tendon organs

inf orm t.he nervous system of the tension exerted by the

muscle". Other types of afferents may also play a role.
Frexor reflex afferents (FRA's), "that is, the afferents whose

action can evoke f lexor ref lexes,' (Brooks, 1-986 p. 90 ) , may

have t.heir normal effect altered by locomotion as wel-l- as

having an additional effect on locomotion itself. The work of
Forssberg, Grillner, and Rossignol (L975), which showed how a

stimulus to the paw of a cat would cause a different reaction
depending on the limb's stepping phase, illustrates how the

normal refl-ex effect of FRA's is altered by locomotion. The

model described by Kriellaars (]-992 ) also includes FRA, s as an

input to t.he locomotor pattern gienerator.

Yet another feature of LPG's is the discovery that their
oscil]ation frequency can be influenced or established by
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ext.ernal oscil-latory manipulation of the 1imb. one researcher

Lo document this entrainment of the LpG was Kriel_laars (L992) .

fn his work, it. was noted that if a cat was prepared in much

t.he same way as for fict.ive ]ocomotion but subsequentJ_y had

its hip externally oscillated, the phase and frequency of the
LPG oscillation (as seen from the output activity of the
l-imb's motoneurons ) tended to change to mat.ch t.hat of the
limb's physical motion, both for higher and ]ower frequencies

than in the absence of mechanical perturbation. The

implication of these result.s is that the oscillat.ion speed of
t.he LPG during normal locomotion may not be solely the result
of signals descending from the brain, but rather that. it might

be equally influenced by the action of forces acting
externally on the limb. Any reasonable hypothesis as to t.he

LPG's organization should take t.his into account.

2 .6 Research Usinq Simpler Nervous Svst.ems

Much experimental effort has been expended in attempting Lo

understand how central pattern generation occurs in various
creaLures for locomotion and a variety of other purposes.

Research into all types of cpG's may ul-timately prove fruitful
toward the underst.anding of locomotor pattern generation in
mammals and in humans. As Delcomyn put it:

"General principles are important in biological science
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1-985) , the wing movemenL of locusts (Al-tman , Lgg2) , the

stepping of cockroaches (Arbib, !9Bg) , as well as the

breathing of cockroaches, the feeding of the marine gastropod,

and stil1 many others (Delcomyn, 1980).

Grillner, one of the most prevalent researchers in the neural_

pattern generation field, expressed a simil-ar sentiment when

he wrote:

" . . the vast complexity of t.he mammalian nervous system

makes it unlikely bhat we wiIl, ât least with present

methods, be abl-e to explain locomotion on the basis of
the interaction of individual neurons. To determine how

a CPG operates, wê need very detail_ed knowledge of the

connectivity of the neurons that. constitut.e the network,

t.he propert.ies of the synaptic transmission between

individual neurons, and the membrane properties of
individual cells and how they vary with time during

l-ocomotion.

"To answer such questions rather than pursue a

gradually more refined description of the activity in
certain presumed network components, we must study a

simpler sysLem. "

(Gri11ner, 1985)

As an alternate approach to gaining insight into mammalian
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spinal circuitry, Grillner decided to use a l-ower vertebrate
with a more readily examinable spinal cord as a model of the
organization of higher vertebrates such as mammals. The focus

of work in his laboratory therefore shifted toward Ehe

lamprey, a "primitive jawless f ish', (Grillner, 1985 ) that
moves through the action of "a sequence of traveling waves

which pass down the body and propel the fish through the
water" (cohen, Holmes, and Rand, t982) . work on t.he lamprey

has revealed that its spinal net.work is org.anized as a series
of interconnected segments, each with it.s o\¡¡n oscillatory
capabilities. The basic organization of the neurons that
contribute to locomotion in each segment. is now thought. to
have been discovered, but Lhe details of t.he interconnections
beLween the segments stil1 requires clarification. still to
be pursued is determining what components of the networks in
such "comparatively simple vertebrates have been retained ín
the transition to locomotion by means of limbs in amphibj_ans

and higher vertebrates. " (Gril1ner, wal-1en, and viana di
Prisco, 1990).

2 .7 Conceptual Modell-ino

rn contrast. to the use of experimentation to uncover specific
biological cPG and LPG facts, other researchers create

concepLual models as a mechanism for expressi-ng and

understanding the organization of complex systems. This
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section will suppl-y a

have been proposed as

brief overview

a result.
of various models that

2 .7.1 Classes of Conceptual Models

rn an effort to generalize central pattern generator

organizations, various people have proposed categories into
which cPG's in general might falI. Glass and Mackey (j-ggg)

suggested:

Pacemaker: those driven by so-called pacemaker cells,
cell-s which can t.hemselves produce rhythmic output;
Mutual rnhibiEion: those in which there are two cel_1s or
groups of cells that individually tend to become excit.ed

while simultaneously inhibiting each another. rt ís
pointed out that in order f or t.his sorL of CpG to
oscillate, one needs a mechanism such as "fat.igue",
"adaptation", or "post-inhibitory rebound" to facil_itate
the t.ransition from one side,s firing to the other,s.
sequential DisinhibiLion (or Recurrinq cvclic
fnhibition): an extension to the idea of having two

pools of mutually inhibiting neurons to that of having

several poors with inhibiting interconnections and. that.

tend to f ire in a rhythmic pattern when stimul_at.ed.

Neqative Feedback: systems in which a remoLe "sensor"

detects the presence of some condit.ion and signals a

1_)

2)

3)

4)
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central firing mechanism (which is a cause of the

condition) to terminate. This causes the original
condition Lo disappear after a time delay, the remote

sensor to cease signalling, and ultimately the central-

firingr to commence again.

5) Mixed Feedback with Time Delav: systems in which both
positive and negative feedback are important and in
which, like negative feedback systems, incorporate a t.ime

delay.

Friesen and

categories:

SLent (I978 ) proposed slightly different

Endogenous Polarization Rhythrms:

pacemaker ce11s.

Those driven by

2) Self -Excitatorv Net.works: CPG's which derive their
oscillat.ory ability by becoming excited or depolarized

through the act.ion of mutually excitatory connections.

These ultimately terminate firing through t.he action of
an innate neural mechanism like ',adaptation" or perhaps

the onset of inhibitory firing of anoLher neuron.

3 ) Reciprocal- rnhibition Networks: simil-ar to the "mutual

inhibiLion" category described earlier.
4) Recurrent Cr¿clic Inhibition Networks : Described earlier

as " Sequential Disinhibition"

1_)
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various researchers have proposed specific conceptual models

of cPG's involved in locomotion. A review of some of the most

important ones will be presented here, with collecLive
analysis of them to follow in section 2.10.

T. Graham Brown (1911 , 1-91-4) originally proposed what commonly

became known as the half-centre mod.el based on Ehe idea that
the rhythmic nervous activity driving locomotion coul_d be due

to a pair of excitabl-e neural "half -centres " interconnect.ed by

inhibitory connections - the type of organization now often
referred to as a bipartite (stein, 1985), mutuaL inhibition
(Glass and Mackey, 19BB), or recíprocal inhibitíon (Friesen

and stent, 1'978) net.work. Brown's hypothesis was furthered
many years later by t.he efforts of ,Jankowska, .Tukes, Lund, and

Lundberg (1967a, 1,967b) through their laborat.ory confirmation
of a net.work of spinal neurons which seemed to possess the
primary characteristics of Brown's half-centre organization.
Lundberg (1981) later continued to press the idea that. flexor
and extensor motoneurons receive alternating stimurus

originating from half-cent.re circuit.ry.

szekely (1965) proposed a cPG model, sometimes referred to as

the ring model, consisting of four mot.oneurons and four ot.her

inhibitory neurons int.erconnected in a circular fashion to
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cont.rol limb movemenLs.

Pearson (r976) proposed a mode] that had a "burst generator",

considered to be either a single pacemaker cell or perhaps a

neLwork of interconnected cells, serving to drive just the
flexor motoneurons, with the extensor motoneurons not having

their own driver but rat.her simply receiving an inverted
version of the flexor sigrnal. Because of this construcLion,
the model is sometimes referred to as the asymmetric model

(Staf ford and Barnwel_1 , 1985a) .

Miller and Scott (1971 ) proposed a model (which they viewed to
be an extension to Brown's (1914) half-centre model) involving
specifically idenLified spinal neurons and without relying on

the concept of neural fatigue. rt included six groups of
neurons : a pair made up of int.erneurons, a pair made of
moLoneurons, and a pair of groups of other neurons called
Renshaw cel1s. rn the model, the int,erneurons were mutually
inhibitory and also inhibited the moLoneurons, the motoneurons

excited the Renshaw cells, and the Renshaw cells inhibited
each other as well as t.he int.erneurons. The model was

designed to have descending signals as input to potentially
all of the groups, and afferents as inpuL to the interneurons

and motoneurons.

Jordan (1983) proposed a model of locomotor control which
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integrated the half-centre concept, included specific input
connections for descending signals and fl-exor reflex
af f erent.s, and showed specif ic interconnect.ions between

various interneurons, motoneurons, and Renshaw Cells.

Gri1lner, proposed an organization for limb movement

(variously ca]led the unit burst generator model, simply the

unit generator model, and an example of a multipartite model

(sLein, 1984, 1-985)) in which locomotion in a single rimb is
controll-ed by a series of interconnected central pattern
generators. As Grillner put it, "if descending pathways could

activate individual- unit CpG,s, this would all_ow selective
conLrol of individual joints or muscle groups. That is, if
one wanLs to wiggle the big toe, one may merely cal_l on the

unit CPG for the big toe, and so forth. " (Grillner, j_995)

stafford and Barnwel-l- (1985b) presented a few variations of
locomot.or pat.tern generator models f or a single limb. Their

first one combines some of the ideas from pearson,s asymmet.ric

model- and Grillner's unit generator. rt consists of four
pairs of interconnected frexor and ext.ensor "neural masses"

(one for each limb joint as suggest.ed by Grill-ner (i-985)),

with the flexor halves of each pair int.erconnected in a

circular fashion to cause Lhem to oscillate, and with the

extensor halves connected so as to simply oscillate in
response to inhibitory connections from the flexors (and hence
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using t.he asymmet.ric concepts of pearson (1,97 6) ) . The other
two models that ûhey described are variations on this - both
add inhibitory connect.ions returning from the extensors to the
flexors (making each pair somewhat rike Brown,s half-centre
arrangement), and one includes interconnect,ions that eliminate
the asymmetry by giving t.he extensors t.heir o\¡/n independent

oscillatory ability. Staf ford and Barnwel_l (19g5c) went on to
extend their cPG to show how several of them could be

interconnected to generate patterns for multiple rimbs.

Most models of pattern generation primarily concern themselves

with the manner in which oscillat.ion phases and frequency are
produced, wit.h somewhat less consideraLion given to such

details as amplitude or intensity production. when they are

all considered, smith and Feldman (1990) suggested that the

t.endency is to design "models where t.he organization is such

that rhythm and spatiotemporal pattern are inextricably 1inked

and generated togeLher by a neLwork as an emergTent property of
network connections." rn fact, they go so far as to say that
" all current det.ailed mode]s for vert.ebrate motor paLtern

generation systems are in t.his category". opposing this
general trend, they then go on to point out that their
investigations into mammal-ian respiratory pattern greneration

"indicate that rhythmogenesis and pattern formation are

separate functions".
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rndependenLly, but this time specifically for locomotion,
Kriellaars (L992) argued for and proposed a scheme for patt.ern
generati-on "which involves the division of rhythm generat,ing

circuitry from amplitude control circuitry". rt presumes the
output. of half-centre rhythm-generating circuitry as being fed
into a dist.inct amplitude-modulation network, wi_th both
portions being shown, in general terms, âs subject to
descending and afferent control.

2 . B Computational Modell_inq

comput.ational modelling has been used as an analysis toor for
a wide varieLy of physiological phenomena, from neural_ to
physical. For example: Schillen and Konig ( j_990), as well as

Borisyuk, Borisyuk, Kiril_lov, Kryukov, and Singer (1990) have

independently attempted to model_ aspects of t.he oscillat.ory
behaviour of neurons i-n t.he visua] cortex; Morishita and

Yajima (I912) have analyzed the general behaviour of muLually
inhibitingi neurons to show their capabilities regarding ,,the

sharpening of input. patterns, the temporary storage of
inf ormat.ion and the generation of periodic signa1s,, i and van

den Bogert., schamhardt, and crowe (1989) used "a mathematical
model based on rigid dynamics', to anaryze the physical
movemenû of a horse.
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T\,vo techniques are t.he most coÍìmon for modetling physiological
phenomena. rf one represents physiological data as variables,
a technique commonly used to represent their
interrelationships, their behaviour over time, and to
facilitate theoretical analysis is to use systems of
differential equatÍons. A strength of this technique is that
it alIows accurate representation of continuous changes in
values (such as time) and potentially permit.s solutions to be

determined analytically. However, even given these pleasant

characteristics Glass and Mackey point out t.hat this technique

does suffer from deficiencies:

"Since biological systems are generally described by

nonl-inear differential equations ... for which no

anarytic solution is available, alternative techniques to
the analytic integration of differential equations must

often be sought in the study of biological problems.

Moreover, biological- systems are so complex that it is
generally impossible to specify exactly the dynamical

equations describing the system. " (Gfass and Mackey, 19gB

p.2t)

they go on t.o point out, one technique available for aid.ing

the understanding of the behaviour of such systems is that
using numerical integration.

AS

in

of
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while still representing physiorogical data as variables, an

alternate mathematical modelling technique is the use of
difference equations. In this approach, the changes of
physiological values can be described with respect. to discrete
increments in time. simulation of such a system through time
occurs by iterat.ively recalcul_ating the values.

on the surface, difference equations may appear to be used

l-ess frequently by physiological researchers, but if one

considers t.hat numerical integrat.ion is frequent.ly used as an

aid to understanding systems of differential equations and

that "computer algorithms for the numerical integration of
differential equations utilize finite difference equation

approximations to the differential equations" (Glass and.

Mackey, 19BB p.27), it becomes clear that difference equations

are indeed quite coÍìmon and certainly useful. rn fact,
wasserman argues that difference equations can be superior:

"The differenLial equation representation assumes that
the processes are continuous, operating much like a large
analog network. viewing the system at a microscopic

level-, this is not Lrue; the act.ivation level of a

biological neuron is determined by the average rate at
which it emits discrete action potential pulses down its
axon. This average rate is commonly treated as an analog

quantity, but it is important to remember the underlying
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reality.
rf one wishes to simulate artificial neurar networks on

an ana]og computer, dif ferential -equation representations

are highly desirable. However, most work today is being

done on digital computers, making the difference-equation
form most appropriate, as these equations can be

converted easily into computer programs.',

(Wasserman, 1989 p.2I)

A few software systems have been devetoped specifically to
facilit.ate the computational modelling of biological neural
circuits. T\^/o examples of these are GENESIS (WiIson, Bha1la,

Uhley, and Bower, 1989) and SpfCE (Segev, Fl_eshman, and Burke,

1989 ) , which are both systems designed t.o model neural
behaviour using a technique cal1ed compartmentar modelling.
This technique dictates that el-ements of a circuit be

considered to be subdivided into discrete but connected

compartments, each with its own particular el_ect.rical
properties and each represented by its own set of differential_
equations. Repeatedly solving the equations for each

compartment in a numerical fashion al-lows the movement of
electrical signals to be simulated over time. Though this
technique can be used to model networks of neurons, it is
commonly applied to moderling the behaviour of individ.ual
neurons at the l-evel of synapses, dendrites, membranes, and

ionic flow. rn using sPrcE, segev et. al. point out. that in
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order to obtain desirable results, t.hey have resorted to
sj-mulating a single neuron by up to 5,000 compartments - a

process that can be very comput.ationalry intensive and,

conseguently, currently difficult to scal-e up to groups of
neurons.

2 .8.2 Computational Pattern Generation Modellinq

computat.ional techniques can be used to supplement. the

anal-ysis of conceptual proposals for t.he organization of basic

cent.ral, and more elaborat.e locomoLor, pattern generators.

That computational modelling of neural networks is an

interdisciplinary science can readily be seen when one

considers the variety of publications in which papers are

published, from the biological Experimental- Brain Research

(e.9. (Mil]er and Scott, I97l)) to t.he compuLer science AI
Expert (e.9. (Trelease, l-988) ) . Fundamental dif f erences in
modell-ing approaches are also evident. some modelling efforts
include a very detail-ed representation of neural cellular and

synaptic properties; others take a more abstract approach by

mathemat.ically model-l-ingl the behaviour of components of neural

systems consisting of clusters of neurons (williams and

sigvardt, 1992) . rhis section will review work that fal1s
into both of these caLegori-es, with discussion of them to
fo1low in section 2.L0 "
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some work has focussed on simply modellingr a pair of mutually
inhibiting neurons as proposed in Ehe "half -centre', model.

rncluded among these is the work of Reiss (1962) in modelling
the behaviour of a pair of inhibiting neurons with fatigue-
l-ike characteristics using both digital and analog techniques.
wilson and wal-dron (1968) used electronic models of neurons,

referred to as neuromimes, to record the behaviour of two

mutually inhibitory neurons as well as a few other very small-

neLworks. Perkel (I974) mathematically modell_ed pairs of
pacemaker and non-pacemaker neurons which displayed post-
inhibitory rebound. Matsuoka (1985) mathematically considered
the conditions under which stable oscillations could occur
given a pair of neurons with inhibitory interconnections and

characteristics similar to fatigue and adaptation.

some of t.he specific concept.ual models described previously
have had their dynamic characteristics computationally
explored. For example, Mil1er and ScotL (1_977) explored their
own model by building and interconnecting electronic analogue

neurons. As well, Stafford and Barnwell (1985b) tested the
capabil-ities of t,heir mode]s by describing the characteristics
of the model with a set of different.ial equations and solving
them using numerical integration.

Related to Grillner's preferences with respect t.o rocomotor

model and biological subject, a significant body of
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computational modelling work has been directed toward the
"unit generator" approach and lamprey locomotion. Examples of
t.his include t.he work by cohen, Holmes, and Rand. (rgg2) in
their modelling of travelling waves through a series of
coupled oscillators and Wi11iams, Sigvardt, Kope11,

Ermentrout, and Remler (l-990) in their modelling of the
entrainment of coupled neural oscil_l_at.ors.

Ekeberg, wallen, Lansner, Traven, Brodin, and Gril_lner (199j-)

described software that was developed to facilitate modelling
of neurons and networks in the lamprey. A single neuron was

modelled in moderate detail using the "compartmental
modelling" technique (described earlier). Each neuron was

considered Lo be divided into four compartments - one for the
soma, and three ot.hers to represent. dendritic processes at
varying disLances f rom the soma. Prior to running a

simul-ation for a single neuron, approximatery 60 parameters

had to estimated from biological dat.a. The actuar simul_ation
process involved the manipulation of the values of eleven

variables representing Lhe stat.e of t.he neuron - including
such aspects as the neuron's membrane potential and its
various ion channels and synaptic receptors. Because of the
number of parameters and variables, execution of the model

required subst.ant.ial amounts of computing power. This

resulted in two versions of the modelling software being

created - one for a Macintosh fI environment that. could model
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single neurons and smal1 networks, and. another for a uNrx-
based murti-user or large workstation environment. that coul_d

handle the computing requiremenLs of moderling larger
net.works.

Hellgren, Grillner, and Lansner (L992) employed this software
in their modelling of the swimming motion of the ramprey.

Though their basic lamprey locomotor network was not new,

their approach involved employing interconnected groups of
moderately realistic neurons (more like that actually found in
the lamprey) where previous modelling efforts had employed

only more-generalized individual neurons int.erconnected to
form the network. The neurons in each group were assigned

attributes (such as ce]1 size and membrane conductance) that
differed but were randomly distributed about the known mean

biological values. They discovered via their modelling, t.hat
randomry distribut.ing the properties resulted in a more robust
network that was able t.o function well over a larger range of
parameter values.

A few other modelling efforts have recognized the potential
importance of including dynamic models of the limb as wel_l_.

Oguztoreli and Stein (1979) mathematically analyzed some

features of having both a sinusoidal signal originate from the
central nervous system (cNS) and afferents from a model muscle

act on the motoneurons, but wit.hout. act.ually considering the
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structure of t.he cpc generating t.he cNS oscilrat.ing signar.
Taga, Yamaguchi, and Shimizu (1991) modelled a CpG

mathematically as 6 pairs of mutually inhibitory neurons
(similar to Grillner's unit generator model (19g5) )

interacting via st.imulus and afferenLs with a model of a pair
of three-jointed 1imbs.

2.9 Robotics

Researchers in bhe field of robotics a]so engage in a form of
modell-ing of locomotor control, but in their case the models

assume the form of physicat devices. worth noting is that t.he

goal of robotic researchers tends t.o be different than that of
physiological researchers. physiological researchers are

trying to understand how biological creatures control
locomotion. rn contrast t.o what is essentialry this "reverse
engineering" effort., robotics researchers attempt to
"engineer" control systems and mechanical devices that. can

move, often without regard for the mechanisms employed. in
biological systems. Because of this, most work done in
robotic locomotion does not employ neural_ control systems and

provides l-itt1e assistance t.o physiological- ef fort.s.

Nonetheless, there have been a few attempts to control robotic
locomot.ion using neural- systems. one such ef fort is that
reported by Holland and Snaith (1991_) in attempting to control
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a quadrupedal \^¡al-ker, but their f ocus is on developing
techniques for allowing robotic l-ocomotion to be l_earned, with
limited success so far and littre effort. towards how this
specifically relates to the architecLures ut.ilized in animals.

Kawato, Uno, fsobe, and Suzuki (1988) have described results
from t.heir efforts toward building a system for robotic
control- that employs neural net.works to progressively l_earn

the correcL torque to be applied Lo a joint in order to
achieve a desired movement trajectory. rt is premised on the
reasonable notion that higher centres in Lhe brain would

choose the trajectory for a limb and the lower part.s of the
central- Nervous system would transl_ate this into torque motor

signals. The first network to process this signal translates
this desired t.raj ectory int.o a rough approximat.ion of the
needed joint torque. A second network refines this torque
signal based on its ability ùo predict the actual_ lraject.ory
for a given torque. The utility of this approach has been

demonstrated t.hrough its use in the construction of a robotic
manipulator. Its deficiencies in contributing toward an

underst.anding of biological locomotor control- include that it
has yet to be specifically adapted for locomotion, that
portions of it are not constructed with neural neLworks, t.hat

it has yet to be used to control and interact. with joints
control-1ed by biologicalry real-istic muscles, and that it.s
neural- behaviour has not been compared in detail with any
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biological data.

Another effort includes the use of a neural- network to control
locomotion in a hexapod robot (Beer et âf., 1,992) (euinn and

Espenschied, 1993). rt employs six stiff legs that. can be

individually pivoted at the "hip" and shortened or erongated.
The neural control network consists of six int.erconnected sets

of neurons (one per limb) at the heart of which are six
pacemaker neurons. This system of neurons is initiated by a
single input command signal, generates forward./backward

velocity and up/down informat.ion to the legs, and receives
forward/backward angre sensory information from it.
rnterest.ing result.s were obtained in gett.ing this device to
walk in a fashion somewhat like an insecL, but the researchers

admit that "the locomotion control]er needs Lo be developed

further to incorporate true feg kinematics, force control,
more sensory information, and more leg degrees of freedom".

Though the system was loosely modelled on biological results
regarding insects, the unlikely choices made for such features
as their cont.roller out.put and feedback signals is indicative
of bhe distance between this neural control-1er and that
probably used in mammals.

Even though the approaches of robotic and physiological
researchers are significantly different, much potential exists
for each group to learn from the other's efforts. Raibert and
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Hodgins (1992) "be]ieve that advances in legged machines, in
their mechanics, control, sensing, and planning, wil_1 provide
insight int.o the mysteries of human and animal locomotion.
Progress in understanding locomotion in animals wil_l, in turn,
make it possible to build robots t.hat. are more agile,
dextrous, and fundamentally more interest.ing than those we see

today. "

2 .10 Modellinq Discussion and Surìmarv

Experiment.ally, t.he physiological research community has

documented the existence of numerous physical features and

behavioural qualities of the LpG in mammal-s. various models

have been proposed to explain how spinal neurons might be

organized in order to account for some of these
charact.eristics. rL must be noted, however, that no one has

yet proposed and computationally t.ested a single model that
accounts for the Lpc,s ability Lo do al-l_ of :

while interacting with limb muscles, begin and sustain
oscillations when descending signals are applied,
terminate it.s oscillation when descending, are eriminated,
tend t.o have the flexor firing duration short.er than the
extensor (but with the possibility of the extensor being
short.er), and tend to have changes in its oscillation
period be due primarily to changes in ext.ensor firing
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duration.

while unaffected by muscle afferents during ',fictive,,
experiments, conìmence and cont.inue oscillating in
response to descending stimulus, cease oscill-ating with
the removal of the stimulus t vary its oscillating
frequency with changes in t.he descending stimulus
intensity, and change its extensor firing duration
independently of its flexor.
while not controlling but being infr-uenced by muscl-e

movement during "enLrainmenL" experimenLs, tend t.o adapt

its frequency and phase to match that of the
independently produced oscillat.ions of t.he muscles.

Additionally, the concept of t.he physical separation of
frequency and ampritude cont.rol and generation warrants

investigation because of Lhe degree of independent control it
would permit over these two aspects of locomotion.

Nonetheless, the physiological research community has yet to
bot.h define and computat.ionally validate an LpG model t.hat

includes this concept of physical separation, which might

occur in both the internal structure of t.he LpG and as well in
t.he descending signals controlling the LpG.

rt should be noted as we]l that mosL of the computat.ional

modelling ef fort.s t.end to deal with their pattern generator in
isolation, without any significant attempt. to integrate its
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operation with the operat.ion of a joint or a limb. rn this
area, the robotics researchers are certainly more consistent
in their nat.ural tendency to physically create their models.
rn their case, however, the physical properties of the
mechanical joínts and "muscl-es,' and the nature of the signals
controlling them are typically very different from those
employed in mammals, and this may prove to be significant in
discovering the nature of the LpG.

one basic choice made in LpG modelling is choosing the level_

of neural detail at which to model_. At t.he most detailed
lever are modelling at.tempt.s like that of Hellgren, Gri11ner,
and Lansner (]-992) in which the flow of ions within individual
neurons is described. The difficulties of modelling at such

a detail-ed 1evel include: the need to set and possibly
explore a potentially very large number of parameters, making
cert.ainty in the conclusions about any one of Lhe parameters

difficult; the problem of ultimately knowi-ng t.he importance
of detailed features toward overaIl neLwork operation when it
may be that their combined collective behaviour more readily
provides an explanation; and the limit.ed availability of the
computational polver needed to sj_mulate any significant size of
neLwork- AL a much higher l-evel of abst.raction are works like
that of Williams and Sigvardt (Igg2) in which the detailed
structure of a network osci-llator is ignored entirery, in
favour of more generally modelling the interactions bet.ween
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oscillators. By focusing exclusively on overall neLwork

behaviour, modelling at such a high leve1 of abstraction, does

little to contribute toward comprehending the actual internal
structure of t.he component. networks. of course, modelring

neural behaviour at either of these abstraction 1eve1

extremities can potentially yield varuable insights: very
detailed modelling could yierd an understanding of the role
that individual- compounds play in the behaviour of neural
circuitry; very abstract modelling could. provide a general

understanding of how neural systems coul-d be organized and,

thus, provide guidance for more det.aired exploration.
However, if understanding network structure is the goa1, it
may weÌl- be that taking a middle road, by uLilízlng
collections of interconnect.ed individual- neurons with
simplistic traits, will- prove t.o be t.he most effective. This

is exactly the approach taken by those involved with
artificial neural networks.
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3.1 A brief historv

The study of artificial neural networks is generally agreed to
have had its origins in the work of w.s. Mcculloch and w.A.
Pitt.s (L943) witrr their publication of A LogicaT caLcul_us of
the rdeas rmmanent in Nervous Activity. They proposed the
concept that t.he activity of biological neural net.works could
be modelled through the use of logicar networks of highly
simplified artificial neurons. This proved to be the
foundation upon which this completely new branch of science
was constructed.

over the 5 decades since its beginnings with Mcculloch and

Pitts, the study of ANN's has suffered serious setbacks and

seen amazing successes. Donald Hebb (rg49 ) provided what

proved to be a major insight into how ANN, s might be

"progframmed" (or how they might "rearrì.", the choice of term
perhaps dependingr on how biological one deems ANN, s to be) .

Hebb described how individual neurons might gradually adjust.
the strength of their interconnections based on their
concurrent l-evel-s of activity as a way of changing the overall
behaviour of the network towards being "correct',, a process

lat.er t.o be called Hebbian learning. fn his words
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"when an axon of cel-l- A is near enough to excite a cell_

B and repeat.edly or persistently takes part in firing it,
some growth process or metaboric change takes prace in
one or both ce]ls such that A's efficiency, as one of the
cells firing B, is increased. "

(Hebb, L949 p.62)

A great deal of excitement regarding the potential
capabilities of ANN's was generated following Frank

RosenblaLt's creat j-on and exploration in the lat.e 50's and

early 60 's of what was calIed a perceptron. This ,,was a
trainable machine capable of learning to classify certain
patterns by modifying connections to the threshold elemenLs.

The idea caught. the imagination of engineers and scientists
and laid the groundwork for the basic machine learning
algorithms that we still use today." (Zurada, Lgg2 p.19)

The excitement subsided substantially in the late 60, s when

Marvin Minsky and seymour papert pointed out that t.here were

serious deficiencies in the abilities of perceptron-1ike
devices. As they have put it ,'there are fundamental

limitations on the kinds of patterns that perceptrons can

learn Lo recognize." (Minsky and papert., 19Bg p.xii) work

progressed on neura] networks at a sl-ower pace for years

af terwards . Eventually by the mid-80 , s, t.he f ield was a

f1urry of activity again, probably as a result of two major
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research result.s - the development of backpropagation and the
work of John Hopfield.

The limitations encountered with percept.rons were overcome

through the efforts of a number of people. HerLz, Krogh, and

Palmer (1991" p.115) credit Bryson and Ho in tg6g, Werbos in
1-97 4, parker in 1985, âs well as Rumelhart, Hint.on, and.

williams in 1-986 with independently developing a new technique
called backpropagation that is used for training multilayer
ANN's to perform pattern recogrnition tasks. rt vvas the work

of t.his ]atter group which seems to have largely publicized
backpropagation and "triggered a massive explosion of work on

trainable neural networks which continues to this day.,,
(Her|z, Krogh, and palmer, !991 p.xv)

Approaching ANN's from a dif ferent perspective, ,John Hopfield
(1982) produced a paper that drew on work from the worl_d of
statistical physics. As Davalo and Naim (1991 p.63) put it,
"according to him, the nervous system attempts to find st.able

states, attractors, in its state space. Neighbouring states
tend to approach a stable stat.e, enabling errors to be

correct.ed and providing t.he ability to fill in informaLion
which is missing'" making a Hopfíeld network, as it came to be

caI1ed, a type of "content.-addressable memory.,, As they also
point. out. "this paper, cl-ear, well presented and, published by

a respected physicisE, is often considered to have spurred the
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new interest in neural networks. "

This renewed interest has led to efforts to employ ANN, s in
activit.ies as diverse as producing speech, processing visual
input, solving combinatorial problems, playing backgammon,

classifying sonar signals, compressing images, and driving
vehicles (Rich and Knigrht ch.1g) .

3.2 ANN Principles

Part.icularly in the past decade, the st.udy of ANN, s has

increased dramaticarly. This section will provide an overview
of some of the most basic ANN principles. More comprehensive

reviews of the field can be found in papers such as those by
Kohonen (1988) and carpenter (1989) and in numerous books

including those by Rumelhart and Mcclelland et al. (19g6),

Mcclelland and Rumelhart et al. (1996), wasserman (i_9g9), and

HerLz , Krogh, and pal_mer ( j_ 9 91 ) "

The nature of systems which fall into the area of ANN,s has

been described by Rumelhart., Hint.on, and Mcclerl-and (19g6) who

suggest that they are characterized by:

A set of processing units
A süaûe of activation
An output function for each unit
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A pattern of connectivit¡z among units
A propagation rul_e for propagating patterns of
activities through the network of connectivities
An activation rul_e for combining the inputs
impinging on a unit with the current state of that
unit to produce a new level of activation for the
unit
A Tearning ruLe

are modified by

An environment

operate "

whereby patterns of connectivity
experience

within which the system must

The essence of artificia] neural networks is that they are a
group of highly int.erconnected nodes that individually perform
very simplistic processing bub which can collectively perform
substantially more.

The inpuL, output, and. interconnection signals of ANN,s have

typically been one of two types. rn their simplest form, they
might. be binary-val-ued as Mccul_loch and pit.ts (tg43) had

imagined, whereas other networks have al-lowed the signals to
be continuous or rea]-val-ued. fn general Lerms, input signars
to an ANN node are typically multiplied by their own

individual weights and then summed along with the node,s bias
val-ue to provide a net input, to the node. This neL input is
then used to infl-uence the activation 1evel of the node, which
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in turn is used to calcul-ate the node, s output value.

At a more

individual-

as follows:

det.ailed 1evel,

node's processing

Ehe first step

is to combine i
involved in an

Ls input signals

Al-l- of the input. signals,

individual weighLs, are

value to give the ,'Net 
"

after being multipl
summed along with

input value:

ied by their
a node bias

where:

NET=D(trxWr)+A

t.he net input to the node,

the ith input signal to the node,

the weight for the ith input, and

the bias term for the node.

,'NE?"

rl- [Li

'w.u

ilBI

1S

is

is
is

As mentioned, the next step in its processing is t.o transform
this net input, sometimes into an intermediate activation
val-ue, but very commonly direct.ly into the output value for
the node. Ä variety of techniques have been used for this,
with a few of the most common as follows:

Perhaps the most straightforward is Lo simply use a

Tinear function as follows:

¿d.
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OW=CONSTANTxNET

2b. Another commonry used one is the threshol_d function:

OW = 1, NET > THRESHOLD
= 0, otherwise

Given that the calcuration of the net input is linear,
nodes that employ this sort of processing are also often
ref erred to as Tinear threshol_d units.

2c. A third function frequently used is the logistic
f unct.ion:

OW=
t+g-tter

where:

u OUT" is the output val_ue of the node.

The behaviour of this logistic funct.ion is shown Figure
3.1_.

The nature of the processing of nodes using this logistic
function is such that, for increasingly small values of NET,

the value of Lhe function becomes asymptotically close to
zero. For increasingly large values of NET, the ouLput. of t.he

function effectively becomes one. For val-ues in a midd]e
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range, the transition from zero to one occurs in a sigrmoidal

fashion with the maximum slope being reached at NE?=O. This
has the often-desirable effect of preventing excessively
strong signals from overwhelming the processíng of a network
while allowing weaker signars to still have a noticeable
ef f ect . As wasserman (1989 p.45 ) put iL, this ,'has the
additional advantage of providing a form of automatic gain
control. For small signals (NET near zero) Lhe slope of the
input/output curve is steep, producing high gain. As the
magnitude of the signal becomes qreater, the gain decreases.
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fn Lhis way large signals can be accommodated by the network
without saturation, whi-le small signars are allowed to pass

through withouL excessive att.enuation.,, Also worth not.ing
abouL these Togistic-type nodes (and others) is that the bias
value used in the NET input. calculat.ion has the effect. of
shifting t.he logistic function along the x-axis, producing a

similar effect. to adjusting the threshold value in the linear
threshold function.

Figrure 3 .2
A simple feedforward arLificial neural network.

ANN's gain their computational po\¡/er by interconnecting groups

of these simplistic nodes in a variety of ways. Figure 3.2
shows one of t.he most basic arrangements of t.hese cal_led a
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feedforv¡ard network. rn it, a pat.tern of input signals is
presented along the input connections to an input layer, whose

output signal is propagated through one (or possibly more)

hidden layers of nodes (sometimes considered analogous to
biological interneurons) and through an output layer Lo

finally produce an output pattern. A feedforward network
might be trained to perform very simple tasks such as basic
boolean logic: if it were presented with a pair of binary
input signals, it could produce the logical "exclusive-or,, of
t.hem on a single output l-ine. At a more complex leveI, a much

larger feedforward network might be configured t.o accept. a

digicized image of a handwritten digit as input, and produce

an ouLput signal that indicat.ed which digit it had

"recognized". (Hertz et â1., 1991)

The design of ANN's such as the feedforward network in Figure
3 .2 customarily includes st.eps such as: determining t.he

precise nature of the processing that the nodes wilr perform,

for example what. t.he act.ivation function wilr be;

est.ablishing an overall architecture f or the nod.es and

interconnect.ions, involving such issues as how many nodes

should be invol-ved and t.he number of layers they wil_l be

organized into; and t.hen deciding what the weight and bias
values should be. Because of the difficulty of the l_atter
step, ANN weights are usually determined via a training
process in which t.he ANN's are shown sampre sets of input and
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output signals repeLitively and are given the ability to learn
the appropriate weights themselves.

rn choosing t.he nat.ure of t.he processing of individual nodes,
the capabilities and limitations of the various schemes must

be considered. choosing to use nodes which perform purely
l-inear processing may appear attractive because of t.he

simplistic processing involved. Acting against this advantage
is that it has been shown that mul_ti-1ayer feedforward
net.works have much greater potential for dealing with more

complex problems than single-layer networks, but that multi_
layer networks buil-t from purely linear nodes are not among,

these more powerful types because they can be shown to be

equivalent in processing to mere single-layer versions. The

key requirement for building more effective multi-1ayer
networks is that the nodes perform some form of non-l-inear
processing (wasserman, 1999 p. i-9 ) . This requiremenL is
certainly met through using Linear threshol_d processing, but
in a rat.her unaccepLabre fashion since no sat.isf actory
Lraining algorithm exists for establishing the weights in a

multi-layer linear threshold feedforward network. choosing to
use nodes that employ the Jogistic function satisfies both
requirements - they supply the required non-linear behaviour
needed for effective multi-1ayer networks and a training
algorithm exists to es[ab]ish the weights for these networks
(i.e . backpropagation) .
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As ment.ioned, the number and size of the layers in a

feedforward network must also be determined. To some degree

the size of the inpuL and output layers may be dict.ated by the
nature of the data invo]ved in the problem under
consideration. Const.ruct.ing a feedforward network to compute

some bool-ean function of two variabl-es would obviously require
two input and one output nodes. Not. so obvious would be t.he

design of the input and output layers f or a network t,o

recoqnize handwritten characters. The number of nodes in t.he

input layer might. simply correspond to the resolution of the
digit.ized image of a charact.er, but one would then be faced
with deciding on the most effective resol_ution. The number of
nodes in the output. layer might simply be set. at one per
character to be recognized or, if t.he out.put was to be an

encoded version of the characters (using a scheme such as

Ascfr), the number of output nodes would be sígnificant.ly
less .

Even given the pot.ential flexibility in the input and output
layer choices, their const.ruct.ion is much more of a sc j-ence

than the design of the hidden layers. The purpose of
including hidden layers, âs mentioned previously, is t.o

increase the ability of a feedforward network Lo solve
probrems. rf one views each node in a network, in processing

its input signals, as essentially recognizíng a simple patt.ern

in its inpuL oL, alternatively, gienerating a statist.ic
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regarding its inpuL, then one can reasonably think of
providing more layers of nodes as supplying the network with
the ability to recognize more sophisticat.ed patterns (as

patt.erns of earlier nodes, simpler paLterns) or with the
ability to generate higher leve1 statistics. Knowing the
desirability of including hidden layers does not make choices
regarding their design much easier. Some research results are
known regarding the choice of t.he number of layers. At most

two hidden layers are required to compute any function with
arbitrary accuracy and, if t.he funct.ion is known to be

continuous, one hidden layer will suffice (Hertz et â1., L991,

p.142) . unfortunately, these results say nothing about the
size of the layers required. rf minimizing the total number

of nodes is important., using more than one or two layers could
sti1l prove optimal. Establishing the s ize of a hidden layer
remains largely an art. rt is known that increasing the
number of nodes tends to allow a network to fit its training
data more precisely, but t.hat this can resul_t in subsequent
performance errors due to the phenomenon of ',overfitting,, - a

situation in which a net.work adjusts itself to recoqnize
training patterns very welr, but at t.he expense of acquiring
a generalized ability that woul_d, alrow it to recognize other
related patterns . (Hert z et- al . p.1,47 ) . Conversely,
decreasing the number of hidden nodes al_l-ows the network to
interpolaLe or generalize for future input cases better, but
this is done at the expense of precision for individual cases.
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Choice of the size of
matter of empiricalty
needs of an individual

the hidden

finding the

application.

layers remains largely a

size that best suits the

It would be

erroneous if this
brief descript.ion

of principles left
t.he impression that
all ANN's were

designed or behaved

in the same

fashion. Though

they share many of

the underlying Figrure
An exampl-e of a fu1ly

3.3
interconnected

ideâs, Some network.

important and interesting variaLions exist. Much effort has

been put. into the creation and analysis of networks like that
of Figure 3.2, in which the propagation of signals is
homogenously in the same direction (and hence the feedforv¡ard
designation) . Each node in such a net.work is typically
entirely predictable in its processing in t.hat for any given
input, the output. t.haL it will produce is known, a

characteristic that makes it d.eterministic. As wel-1, such

networks are usually implemented as being slmcfironous - all_ of
their nodes continually perform their processing during t.he
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same instants in time. rn contrasL Lo this, one coul_d

consider Hopfield networks (Hopfie]d, 1,ggT). These are a

class of networks in which t.he nodes are fully interconnected,
that is every node provides its output signal as an input. to
every other node such as in Figure 3.3, making it an extreme
case of a feedback network. As wel_l, Hopfierd neLworks are
referred to as aslmchronoufr because their nodes are not
restricted to performing their processing simultaneously. rn
t.he case of Hopfield networks this is accomplished by having,
during any instant in t.ime, only one randomly chosen node

perform its processing. Another Lype of network call_ed a

Boltzmar¡¡r machine (Hinton and Sejnowski, j-986 ) extends

Hopfield network processing in part by making the output of
any node stochastÍc, that is, probabilisticall_y determined.

3.3 ANN Pattern Generation

some research effort has expended toward the development. of
ANN's that are abl-e to perform temporal activities, with only
a smal1 subset specifically directed toward cpG and LpG

processing. The following sections will first describe
relevant work that has been done, followed by a discussion and

summary of it in section 3.3.4.
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3 .3. l- Temporal Processinq

Perhaps the most prevalent type of task for which ANN,s have

been considered by researchers has been the classificat.ion or
reconstruction of static patterns - those in which a network
is designed and trained to be able Lo "recognize,, a set of
signals presented simult.aneousry on its input connections,
such as operating as a boolean function or identifying
handwritten characters. More recently, interest has qrown in
having networks deal with patterns that are dlmamic, that have

a temporal component. and might therefore be represented by a

sequence of static sets of signals, such as a song or a movie.

The substantial- majority of this research effort has been

towards developing an underst.anding of general techniques
through which ANN's can represent, recognize, and recreate
arbitrary t.emporar pat.terns. Examples of t.his incl-ude the
work by Amari (L972), Arbib and Buhmann (LggZ), Cohen (j_990),

Coolen and Giel-en (1988), Dehaene, Changeux, and Nadal (Lgg7) ,

FeLz, shupe, and Murthy (1990), Gent and sheppard (1,gg1,),

Grossberg (1-969a, 1-969b, ]-970) , Goerke, Schone, Kreimeier, and

Eckmill-er (1-990 ) , Gorse and Taylor (1991) , Gutf reund and

Mezard (1-988), Guyon, personrlazt Nadal, and Dreyfus (19g8),

Herz, sulzer, Kuhn, and van Hemmen (1989), Heskes and Gielen
(L992) , M.I. .Tordan (1986) , Kleinf eld (1996) , Kosko (j_9gg) ,

Principe and Lo (1990), Reiss and Taylor (199i_a, rg91b) ,
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Rumel-hart, Smolensky, McC]ell_and, and Hinton (19g6) , Smolensky
(1986), Sompolinsky and Kanter (j_996), Tank and Hopfield
(I987), Taylor (1990), Urbanczik (1991,), and De Vries and

Principe (]-992),

Efforts such as these are potentially rel_evant to the study of
LPG's since, given how l-ittle is actually known about LpG

structure, it may one day be shown that LpG,s employ one of
these general t.echniques. of more certain relevance is the
work of those researchers who have specifically considered ANN

CPG's and LpG, s.

3 .3 .2 CPG Modellinq

significantly less effort has been directed toward examining
the use of ANN's in Lhe creation of syst.ems t.haL have Lemporal

charact.eristics like those of neurorogical cent.ral_ pat.tern
qenerators.

Sompolinsky and Kanter (1986) and, independently, Kleinfeld
(1986) developed very similar techniques for storing and

retrieving temporal patterns which, as they both suggested,
might prove useful in t.he study of cpG,s. Later Kleinfel_d and

sompolinsky (1989) jointly elaborat.ed on this technique and

it.'s potent.ial cpc application. As they point out their
network is an extension of Hopf ield, s .1gg2) 

model ,
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particularly in that it assumes that al-l of the network nodes

are interconnected and that t.he dynamics of the network can be

described in terms of movement along a surface defined by an

energty function (even though in this case the surface of this
energry function changes with time) . A novel and fund.amental

assumption on which their network model is based is that two

sets of connecLions exist from each node to every other node.

The signals propagated along one seL of connections act on t.he

receiving nodes' activation level-s in a relativery short. time,
whereas the signals along the other connections t.ake longer to
affect the receiving nodes. The purpose of the faster
connections is to cause the network to settle into an

appropriate state. The connections whose effect occurs more

slowly have a tendency, after the sett.ling has occurred, to
drive t.he nodes of t.he network toward the next state in a

sequence. The result is a network whose nodes can continually
move from one st.ate of act.ivation to another, possibly in a

cyclic fashion like the oscill-ations of a cpc. As they pointed
ouL, some evidence does exist for biorogical mechanisms

causing synaptic connections to act on more than one time
scale. They also demonstrated how networks driven by their
postulated mechanisms could account for some of the behaviour
of the cPG controlling swimming in the mollusc Tritonia.

Doya and Yoshizawa (1989) proposed a network model consisting
of a single inpuL unit, one interconnected hidden layer of
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varying width, and a single output with feedback to the input
unit, âs a basis for exploring the structure of CpG,s given
their output signar. when presented with a sample oscirlating
input signal and through the use of their own temporar_ version
of backpropagat.ion learning, the network is able to memorize
(and l-ater reproduce) the waveform. Their assertion is thab
such a mechanism in the future could be useful for deducing
the internal structure of cpG,s - that by presenting the
syst.em with the output of a neural cpG and later examining t.he

connections that. it f orms, one will l_earn its internal
organization.

A f ew others have used ANN's t.o model CpG activity, though not
specifically for mammalian locomotion. Tsung, Cottrell, and

Selverston (1990) used "standard sigmoidal" units t.o model t.he

biologically identified lobst.er gastric cpc. Buchanan (rgg2)
performed some work using ANN's to model the locomotor
oscillations of the Jamprey. This involved creating an ANN

based on a locomot.or circuit that had previously been proposed

for a si-ngle segment of a lamprey. His decision to model

using an ANN approach was that ANN,s,

"where one forgoes modering detailed neuronal_ properties
by using cel1s with relativery simpre input./output
functions, reduce both the computational_ demands of the
simulat.ions and the unknown parameters that must be
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esLimat.ed. This all-ows one to ask questions regarding
network behavior that emerges from the connectivity
rather Lhan from special neuronal properties such as

action potentials and. endog,enous oscillation activity.,,

The model, built. using the "interactive activation" ANN

software of McCl_elland and Rumelhart. (1989), was indeed able
to imitate the oscill-ations observed in the corresponding
biologicar network. This model was Lhen extended to allow the
exploration of possible interconnections, between lamprey

segments, that could account for the head-to-tail propagation
or wave-1ike movemenL observed in lamprey swimming.

3 .3 .3 LPG Modellinq

A few researchers have investigated ANN, s that. perform tasks
more on the level of an LpG, incorporating the oscillat.ing
ability of a cpc but also attempt.ing to deal with other
factors needed to more completely generate locomotor patterns.

Hat.sopoulos (1992) did some simulation of a system employing

the model proposed by Mil-l_er and Scott (1_gt7 ) using leaky_

integrator nodes and interconnected with a set of muscles in
order t.o explore "the int.eraction of the neural dynamics of
the central nervous syst.em and the physical dynamics of the
limb system. " rn this work, he discussed the effects on this
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system of changes in descending signal
bhe oscill-ations, and of changing the

strength, of perturbing

length of the 1imb.

srinivasan, Gander, and wood (!gg2) have proposed a moder_

based on a hierarchy of ANN, s for controll-ing movement. At
the top of the hierarchy is a ',movement pattern generator,,
responsible for receiving descending supra-spinal commands and
generaLing limb Lrajectory coordinaLes. Though this is t.he

only component as yet developed and described, eventual_ly its
output is to be processed by two other networks to transl-ate
these coordinates int.o appropriate control signals for the
control of (possibly a pair of) simple model 1imbs. The

movement patt.ern generat.or componenL is a modificat.ion of the
network proposed by M.I. .fordan (1986) - a multilayer network
with out.put signals f ed back for use as additi_onal- inputs.
once trained on a small set of patterns, its reported
abilities include the ability to reproduce the learned
patterns in an oscil-lating fashion, qenerarize from this basic
set to generate other patt.erns, ret,urn t.o its oscillaling
pattern when its movement is temporarily perturbed, and

coordinat.e its frequency with changes in input signal
amplitude. The authors indicat.ed that they have no plans to
incorporat,e f eedback f rom the model limbs.
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3.3.4 Modellinq Discussion and Summarv

As has been mentioned, most of the effort in the ANN field
that might relate to the study of spinal LpG,s has involved
the storage and reproduction of arbitrary temporal sequences,

with a smaller amount of effort directed. at the possible
general nature of cpG's, and of cpG st.ructure in animals with
relatively simpre nervous systems. perhaps the biggest
deficiency of all of these efforts toward understanding LpG

operation is the absence of any int.eract.ion wit.h muscfes and

their afferent feedback. fn essence, such CpG_modelling work
explores only the fictive behaviour of the spinal circuitry.
Although such efforts as these possess the potential of
urtimately contributing to the understanding of LpG,s, the
most. likely seem t.o be those t.hat. have directly considered the
more complex behaviour of LpG,s themselves. of these, the
work of Hatsopoulos (]-992 ) stands al_one in its att.empt to
include the effects of having Lhe LPG interact with simul-ated
muscles, buL t.his work only expl0red some aspects of the
behaviour of one particular LpG conceptual model using the
leaky-integrat.or type of ANN node.

Much could still be learned about. mammalian LpG structure and

behaviour by using ANN techniques Lo explore oLher conceptual
LPG models, to study the effect. of different types of
descending and afferent. signals on the LpG, to produce models
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thaL are able to mimic details of actual_ neural recordings
under various circumstances, and to utilize various types of
ANN nodes to help assess the relative importance of complex
neural cel1 characteristics and their int.erconnections during
LPG operation.
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4.l_ The Value of Abstraction

"A1] scientific problems begin as closed-box problems,

i.e. only a few of the significant variabres are
recognized. Scientific progress consists in a

progressive opening of those boxes. The successive
addition of variables, leads Lo gradually more

elaborate theoret.ical model_s: hence to a hierarchy in
t.hese models, from relatively simple, highly abstract
ones, to more complex, more concrete theoretical
structures. At an intermediat.e stage in the course
of a scient.ific inquiry the formal model may thus be a

heterogenous assembly of elements, some treated in
detail, that is specifically or structurally, and some

treated merely with respect to their overall performarìce,

that is, generically or funct.ional1y.,,

(Rosenbluth and Wiener, L945)

The manner in which the scient.ific community has been

att.empt.ing to unveil the inner details of mammalian LpG,s is
no exception to this observation of nearly fifty years ago.

since at leasL the beginning of this century, models of what

is in the LPG "box" have been proposed, experimenLs have been

performed that have allowed our understanding of t.he box,s
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overall behaviour to be cl-arified, and some slightly more

detailed models of t.he box, s contents have been proposed.
However, âL thi-s stage of t.he investigation, it is difficult
to argue that even an ', intermediate stage in t.he course of a

scient.ific inquiry" has clearly been reached insofar as

knowing the st.ructural nature of some of the box,s components

is concerned. rn support of this, one need only consider the
significant differences that exist between many of the
recently proposed LpG model_s (see chapter 2).

rnherent. in the process of modelling is the need to abstract
from the original system - to establish some simplifications
that al-low the essence of the real system being studied to be

clearly described and, perhaps, simul_ated. Such

simplifications are not intended to be problematic, but rather
a necessary part of the process for studying a complex system.
As Gold puL it:

"Lhe question is not whether we int.roduce simplifying
idealizations; the question is only where these
idealizations should be made and how extensive they
should be Examples from physical science are of the

'frict.ionless pist.on, and. of the ,ideal gas, system. In
these models, cerLain interactions are explicitly taken
into account, and ot.hers are neglecLed. The effect of
Ehe explicitly considered interactions are evaluated.
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Disagreement between the predicted behavior and the
observed behavior is then,blamed, on t.he neglected
interactions. The disagreement is used as the basis for
furt.her refinements to the models, with the object. of
explicitly accounting for previously neglected
interactions. ,,

(Gol_d, 1977 p.14 )

SimplificaLions al]ow Lhe potent.ial ef fect of certain features
to be sLudied more closely and incorporated int.o a later, more

complex model- with greater insight.

4.2 A Hiqh-Level View

And so it is in ligrht of the currently very limiLed knowledge
of the de[ai]_ed st.ructure of LpG,s, the desire Lo further our
understanding of LpG structure, and the recognized val_ue of
using simplifications as part. of this process, that this
dissertation proposes a moder of a mammarian locomotor pattern
generator. The remainder of this chapter is intended to be
primarily a description of the model at a conceptua] ]evel.
chapter 5 will provide a detailed description of how its
components were implemented to facil_itate computational_

explorat.ion of t.he model, s behaviour, with chapter 6

presenting the results of this exploration. chapter 7

includes further anarysis and discussion of various aspects of
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the model, including the reasoning behind it.s design and its
biological plausibility.

Figure 4.1
High-leve1 view of the concept.ual- mode] of the l_ocomotorpattern generator.

Figure 4.L shows the contents of this model aL a very high
level- of abstracLion. rt.s int.ent is Lo illustrate t.he major
components and signals that the model includes. The rectangre
in t.he diagram represents the LpG circuit.ry as it would exist
in t.he spinal cord, and is the ,,box" whose cont.ents are to be

explored. The oval below it represents a single pair of

Descending
Flexor Extensor

Lo c omotor P attern Generator

Flexor FlexorLength Stimulus
Extensor ExtensorStimulus Length
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opposing f]exor and extensor muscl_es that are to be driven by
the LPG during later simul-ations. As these muscles operate,
they cause afferent signals representing their current length
to be transmitted back t.o the LpG. The LpG mod.el is driven by
numerous input signals - the flexor and extensor length
afferents as welr- as five other supra-spinar signals, signals
presumed to originate in t.he brain and descend down the length
of the spinal cord to bhe LpG. These include an "on,, signal
to switch the action of the LpG on or off, and two pairs of
signals to cont.rol- the duration and intensity of the flexor
and exLensor LpG output signals. The two output signals of
the LPG are used as stimuli for the flexor and ext.ensor
muscles.

4.3 The Model Details

Figure 4.2 shows the nature of the model in more detail. The

muscle pair is now shown as a connect.ed pair of ovals to
emphasize that they behave as distinct. components during
locomotion, and that their actions in generating opposing
forces are also closely related. rt also shows the content.s
of the LPG broken down into it.s functional components - all of
which are still shown in the diagram as rectangles - and

several connecting lines to show the rel_ationships between

Lhese components. The F,/E-Swítch is the part. of the LpG that
determines whether flexor stimulus or extensor stimulus ought
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Desc On

F¡{E-Switch

E-Delay

F-Intensifïcation E-Intensifïcation

Afferent-Information

Figrure 4 .2
concept.ual moder of t.he l-ocomotor pat.tern g.eneraLor.
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to be generated. How long the F/E-switch allows either the
fl-exor or extensor t.o fire is in part control_led by the F-
Delay and E-Delay components. The F-rntensification and E-
rntensification components are responsible for amplifying the
output of the F/E-switch t.o appropriate levels before passi-ng

them on as stimuli to Lhe flexor and extensor muscles. The

flexor and extensor muscres react to any st.imuli they receive
by attempting to contract with a force that depends on

stimulus intensiLy. At any point in time, the lengths of the
muscles are conveyed to t.he Àfferent-rnformation component of
the LPG, whose responsibility it is to transform these raw

length signals into more useful information for regulating the
other LPG component,s.

4. 3 . 1 Afferent-Information Component

rn order to understand the overall operation of the LpG well_,

it seems necessary to first comprehend the detail_s of the
å'fferent-rnformat,ion component. This is that section of the
LPG which directry receives afferent signals from the rimb.
rts purpose is to t.ransform these signals to be more useful
f or the operat.ion of the LpG. For Ehis model, Lhe only
afferents utilized are those indicating the length of the
muscles.

rts processing essentially views the oscillations of muscl_e
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Flexor
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Extensor
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F-Bgr F-End E-Bgr E-End

The four
locomot.or

rigrure 4.3oscil-lation phases employed in the design of thepattern generaLor model.

lengths and the corresponding joint angular displacemenLs Lo

be divided into four distinct phases as shown in a simplified
sinusoidal-like representation in Figure 4.3. Beginning with
the poinL in the oscill-ation at which the fl_exor muscle is
maximally (and the extensor is minimally) stretched unt.il the
point where the flexor has contracted (and the extensor has
stretched) t.o a medium lengt.h is t.he ',frexion beginning,' or
F-Bgn phase. This phase would normally be due to the
contract.ion of the frexor muscle in response to stimulus being
generated by the LpG. From this midpoint until flexion has
compl-et.ed, with the f]exor muscle at its minimal length and
the extensor at its maximum, is the "flexion ending,,or F-End
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phase. Now reversing the direction of the oscil-lation, as the
extensor contracts and the flexor expands until the midpoínt
is the "extension beginning" or E-Bgn phase, and the remaining
time until the ext,ensor has completery contracted is the
"extension ending" or E-End phase. The Afferent-rnformation
component of the LpG, t.hrough being influenced by the muscle
lengths and their changes, produces four output signals based

on t.hese phases: the F-Bgn and E-Bgn output signals are turned
on during their corresponding phases; a signal is transmitted
on the Not-F-End output during the three phases which are not
"flexion ending"; and similarly a Not-E-End signal occurs when

the lengths indicate that it is not "extension end.ing,,.

4 .3 .2 F/E-Switch Component

Key to the correct oscillating behaviour of the overall model

is thaL F/E-swit.ch musL be internally designed so that, at. any

moment in time, it can fire on at most one of its output paths
(labelled F-On and E-On) and that t.he select.ion of the path on

which it chooses t.o fire depends on its incoming signals. rt
determines which output. shoul-d be ,,on,, on the basis of its
five input signals. rf the Descending-on input is ,,off,, (i.e.
is not conduct.ing a signal of significanL intensity), the F/E-
switch will not function aL all and will_ noL, as a result,
turn on either of its output. signals. only if t.his
"Descending on" input is on will the F/E-switch generate
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out.put and cause the LpG as a whole to operate.

When it is receiving this Descending On signal, the values of
its remaining four input signals determine its output. Both
fl-exor and extensor output can be terminated for one of Lwo

reasons: either the one currently firing has been doing so for
a "sufficiently rong,' time or el_se the external operation of
the muscle indicat.es thaL ít is time to quit. rn the case of
the flexor firing, Lhe out.put of F-De]ay being on indicates
that. a sufficiently long time has passed, and E-Bgn being on

indicates that, externally, the extension part of the
locomotion cycle has already begun and the flexor should cease
firing. fn the case of Lhe extensor firing, the output of E_

Delay being on implies t.hat it is time to quit and t.he F-Bgn
signal being on means that flexion has already begun and the
extensor should stop firing. put a different wây, t.he F_Delay
output. and E-Bgn signal " inhibit.,, f lexor f iring and.,

correspondíngly, the E-Delay output and the F-Bgn signal
"inhibit" extensor firing. rn the absence of any inhibitions,
the fl-exor and extensor signals always tend to turn on. rt
should be noted that, in order Lo ensure that they never turn
on simul-taneously (as might conceivably happen in the absence

of any inhibiting input) tfre flexor and extensor signals must
internally "inhibit,, each other as well_.

When one of the output signal_s turns off, the operat.ion of the
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model is such that the other will then normally turn on (of
course, providing t.hat the Descending on signal has not been
terminated) . To see that. t.his should be so, consider the case
where t.he f lexor out.put of the F/E-swit.ch is currently on. rf
this flexor output signal terminates because of a signal being
received via E-Bgn (indicating that extension has already
begun), the extensor should begin firing as long as nothing is
inhibiting it since: the flexor is no longer firing so its
internal inhibition of exLensor firing can not exist; the
presence of the E-Bgn signal implies that there should not be
any F-Bgn signal inhibiting ext.ensor output. (since it would be
odd for both flexion and extension to be simultaneously
beginning); and the signal from E-De1ay should be off since
its duty is fundamenLally to pass on its input E-on signal,
which is known to have been off most recently.

rf the flexor output signal terminates because of its r-oelay
input being oD, simirar analysis suggests that the extensor
should turn on (due to a rack of inhibition) since: flexor
output is now off and so no internal inhibit.ion should exist;
E-Delay output should be off since E-on was off most recently;
and as long as the F-Bgn signal is also off. Given that
during normal- locomotion flexion occurs because of the flexor
neurons firing, whether F-Bgn (the "beginning of flexion,,
indicator) is off when the flexor output is turned off will
depend on whet.her the flexor firing occurred longr enough (and
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with sufficient intensity) to cause F_Bgn to occur and then
complete as flexion moved into the F-End phase. consequently,
as lonq as the flexor output was sufficiently rong and strong,
F-Bgn should have turned off and, in the absence of any
inhibition, the extensor output wilr- turn on. rf, however,
the fl-exor out.put is turned off t.oo quickly and F-Bgn has not
yet turned off, an anomaly in the operat.ion of the LpG can be

expecLed - probably as a reluctance to assume a regular
oscillating pattern.

4.3.3 Delaw Components

As al-ready mentioned, the purpose of the F_Delay and E_Delay

component.s is to generate signals that. guarantee that. flexor
and extensor firing are always switched off after a certain
length of time. In the case of F-Delay, a signal received via
F-on is delayed in Lwo ways - by waiting for the Not-F-End
input to turn of f and by waiting for t.he F-Delay output. signal
to then gro\^/ sufficient.ly large in intensity. F-Delay will
gradually increase it.s level of excitation until it.s output is
large enough to influence F/E-switch, but only after Lhis
increase in its excitation l-evel is permitted to even begin by
the NoE-F-End signal being turned off.

rn essence, the gradual increase in t.he overall excitation
level is t.he timing mechanism of F-Delay, but this timer onry
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is allowed to begin when an input. signal is received via F-on
and the muscles have externally reached the last half of the
flexion phase (as indicated by Not-F-End being off). once the
"t.imer" has begun, t.he excitation l_evel_ of F-Del_ay is aÌl_owed
to increase. The rate at which it increases is contror_]ed by
the Descending F-Speed signal - the stronger this signal, the
faster the exciLat.ion level of F-Delay reaches a point where
its out.put affects F/E-Switch. The Descending E_Speed signal
has a similar effect on the E-Delay component.

The F-rntensification and E-Intensification components of the
LPG exist to ar-r-ow the strength of the signals being
transmitted to the muscles to be control_led via descending
signals. rf an F-on signal exists, indicating that the fl_exor
side of the LpG shourd be firing, then t.he F-rntensification
component will- generaLe it.s out.put based on the Descending F_

Intensity signal - the strong,er this descending signa], the
stronger the st.imul-us sent t.o the f lexor muscle. rn a similar
fashion, the E-rntensification component amplifies the E-on
signal according to t.he st.rength of the Descending E-rntensity
signal.
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As has been seen, t.hi-s LpG model responds to five descending
supra-spinal- signals as well- as t.he muscle length af f erents.
Descending information enabl-es the operation of the entire LpG

via it.s input. t.o F/E-Swit.ch, controls the ,,desired,, frequency
of operation via the speed inputs to the F-Delay and E-Delay
components, and regulates the force exerted by the muscl_es

through the rntensity signals and rntensificat.ion componenLs.

rt is the F/E-switch that. most direct.ly control_s alt.ernate
flexor and extensor firing by monitoring its input signars and
by ensuring t.hat bot.h f lexor and extensor turn of f at
appropriate times and are not on simultaneously.

The durations of individuar fr-exor or extensor firing
sequences are limited by the st.rength of the Descending speed
commands to t.he Delay components and by the external behaviour
of the muscl-e. stronger descending speed signals wir_r_ cause
shorter firi-ng periods and a faster oscillating frequency.
This descending indication of ',desired,, frequency is subject
to the actual operation of the muscle: íf t.he muscre is
oscillating slowly, the Not-F-End and Not-E-End feedback
signals serve to elongate the firing durat.ions; if t.he muscle
is oscillating rather quickly, the F-Bgn and E-Bgn signals
serve to speed up the LpG oscillat.ion. rn both cases, Lhe
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operat.ion of feedback signals serves to keep the LpG operation
synchronized with that of the muscles.

Another view of the descending and afferent signars is that
they bot.h compete and cooperate in the control of LpG

operation. They cooperate in the sense that both work to
ensure t.hat the LpG is producing output that g.enerates
Iocomot.ion: the descending signals provide sufficient
intensity to commence and sustain rocomotor activity; the
afferent signals ensure that the output of the LpG is
synchronized with the actual movement of the limbs so that the
LPG f iring continues to be support.ive of rimb locomot,or
movement, and not working againsL it. Descending and afferent
signats compete in the sense that. both exercise infl-uence over
the LPG's oscil-lation rate: the descending signal by the
strength of its signals to the Delay componenLs to increase or
decrease the speed of their operation and the LpG oscil_lation
rat.e; the afferents through their influence on the Delay
components (via Not.-F-End and Not-E-End) to slow down t.heir
operation, or on the F/E-Switch (via E-Bgn and F_Bgn) to speed

up its transit.ion from one staLe t.o another, and hence the LpG

oscillation rate.

The Descending rntensity signals obviously influence the
strength of t.he output of t.he LpG, and t.hus the force exerted
by the muscl-e. perhaps less obvious is that this coul_d
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indirectly affect the speed of t.he LpG operation. changing
the strength of the Descending rntensity signals wir_r_ alter
the strengt.h of the LpG stimul_i to the muscles, will_ change
the force and the speed of the contraction of the muscles, and
(since the LpG oscilration frequency is made to match that of
the muscles through the feedback signals) could ultimately
have an effect on the LpG oscil_lation itself.

rn practice, controlling the overa]l rhythmic operation of the
LPG wil-1 require a balance of the strengths of the Frequency
and rntensity signals and wilr depend on the reaction of the
muscle to stimul-us. rt is the existence of issues such as
these regarding the actual dynamics of LpG operation that. make
int.uitive or analytical analysis difficul_t, and that make the
creation of a computational model so important.
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5.1 Basic Approach

rn order to explore the behaviour of the conceptual LpG model
described in chapter 4 and to demonstrate how the components
of the modef could be construcLed as a network of neurons, a

more det.ailed " computational,, version of Lhe model was

designed using artificial- neural network (ANN) components. An

overview of the ANN version of the model- is shown in Figure
5.1" rn it, the LpG components previously shown in Figure 4.2
appear in more detail, now including their constituent ANN

nodes and their interconnections.

To facilitate exploring the model-,s behaviour, the ANN version
was implemented in software and used for simulations. This
software simulation system is based on the notions of discrete
time with slmchronous updating - bhaL is, time is considered
to progress in fixed-lengLh int.ervals with the simul_ator re_
calculating the characteristics of al_l components at the end
of each time interval_. Mathematicall-y, one might express how

a characteristic of the model changes with time as a

difference equat.ion such as:
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where: ua. I
"i,E

llf- ilvi(i),t_7

is t.he variable representing t.he st.aLe of
the iEh characteristic at t.he end of time
interval t, and

is the state
characteristics

characteristic,

interval t-1.

of the jtn of n

Lhat affect the iEh

at the end of time

The simulation then begins with initiar varues of arr of the
state variables at time t=0, and proceeds Lhrough time by
iteratively recalcul-ating al-l of the dynamic characteristics
c¡,, for the next moment in time based on Lhe stat.e, âL the
preceding moment in time, of alr those characteristics citit,r-,.
bhat af f ect. each C:,r. For example, during. an actual
simul-ation of the model, at every new time t, every ANN node
examines its input values (which were generated at t-1) and.

produces a new output value (which will be used as others,
input at t+1). similarly, at every new moment in time, the
muscle components use their previously generated stimulus
input to recalculat.e new afferent output to be used at t.he end
of the next. int.erval .
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Figrure 5.1
overview of the computational moder- of the LpG.(rndividual networks aie shown later in more detail.)
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5.2 Environment

The software modelling system was developed using Borland c++
(Borland International, tg9L) . fn its final version, it
consisted of about 5800 lines of code, including 2600 lines
for the actual modelling componenLs with another 32oo l_ines
developed to facilitate Lhe training of its ANN networks and
the testing of its modules. rt was run on a microcomput.er
with a 33MHz 80386 microprocessor and a cyrix g3DB7 math
coprocessor. Using this conf igurat.ion, it. required
approximat.ely 0.04 seconds for the system to step the model
through each time interval. The results of t.he modell_ing were
graphically displayed using Lotus t-2-3 for windows (Lotus
Development, 1_991) .

Most of the major sofLware modules of the system correspond
exactly with t.he main component,s of the LpG model as
previously seen in Figure 4.2. These modules are shown in a

hierarchical structure chart in Figure 5.2.

The Locomotion Manager module has the responsibility of
controlling the overall flow of the simulation. rn this
capacity, for every time interval it ensures: thaL the
"descending" signals are made available to t.he appropriate
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Figure 5.2Hierarchical st.ructure chart of Lhe soft.ware modules

ma]or component modul_es; that the output of these modules is
routed to those requiring them as input; and t.hat al1 of the
modules are all-owed to perform their processing once during
each time interval_. In addition, Lhis module controls the
simulation of "fictive,' locomotion by bypassing the invocation
of the muscle simulation modures and imitates externar-
" entrainment " of the locomotor pattern grenerat.or by
instructing the Muscl-e-pair simul_ator to oscillate in a

sinusoidal- fashion.
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All- of the "descending" signals as well as all of those
signals transmi-tted t.o and from the neura] component.s of the
locomotion simulator are real- val_ues from the int.erval [0,1] .

The processing of any individual ANN node, which occurs
completely during one time intervar, is performed by having
its input signals mult.iplied by their own individuar weight.s,
and Lhen summed along with the node,s bias value Lo generate
a net input. value. This net input is t.hen transformed int.o
the node's output value using the logistic function. The

details of this process were described in section 3.2.

The weights for the networks in the major components ,,¡/ere

created in part as a resu]t of ANN "training,' and in part due

to individual analysis and selection. To handl_e t.hose

situations where training was advantageous, code was developed
for the "backpropagation" method, appropriate training dat.a

was created, and typical iterat.ive ANN training was done unt.il
the network's error rate on t.he training data was sufficiently
l-ow and the network performed satisfactorily on separate test
data. rn ot.her situations, good resul_ts were more readily
obtainable by deducing what specific nodes, int.erconnections,
weights, and biases would provide the required funct.ionality.
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5.5 F/E-Switch Module

Figure 5.3 provides a detaired view of t.he design of the F/g_
switch module, whose purpose is to switch the LpG between
generating flexor and extensor output. The weights used in
the cal-culation of the nodes, net input var_ues are shown arong
with t.he interconnect.ions; Lhe bias val_ues used are shown
inside the node. Each node has a label ,,Nx,, associated with
it for ease of identification.

+10t F-Bgr

.65 -tD0
+100 

^ 
N6 N7 ¡]+100

F-DeIay \7 -100 ¿ E-Delav
N5

Figrure
F/E-Switch component

5.3
of the LpG model

The nodes N1, N2, N3, N4, and N5 aIl serve
purpose, that being t.o determine whether
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signals have exceeded a certain threshold value. The nature
of the nodes' processing causes this threshold t.o be:

threshold = -bias / weight

= -(-50) / L00

= 0.5

Thus in all five cases, if the input signal is above 0.5, the
node's output will be nearly I.O; if t.he input is below 0.5,
it's output will be approximat.ely zero. To see this, consider
the case in which an F-Bgn input signal of 0.4 to node N4

would cause its net inpuL to be:

NET = (100 x 0.4) - 50

= -10

Applying the logistic function (as shown in Section 3.2) ,

OUT = logistic (-10)

= 0.000045

which is effectively 0.0.

rn contrast to this, consider an F-Bgn input signal of 0.6 to
node N4:

NET =(100x0.6)-50

= +l_0

Applying the logist.ic function (as shown in Section 3.2) :

OUT = logistic (+10)

= 0.999955

which is ef f ect.ively 1.0 .
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Polarizing t.he input signals in this
ef fect.ively become zero or one val_ues

t.he remaining Lhree nodes to be more

way by forcingr them

allows t.he processing

precise.

to

of

ft is the duty of node N6 to
shoul-d be on, and the job of
t.he extensor output should be

determine if the flexor output
N7 and NB together to decide if
on.

rn the case of N6, since either F-Delay or E-Bgn being on
indicates that the Flexor must be off, the weight.s from N1 and
N2 are negative, that. is they inhibit the firinq of this node.
rn contrast to this, the weight for the signal from N3 is
positive since the descending signal being off indicates that
the flexor must not fire. The signal from N7 being negative
ensures that if t.he extensor is already on when t.he fl_exor
t.ries to turn on, it will fail. The feedback signal from N6

to itsel-f being posit.ive ensures that if this node is arready
ofi, it wi]l be abr-e to ignore any negative input from N7

indicating that the extensor is trying to turn on. As a
result, Lhis node will turn on if F-Delay is off, E-Bgn is
off, Desc-on is on, and the extensor side (as indicated byN7)
is not already on. Once on, N6 cannot, be turned off by N7

it can only be turned off by a change in the N1, N2, or N3

signals.

similar in many ways to N6 is N7 in that it receives negaLive,
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inhibitory input from N4 and N5 because F-Bgn and E-Deray must
be off for it to turn on; it receives posit.ive input from N3

so that it can only be on if Desc_On is on; and the input
from N6 is negative so t.hat if the frexor is already on, the
extensor will not be able to turn on. Note that unlike N6, N7

does not have its own signal fed back as an input as a means
of ensurins that if it turns on, it will stay on reqardless of
N6' The reason for this will be explained shortly.

NB essentially performs the logical determination
is on and if N6 is off, then it will turn on.
situation causes it. to be ofÊ.

that if N7

Any other

The reason f or the asymmetry between the f l_exor (N6 ) and
exLensor (N7 and NB) sides of this network is t.o handl_e the
situation in which both the frexor and extensor out.puts are
current.ly off and lhe five input signals to F/E_Switch
simultaneously present var-ues such that both the fr_exor and
extensor could turn on. A situation such as this occurs
during initial startup of the system when the four feedback
signals are zero and the Desc-on signal is first turned on.
rn this case, in order to prevent both outputs turning on
simultaneously for some period of time, the network must have
a buil-t-in preference for one of the sides to turn on first
and be given an opportunity to inhibit the ot.her. This is
accomplished here by requiring the extensor signal to be
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delayed by moving' Lhrough two nodes, N7 and Ng, whil-e only
requiring the flexor to move through one, thus having Lhe time
to inhibit NB and prevent the extensor signal from emerging.
At the same time, N6 will manaqe to stay on, even though it is
receiving an inhibitory signal from N7, because of the
excitatory feedback loop of its owr. output. to it.self. This
f eedback loop serves it.s purpose unLil t.he inhibitory
connection in the other direction, from N6 to N7, manaqes to
turn N7 off . The finar- result is t.hat, in Lhe case of the two
sides attempting to turn on at exactly the same time, N6 will
win on behalf of the flexor side. Note however, Lhat if
either N6 or N7 turns on first the ot.her wir_l be prevented
from turning on until the winner is turned off via its other
inputs.

5.6 Repeat Module

rt was discovered during the design of the net,works thaL a

particular network function was required more than once _ both
Delay modures as well as the Afferent-rnformation module
needed Lo include a set of nodes with the same capabir_ity.
Figure 5-4 shows the contents of the sub-network constructed
with that functionality (witn the weights and biases rounded
to Lwo decimal places). rts basic purpose is conceptualry
quite símple: using at reast one node, repeat its input varue
faithfully over the range zero Lo one, but ,,clip,,it aL eit.her
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extreme so thaL it does not go beyond these limits. That is,
for input values less than zero, gienerate an ouLput. of zero,
for input varues between zero and one, repeat the component,s
input signal as its output; and for input val_ues greater than
one, produce an output of one. why the input va]ues might be
less than zero or greater than one wir_l be dear_t with in the
discussion of the Delay module.

rigrure 5.4
"Repeat" component network-

A network with one input. signal, one four-node ,'hidden,, rayer,
and one output node was decided upon and the ,'backpropagation,,

training technique was selected as the means for determining
this neLwork's weight.s and biases. Due to the rather
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stringent requirements praced on this modur_e, particularly by
the "Af f erent-fnf ormation,, mod.ul_e, Lhis network had to be
designed to re-produce its input. fairly precisely. During the
training (in which pairs of input and desired-output varues
were presented to t.he network) , the initial ,,total sum of
squares" (tss) error measure of 1.1 shrank to 0.006 during the
first 10,000 epochs (or cycles through the training data) , but
in order to satisfy its requirements this had to be
significant.ly improved upon. Consequently, the training
process was allowed to continue to run for a total of 300,000
epochs during which t.he tss improved at a very sr-ow pace, with
its final var-ue being 0.00045. using Lhe configuration
described earlier, this unusuarly lengthy training process
required two hours and f if t.een minutes.

I

0.8

Ouþut 0.6
2 Intervals
Later 0.4

8.2

0

-1 -0.5 0.5

Input

1.5

/

/

j
f

,rI
tr'igrure 5.5

"Repeat" component behaviour.
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Figure 5.5 shows how werl the desired performance was
achieved, showing nearly perfect repetit.ion from input val_ues
in the 0 to 1 range to the result.ing output two intervars
later, with output for input var-ues to the reft being zero,
and to the right being one. The delay of two intervar_s in
producing the corresponding output is a resur_t of the signal
being required t.o move through t.wo layers of nodes at a rate
of one layer per time interval_.

The F-Delay and E-Delay components of Lhe locomotor pattern
generation system are internalry of identical construction and
are illustrated in detail_ in Figure 5.6 (with the weights and
biases rounded to one decimal place). The purpose of the
Delay network used for both of them is to re-transmit any ,,on,,

signal received via the input rabelled ,,X-orr,,, but commencing
only when the "Afferent" input is off and only then gradually
increasingr the strength of its output at a rate dictated by
the speed input. The nodes N1 and N2 exist Lo ensure that
this timed delay mechanism only occurs when the input signals
attain an appropriat.e var-ue and that in all 0ther
circumstan'ces the module generates a zero out.put. The
subsyst.em involving nodes N3

gradually increase.
- N7 allows the output to
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!12.7 *8.9

Speed X{n

Derailed view of ,,o"r5]*::-i;Í

N1 will only turn on if the X-On input is ,,on,, (i.e. has a

high value in the [0,1] int.ervar-) and if the Afferent input is
"off". whenever Nr- is oD, the system is arlowed to increase
its output val_ue toward one. When N1 is off, N2 t.urns on to
ensure that the N3 - N7 subsystem receives input that will
cause its (and the ent.ire Delay module,s) output to quickly
assume a value cl0se to zero. rn this capacity, it serves to
have the network react to changes in input by rapidly
resetting the Delay module,s output to zero.
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The nodes N3, N4, N5, N6, and N7 are actually based on the
contents of the Repeat modure described earlier, modified to
accept mu1t.iple input val_ues. The weights and biases shown
for these five Delay nodes in Figure 5.6 are, in fact,
functionally equivalent to t,he nodes in the Repeat network of
Figure 5.4. In this case, Lhe single Repeat input has been
calculated as a linear combination of its own previous output,
the speed input, Lhe out.put of N2, and the output of N1, as
follows:

INPW = (1-.OxOWPW) + (0 .Sxspnen) * ( -S .OxN2) + (1. gx/Vr) _r. O

where:

" ,NPUT" is the single combined inpuL for the Repeat
subsystem,

'ourPUT" is the previously generated output of the
Repeat subsystem,

is the Delay network,s Speed input value,
is the previously generaLed output of N2, and

is Lhe previously generat.ed out.put of N1.

This al-lows the operat.ion of the Deray network to be thought
more in terms of Figure 5.7 , with the various signals being
linearly combined to provide a single input. to t.he normar_

Repeat subsystem. Even though the act.ual signals transmitted
within the Deray network (incruding the Repeat sub-net.work)

, SPEED"

" N2"

rlvf I
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$peed Xõn

E (Weights x Signats) - f.0

conceprual view rhe "o"r5j*äå*i;1.r. *"*" in Fisur.;
woul-d always be in the [0,1] range, this single combined
"imag'inary" input to the Repeat system atLains varues outside
the [0,1] range. rt was for this reason Lhat. the Repeat
network in Figure 5.4 was designed and its behaviour shown in
Figure 5.5 for input var-ues both inside and outside of the
normal zero-to-one range.

Figure's 5.6 and 5.7 can be shown to be

considering the processing that each node of

equivalent. by

Repeat's hidden
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layer does in Figure 5.7 . Each of these nodes has only one
input., âûd. would cal_culate it.s ,,Net,, input as:

NET* = (W*xf*) +B*

where:

'NETR" is the net input to the node in Repeat,s
hidden layer,

'W*' is the weight to be applied to its input,
"I*" is t.he input signal, and

"B*,' is the node,s bias val_ue.

rf four separate inputs were linearly combined to yierd Lhe
input. value as:

J¡ = (W",rxrr,) + (Wr,zxrz,z) + (w",txïz,t) + (wr,oxrr,o) *8"

where:

" I",i" is the i.h variable (or input ) in the l_inear
combination.

" Wr,i,, is the coef f icient (or weight ) f or the irh
variable (or input.) in Lhe linear combinaLion.

"8"" is a bias term in t.he linear combination.

Then the calcuration of t.he node,s net input. cour_d be re_
written as:

1-1 0



NET, = (w*x\",!x!:,) 
:(w*xt:",rxrr_".) * (\nxwz,zxrr,3)

+ (w*xw",,nxr".ai * (iw*"lar) *a*)^ t',r.--

since this is in the form of the car_curation for the net input
of a network node, this a110ws an equivarent network to be
created that has the same four inputs to each node, âDd have
its net input calcul_aLed as:

NET, = (W",rxrr,) + (Wr,rxrr,r) * (l,Iu,rxrr,r) + (Wu,oxrr,) *Bu

where:

"w", i" is the weight f or the i.h input to the
equivalenL neLwork, and is calcu1ated as:

Wz,i = W*xlr{r,,

" rr'i" is the ith input to the equivarent network,
calculated as:

T-T
'E,t - LL,i

u Bt' is the bias value for t.he equivalent network,
calculaLed as:

B¿ = (w*xB") +B*

rt was this process thaL alrowed the weights and biases for
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N3-N7 in the actual network in Figure 5.6
the conceptual network in Figure 5.7 .

to be derived from

Figrure 5.8
Behaviour of t.he "Delay', component

Knowing that the two views of t.he Delay modur_e in Figures 5.6
and 5.7 courd be considered functionally equivalent. provided
two advantages. The first was that less software needed to be
developed since by act.ually implemenLing the conceptual view
(of Figure 5.7) the code for the Repeat sub_network (which was
already required for the AfferenL-fnformat.ion component) could
be re-used. The second advantage was thaL the operat.ion of
the network could be more easily understood by contemprat.ing
only the conceptual view.

Output

X-On
lnput

Not-X-End
lnput

iF

iF

iF

Time

r1 t2 t3 t4
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To clarify the Delay module,

of its activity shown in
description of the sequence

s behaviour, consider the graphs

Figure 5.8 and t.he following
of events t.hat it il]ustrates:

Time Activitv

t]- x-on is off and, as a result, the Delay network output is
off. This occurs because, internally, N1 is virtually
zero, causing' N2 to be one, a significantly negative
input to be supplied to Repeat, and a zero output to be
generated.

L2

r3

X-On turns on but the

End is on, causing N1

output does not change since Not_X_

t.o remain of f .

Not-X-End turns off, causing the output soon to begin
rising Loward a value of one. This occurs because N1

turns orf, causing N2 to turn off, the input to Repeat to
initially become slightly greater t.han zero (as dictated
by the weighted varue of speed) , and t.he out.put of Repeat
to continually cycle to higher values as its out.put. feeds
back to supplement its own input, forcing its output to
even greater values.

t4 X-On turns off, causing the
This occurs because N1 turns

output Lo descend to zero.

off, causing N2 to turn on,
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a negative val_ue to be

supplied as input to
Repeat,

out.put Lo

and a zero

be generated.

5.8 rntensification Modules

Bot.h of the F-fnLensification
and E-fntensification modules

are based on the code

implemenL.ing t.he " fntensi
The LPGfntensificaLion module shown

in Figure 5.9. rts purpose is Lo det.ecL when the x-on signal
is on and re-transmit it, setting its strength according, to
the descending Intensity signal.

As can be seen in the diagram, the network used to accomprish
t.his is relat.ively simple, employing only one node. The
weights and bias of this node are set so that a varue of i_

arriving on the X-On input. on its own, can only cause the
node's net input to be -4, a val-ue which (as can be seen in
the descripti-on of the logisLic funcLion in sect.ion 3.2) is
just at t.he threshold of signif icantly non- zero output var_ues.
The value of the rntensity inpuL is Lhen weight.ed so that the
strenqth of net input ranqes from _4 to +4, resulting in
output st.rengt.hs covering almost the entire range of 0 to +i_.

lntensity X-On

Figrure 5l
fication,, componenL of
model.
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X-On lnput = 1.00

Output

I

0.8

0.ó

0.4

0.2

f]

0.4 0.6

Descending tntensity tnput

Behaviour or rh" Ti#äi"i;i3ffi
Figure 5.10 ir-lust.raLes this behaviour. As can be seen from
the graph, one resu]L of this single-node implementation is
that a non-rinear rerationship exists between the Descending
rnLensity signar and the st.imulus sent Lo the muscre, wiLh
sma1l Descending rntensity changes having the greatest
corresponding change in the output when the magnitude of Lhe
inpuL is approximately 0.5.

The Afferent-rnformation modure,s purpose is to transform
length afferents from the muscles into more useabre signals
for control 0f t.he r-ocomotor pat.tern g,enerator. Figure 5.11
shows t.he detairs of the network for accomplishing this. As
discussed in chapter 4 and ir-rustrated in nigure 4.3 , t.his
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transformation is based

muscles as being divided
"E-Bg'n", and "E-End." .

on viewing the oscil_lations of the
intO f OUr phaSeS i ', F-Bg.n,, , ', F-End ,, 

,

Flexor

F-Bgn

Extensor

Not-F-End Not-E-End

+1 00 +1 00

H15 H16

Fígrure 5.11"Afferent-rnformation" component of the LpG model

As shown in the diagram, the clusters of nodes N1_N5 and N6_
N1-0 are actually versions of the Repeat neLwork discussed
earlier and., as such, serve to generaLe almost exactly the
same output signal as their input but with a slight time
delay. N11's function is to turn on if the f r_exor is
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reratively long, that is if its length is greater than 0.5.
N12 is designed to turn on if the length of t.he f]exor appears
to be decreasing. lt is abr-e to do this by comparing the very
recent length information supplied by the muscle afferent wit.h
that cominq from the N1-N5 Repeat cluster (representing what
the afferent value was a few moments earl_ier) . ff the current
lengt.h is sufficiently l-ess than the earlier ]engt.h, N12 will
turn on. The N6-N10 c]uster, and the N13 and N14 nodes act
similarly on the extensor lengt.h afferent to det.ermine whether
it is currently greater Lhan 0.5 and decreasing. fn order for
N12 and N13 to be able to det.ect slow muscre movemenL and
correspondingly smalI length changes accurately, the Repeat
network had to be trained to repeat it.s input value very
precisely. Even with its fairly subsLantial precisionr so*ê
temporary anomalies stirl arise. The ability of N12 and N13

to correctly determine whether the flexor and exLensor lengths
are decreasing is very accurate during most of the step cycle,
but becomes r-ess accurate towards the end of f r_exion and
extension when muscre length values are not changing rapidly.
such smal] changes in rength plus Lhe Repeat neLworks, slight
inaccuracies in transmitting these length var_ues, contribute
toward N12's and N13's difficulty in determining phase
completely reliably during the transitions between fr_exion and
extension.

fn order to indicate that the F-Bgn phase is occurring, node
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Nl-7 turns on when N11 and N12 are on (i.e. the flexor is large
and shrinking) , with N1B doing t.he same for the E_Bgn phase.
Node N1-5 indicates that Lhe F-End phase is not occurring by
turning on if eit.her Ni-3 is on (i . e. the extensor is
decreasing) or both Nj_j_ and N12 are on (i.e. the fl_exor is
lonq and decreasing). correspondingry, node N16 determines
when Lhe E-End phase is not occurring.

B e hav i o u r o f r h e " o JrLT.i". -ur;t'" r*r r i o'l. omp o n e n r

The graphs shown in Figure 5.1,2 demonstrate the behaviour of
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the Afferent-rnformation modur_e as t.he length af ferent.s change
over time, along with the positions of the four phases. The
firsû Lwo graphs show the flexor and ext.ensor muscle lengLh
information being supplied to the module. The third and
fourth graphs show t.he F-Bgn and E-Bgn output signars. Note
that in both cases the signals are slow to deLect the actual
onset of the corresponding phase. This is due to delays in
having N12 and N13 detect the muscle contraction. These two
nodes are sr-ow partly because of bhe delay in having the
signal pass through the Repeat subsystem, buL more
siqnificantly because of the contractions not having yeL
reached a speed that al1ows the nodes to differentiate between
the most recent and slightly old length val_ues.

The finar two graphs show the behaviour of the Not_F_End and
Not-E-End out.put signals. Generalry Lhey tend Lo be on during
the required three phases, but with a few features worth
noting. The firsL is that, like t.he other two signals, they
are slightly slow to turn on at the beginning of their three_
phase period - again because of the probrems associated with
havingr N12 and Ni-3 punctualry detect the muscle renqth
changes. The second f eat.ure is their t.endency to show a
momentary decrease in value - Not-F-End just prior Lo the
onset of F-Bqn, and Not-E-End just prior to E-Bgn. rn the
case of Not-F-End, t.his is due to N13 experiencing a brief
problem in determining whether the extensor length signal is
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sti1l decreasing, with this ,,uncertainty,, having an effect on
N15's (and thus Not-F-End,s) ,,certainty,,about what the
current phase is. similarly, Not-E-End,s momentary drop in
value is due to N12's dif f iculty in determÍning if t.he f rexor
length is decreasing. A third notable feat.ure is their
tendency to t.urn off for a short interval abouL two_thirds of
the way through their t.hree-phase ,,on,, period: Not-F-End near
the start of the F-Bgn phase and Not-E-End near the start of
the E-Bgn phase. This occurs for much the same reason that
they were iniLialry slow to turn on. while the muscles are aL
either extremity, the rate of change of their lengths is
sufficienLly slow t.hat determination of the phase is impaired.
fn this case as the muscle speed resumes, Lhese two output
signals Lurn back on again.

The behaviour of the model, s individuar muscr_es is handr_ed by
the " Fr-exor " and " ExLensor " modu]es , which are virtual
duplicates of one anoLher in that t.hey are bot.h built from the
same "muscre" routine. This routine,s purpose is to determine
the force being exerted by a muscre and it does this based on
the principres of muscre behaviour discussed by carew and Ghez
(1985) (see chapter 2 for a summary) . The routine calculates
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force based on the current length of the
sum of stimuli recently transmitted to
essent.ially implement.s the funct.ion:

muscle along with the
it. rn doing so it

F = f (L, S)

where:

"Fx is the force acting to contract the muscle,
'L' is t.he current muscle 1ength, and
r¡s"r is Lhe sum of stimuli received in t.he rast. two

time int.ervals.

As previously described, t.he behaviour of a muscle can be
likened to that of a spring in that as the length of a muscl_e
is increased beyond a critical point known as its ,,set point,,,
it exerts an increasing amount of contracting force. The
effect of nervous sLimulation of the muscr_e is to changre t.he
muscle's set poinL and, consequently, it.s f orce of
contraction. The software simulator calculates a muscl_e,s
force in two major sLeps as fol_lows:

'5P -- s(s)

and

F = h(L, SP)
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where:

il srPI

More specifically,
done according to

is the muscle set point

the cal_culation of t.he muscle set point is
a formul_a of the form:

SP=U,xS+p

(i. e. linear) where rrcf,u

Of course, the result
smaller set point.

, the slope of the l_ine,

is thaL larger stimul_i

is negative.

resulL in a

once t,he set point for the muscle has been established, its
force of contraction can be determined. As already noted,
this is based on the current values of the set point and Ehe
length, and courd be expressed in the forlowing form:

F = 0, L < SP

=?r.xL+[L,L>Sp

Figure 5 - 13 illust.rates Lhis relationship by showing Lhe force
that would be exerted by a muscle given its length and a
particular seb point. For lengths less than the current set
point, Lhe muscle is relaxed and exerts no force. For lengt.hs
above the set point, the force increases r_inearly with length.
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0.5

0.4

0.3
Force

0.2

0.1

0.2 0.4

Length
0.6 0.8

Current
Set Point

\

Behaviour of thegiven set point..
Figrure 5.13

simulated muscle,s force vs length for a

The slope of Lhis line, ")\", is known as the stiffness of the
musc]e and remains fixed throughout the simulation. The
effect of increased stimurus to Lhe muscre would be to r_ower
the set point, moving the "knee,,of this graph to the left and
causing an increased corresponding force for any lengt.h to the
rigrht. of the knee.

Figure 5 '1'4 provides another perspective on how the simul_ated
muscle behaves by showing, for a given length, how the force
of a muscle varies with the amount of st.imurus that has been
recently applied to it. fn this il_lustration, a sustained
stimulus of 0.25 causes a set point that is equar to t.he
curren. muscle length. As a result, âûy stimulus strength
below that will not cause any force, whereas higher strength
stimuli will result in increasing amounts of force.
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5.14
muscle, s force vs stimulus

The purpose of the "Muscre-pair" module is to simurate a pair
of opposing flexor and exL.ensor muscles. To do this, iL
accepts flexor and extensor stimur_us data as input arong with
information indicating whether the muscles have been
manipulated externally. rt uses this to determine information
thaL might. be reLurned by muscl_e afferents, that being the
resulting muscle lengths and the forces they are currently
exert,ing. In order to accomplish this, iL continually keeps
track of the lengths of the muscles and their rates of change.
ft's actions might be simplistically represented as
implementing the folrowing four funcLions:
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FL = fL(FS, ES, XFL, XEL, FL, EL, FR, ER)

EL = f2(pS, ES, XFL, XEL, FL, EL, FR, ER)

FF

EF = T4(FS, ES, XFL, XEL, FL, EL, FR, ER)

where:

x F,L, is Lhe f lexor lengt.h,

" ELU is the extensor length,
uFF, is t.he flexor force,
u EF', is the extensor force,
,,FS', is the recent. fl_exor stimulus,
,ESu is Lhe recent extensor stimulus,
'xFL" is t.he ext.ernally imposed f lexor length,
'xEL" is the externar-ly imposed extensor length,
"FR" is the rat,e of change of the fr_exor rength,

and

"ER" is the rate of change of the extensor length.

The manner in which the frexor/exLensor pair is implemented
involves some basic physics calculations and some
simplif ications. one of these simplif icat.ions is t.hat the
muscles will be treated, in partr âs an opposing pair of
springs' Because of this, the foll0wing relationships exist
and simplify the processing:
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LFL=-1xAøn
and

Ârn

That is, any change in the lengLh of the frexor muscr_e must
coincide with an exactly opposit.e change in Lhe extensor,s
lengt'h, and any rate of change of t.hese lengths wir_r have the
same relaLionship.

upon receipt of stimulus (and possibly external length) data,
ûhe module carcur-aLes the dynamic changes in the muscr_es by
calculating Lhe opposing forces being exerted by the muscles,
the acceleration this causes, their new length_change ra.es,
and ultimatery their new lengt.hs. The amount of force being
generated by each muscl-e ( "¡'Jn,' and , EF, ) is determined by
invoking the individuar fr-exor or extensor routine wich each
muscle's parameters. Given Lhese individual forces, the net
force operating on the system of muscles over the simur_ation
time interval is calculated as their difference:

¡/F __ FF - EF

where:

r/vFI is the net force.

rn order to determj-ne the impact of this net force on the
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muscl_es, an acceleration is
account an approximation of
acting on in real l_ocomotion

Lhen cal_culated by t.aking into
the mass that the force might be

. The formula used is:

where:

It is assumed that this
Lhe enLire simulation t
alterations in the rates
be calculaLed as:

A=NF+M

rrArr is the accelerat.ion and
tt Mtt is the mass on which the force
operating.

r_s

rf the neL f orce indicates Lhat the extensor is t.rying to
contract and if it is indeed managing to contract, this is
taken as an indicat.ion of t.hat part of a step cycle ( the
"stance" phase) in which Ehe limb is in contact with the
ground and propelling the body forward. rn this case a
relaLively large uM' is used to represent the resistance of
the body's mass to the effort, whereas in aIl other
circumstances a smar-rer 'M, is used as a reflection of onry
the mass of the limb resisting the force.

accelerabi_on

ime interval
of change of

affects the system for
and, therefore, that

the muscle lengths can

^R--AxT
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where: rRI

,T'
l_s

is

the rate of change

bhe duration of the

rn muscl_e length.
time interval_.

Changes in the muscle lengths
interval (assuming this has not
indicating external manipuJ_ation

calculated using:

over Lhe simulation time
been dictated by parameters

of the muscle) can then be

dL=Rx?

where: ttLtt is eit.her the flexor or exLensor lengt.h.

For reasons that will be discussed later in chapter 7, the
speed with which a muscle length was permitted to changre was
restricted. rn order to add to the realism of Lhe simulat.ion,
limit s were also enf orced on the rengths of t.he muscr_es .

Finally at this point, the new muscle forces and rengths have
been determined and can be returned by the software modur_e for
use as afferent information.

5.11 Model_ Summarv

To summarize, the LpG model and simuration environment
described at a concept.ual lever in chapt.er 4 and at an
implementational level in this chapter, was based on a number
of basic assumpLions and simplificaLions. These incruded
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that: the descending spinal signal controlling the LpG has 5
functional components; an opposing pair of fr-exor and
extensor muscles are reasonably approximated by the subsystem
described in secLion 5.10; that muscle-length afferents ar_one
can be a sufficient feedback connection from the limb for the
LPG to operate; that t.ime can be reasonably approximated as
discrete intervals; that the basic function of a biological
neuron can be represented by the processing of a simple ANN
node; and that neura] signals can be reasonably simplified to
be values in t.he range [ 0, t 1 .

The conceptual LpG moder was impremented in software as a
system of artificial neural networks interacting with a
muscle-pair simur-ator. To ar-r_ow the modelling to be performed
with a minimum of computingr power, difference equations were
employed t.o define t.he behaviour of the sysLem,s components.
The computationar moder-linq was done by stepping the system
through time and., at every discrete moment in time, having
each network node and muscle update its own status.

The LPG components of the conceptual moder described in
chapter 4 and Lheir representative artificiar neural net.works
described in this chapter, w€fê designed to functionaTly
imitate an actua] LpG. The components of the conceptual model
were determined via what may be described as a top_down
process, by first considering the capabilities that the system
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needed and Lhen designing components Lo handle those
capabilities. The debailed contents of these components, the
ANN's, were then created from very simplistic nodes through a
process of manual analysis and automatic training to be able
to produce the required behaviour for these individuar_
components and, ultimately, for the overarl system. other
networks that produce the same results may be able Lo be
designed, possibry even using fewer nodes. This particular
model has been designed int.entionally to be highry modurar (to
facilita.e understanding and anar-ysis of its operation) and to
be constructed from very simplistic nodes (to help make its
important physical characteristics obvious in its network
connecLions).

The ANN',s created for Lhe Af ferent.-rnformat.ion and
ïntensification modules are purely feedforward, in that their
internal signals arl propagate in the same direction. rn
contrast to Lhis, the F/E_switch and Delay networks are
Tecu,rent in that they invo]ve the use of some feedback
connections - The recurrent nature of these networks will
cause Lheir inpuL signals Lo have a more lasting effect on
their output. signals Lhan in the feedforward case. However,
the behaviour of these recurrent networks shourd not be
confused with t.hat. of some ot.her recurrenL neLworks in which
a network is stepped t.hrough several time inLervar-s to be
all-owed to settle into a stable state, before having its
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output deemed to be significant. fn t.his computational model,
there is no separate settling process inside any networks
the output of every node in every network is significant. and
available to influence other components at Lhe end of every
discrete time interval.

The results obtained from running the computationar mode'
described in this chapter are presented in chapter 6.
Following Lhat, in chapt.er 7, further discussion wirr be
presenLed regarding the conceptual and compuLationar_ aspecLs
of the model.
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6.1 Overview

Resu]ts from executing the computat.ional_ model (described in
chapter 5) under a variety of circumstance are shown in
Appendix A- These results \^/ere produced via a process of
initiali zing the system including setting lengths of t.he
muscr-es to their mid-points and the output of alr_ network
nodes to zero; sett.ing Lhe value of the system,s parameLers
such as those indicating the intensity of the descending
signals entering the LpG; letLing Lhe system simur-ate the
passage of t.ime by running for 500 iLerations (with each
iteration in the resur-ts taken to be 0.02 units of time for a
total of 10.0 unit.s of time) ; at the end of each iteration
having it save data represenring the system,s state; and
ul-timately using separate sofLware to display this data.

Each of Figures A.1 t.hrough A.25 in Appendix A displays a set
of 1-4 graphs represenLing Lhe ouLput of t.he various components
of the model (as shown in Figure 4.2) as t.ime progressed
during the simur-ation. Additionally, graphs are provided for
muscl-e force and information is provided in the Figures
describing the strengt.h of each of the five descending signals
as wel-1 as sununary statistics describing the overar_1
simulation- A more detaired description of the graphs and
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fietds displayed

Appendix A.

can be found accompanying the graphs in

Figrure À'1 provides an example of how the model behaves under
circumstances that might be considered comparabre to normal
l-ocomotion- Descending signars as welr as afferent.s from the
muscles enter the LpG, the LpG generates stimur_i to the flexor
and extensor muscles, the muscr-es react t.o the stimuli, the
muscle afferents change as Lhe muscles react, and the changed
afferent siqnals in Lurn affecL t.he LpG,s behaviour. rn
general it should be noted that this simulation shows how the
moder- reacts Lo the application of descending stimuli by
quickly causing the LpG output (as seen in the Fl_exor and
Ext.ensor Stimulus graphs) and Lhe muscle pair (as seen in the
Flexor and Extensor Length graphs) to fatl into a regrular
oscillaLing pattern. oLher features worth not.icing incrude
that:

As is the case in ar-l 0f the figures in Appendix A,
because of the way in which the Muscle-pair module was
implemented, the F]exor Length and Extensor Length graphs
are simply exact opposites of each other _ any increase
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or decrease in flexor length is always matched by a
decrease or increase in extensor length.
The Fl-exor and Extensor Force graphs show the points in
time during which these muscles are actively trying to
contract - of course they are non-zero whenever the
Flexor and Extensor st.imur-us graphs show stimurus being
provided to the muscle.

rn the case of both the Flexor and Extensor Force graphs,
during the periods in which force is present it can be
seen to decl_ine slightly in intensity. This results
because for a given muscle stimurus int.ensity, a muscle
set point is established and the force generated in the
muscle is greatest whenever the difference between the
muscl-e length and Lhe set point is at a maximum. As the
muscle contracLs ( i . e. its length decreases ) , this
distance and as a result the force, become smal_ler.
The reason that Lhe LpG oscir-r-ates can be seen in parù by
examining t.he F-Delay and E-Delay grraphs. When
crrcumstances are appropriat.e, each of t.heir output
signals can be seen Lo increase in a linear fashion (as
was originally discussed in section S.j ) . When this
signal exceeds 0.5, the F/E_Swit.ch component. reacLs by
switching its output, which in turn causes the Delay
signal to drop back to zero.
occasionally a Delay module begins t.o increase its ouLput.
signal, only to set it back to zero before reaching a
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val_ue suf f iciently higrh to af f ect F/E_Switch. This
occurs because of the signals received from the Afferent-
rnformation component.. consider the case that occurs at.
about time=4.0 for the E-Delay signal. E-Delay out.put
will- remain zero whir-e t.he Noû-E-End signal is high, but
at time=4.0 this signal momentarily drops to zero. This
al-l-ows the E-Delay output to begin to rise, only to be
reset to zero when t.he Not-E-End signal moves back up to
a high val_ue.

The reason that the Not-F-End and Not-E-End signals do
not remain continuousry high during the corresponding
period of a step cycle but rather contain regular moments
during which they switch off briefry, rerates to their
difficul-ty in correcLly detect.ing muscre behaviour when
it is switching between contraction and expansion (as was
discussed in chapter 5) .

Figures A.2, A.3, A.4, and A.

Lhe Descending Speed signals

5 illustrate what can happen when

are changed.

Figrure 4.2 shows what happens when onry the Descending Fr_exor
Speed increases. For this simul_ation, the magnitude of this
signal was increased over that used for Figure A.1. The
general result was t.hat. the muscle length oscir_lation
ampliLude decreased and the frequency increased. st.ated
otherwise, the step became shorter and faster. More
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specifically, it shourd be noted that the Extensor Force
displays a tendency to briefly turn off and then back on
during exLension, that is during the time that t.he extensor is
contracLing. rts graph at approximately Time=2.2 contains an
example of this phenomenon which somewhat resembr_es a
stalactite suspended from t.he ceiling of a cave. These
stalactites are a direct result of the star_actites in the
Extensor stimulus and are like those previously seen in Figure
4.1_ in the Not_E_End signal.

To understand how these stalactites can occur, one must follow
a rather lengthy causal_ chain. To begin, the increase in
Descending Frexor speed caused a decrease in the flexor firing
duration; Lhis in turn caused a decrease in the maximum
extensor lengt.h, a reduced maximum extensor force, a s]ower
transition from flexion to extension, a greater lengt.h of t.ime
duringr which the Afferent-rnformation component could noL
determine the oscillation phase (such as was seen in Lhe
discussion of the Afferent-rnformation module in chapter 5),
an increased st.alactite in its Not.-E-End output. whir_e it was
being indecisive, enough time during this stalacLite for the
E-Delay out.put t.o grow 1arge, F/E_Switch Lo turn its extensor
ouLput and ultimately the extensor stimul_us off, and the
extensor muscle to reLax. The stimulus was turned back on
when the extensor muscre began contracting sufficiently fast
Lo al-low the Afferent-rnformation component to correcL iEs
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momentary lapse in detecting Not_E_End.

FÍgrure A.3 shows whaL happens when only the Descending
Extensor speed increases. es wiLh Figure A.2 for 

'he 
flexor,

the strengt.h of the ext.ensor signal was changed with respect
to Figure A.1. rn this case the general result was again that
the muscle lengLh oscirrat.ion amplitude decreased and the
frequency increased, that. is the stride again became shorter
and f aster ' As in A.2 , a side ef f ect of t.his is that
stalacLites appear in the Extensor Force graph. perhaps worth
noting is the reason why these stalactites tend to occur more
readily in the extensor stimur_us and not the flexor.
Recallinq the reasoning presented in the A.2 discussion, they
arise because of a sr-ow transition from one direction of
movement to another, that. is a reduced rate at which a musc]e
begins to contrac.. The exLensor muscle more readily falls
prey to this reduction in its raLe of contracLion (and
consequently the extensor firing more readily displays
stalactites) because of t.he increased mass that. the Muscr_e_
Pair simur-ation component requires the extensor to overcome.

Figrure A.4 shows what happens when both t.he Descending Frexor
and Extensor speed signals are increased to their maximum.
Having the muscres receive only medium-int.ensity stimur_ation
(causing the Afferent-rnformation component to have difficurty
quickly registering the phases of the mot.ion) combined with
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having t.he large Descending Speed

occur between flexor and extensor
resulted in the sysLem never being

(causing Lhe

stimulation

abl-e to begin

switching to
very quickly)

to oscillate.

Figrure À.5 shows a variation on this r_ast case but with the
Descending Frexor and Extensor speed signals increased
somewhat less over Lhat used in Figure A.1. rn this case, the
muscle pair was abr-e Lo assume a regular osci]lation with a
shorter and fasLer step, but the pattern of flexor and
extensor stimul_us became somewhat erratic. The transition
between frexion and ext.ension and Ehe speed of contraction
became so gradual that Ehe Afferent-rnformation output. signals
became less consistent. and resur_t.ed in an increased number of
stalactites - rn the case of the Frexor sLimulus graph their
inverse' stalagrmites, appear. rt is the appearance of Lhe
final- stalagrmite in this graph that causes the Flexor stimulus
Duration ("F Duration") and the Flexor/Extensor ratio (,F/8,)
to be rather odd.

Figures A. 6 , A.7 , and A. g

the descending signals
stimulation are changed.

illustrate what can happen when only
that affect Ehe intensity of the

Figrure A.6 shows Lhe ef f ect. of increasing the Descending
Flexor rntensity signar over that used in Figure A.1.
Generally, the result is that the muscre length oscir_r_aLion
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amplitude decreases and the frequency increases, i.e. the
stride becomes slightly shorter and faster. This is perhaps
a bit of a surprise in Lhat it might have been expect.ed that
increased signal firing intensity for the same length of time
should resu]t in l0nger strides. That. shorter ones have
resulted is due to the restriction placed in the muscre
simu]ator that r-imits the speed of muscle contraction _ the
intensity applied for Figure A.1 already caused the maximum
speed to be attained and applying more had no significant
effect on muscle speed. The result in this case was Lhat
increased fl-exor firing intensity merely caused the extension
to flexion transition Lo occur more quickly, resulting in a
slightly smaller maximum flexor length, a shorter oscillat.ing
amplitude, and a reduced oscillating period.

Figrure A-7 shows Ehe ef f ect of increasing the Descending
Extensor rntensity signar over t.hat used in Figure A.1. .rust
as when this was done with .he flexor signal ín Figure A.6,
t.he result is a slightly shorter, faster step. The effecL is
slightly more pronounced in this case because there was more
opportunity to speed up the flexion to exLension muscr_e
movement because of the larger mass invol-ved and the more
gradual transition that occurred in Figure A.1_. rt should
al-so be noted that this is a case in which the speed of
oscill-ation changed only due Lo a change in Lhe durat.ion of
the extensor output, and that the duration of the flexor
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stimulus remained const.ant.

Figrure A.g shows the result of increasing both the Descending
Flexor and Extensor rntensity signals over the Figure A.i_
values. The effect is, as expectedr ârr even more pronounced
version of that seen in Figures A.6 and A.7 _ t.he muscl_e
lengrt.h oscilfation amptiLude has decreased and the frequency
has increased giving a sliqhtly shorter and faster step.

rn order to thoroughly exprore t.he behaviour of the model,
was ar-so run while having both the Descending Flexor speed
rntensity raised above those in Figure A.1. The resur_ts
this, shown in Figrure A.9, were a shorter, faster step.
side effect that occurred was the appearance of stalactit.es
the Extensor Stimulus and in the Extensor Force.

ir
and

of

A

in

rncreasing t.he Descending Extensor speed and rntensity was
done as wer-f and has its results displayed in Fígrure A.10.
This also caused a shorLer, fasLer stride. rt should be noted
that this is another situation in which a change in the rate
of oscillaLion was due (in this case, almosL) ent.irely Lo a
change in ühe extensor duration which decreased by o.2B time
units from A.1 compared to 0.08 for the fr_exor"

FÍgrure A. 11 demonstraLes

of the descending signals

t.he behaviour of Lhe model when all
are set to their maximum strength.
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The result is a relatively smal_l_ muscl-e
amplitude and a large freguency implying a
As in numerous other cases, these results
in the Ext.ensor Stimulus and Force.

length oscillaLion
short, fast stride.
include stalactites

The chain of events inside Lhe LpG moder_ Lhat. leads to these
so-calr-ed staractites has been previously discussed. However,
it seems worthwhire to point out the circumstar.ces under which
these tend to occur from an outside view of t.he LpG as wer_r_.
As previously explained, they Lend Lo arise when a muscle,
upon being stimur-aLed, is somewhat s10w t.o increase its raLe
of conLracLion. Of course, causing.a muscle,s contracLion to
begin quickly requires it to generate substanLial force and
this depends on the set point of the muscre being sufficiently
smaller than its lengt.h. Given that Lhe seL point is
inversely dependent on the stimulus received, it follows that
to minimize t.he occurrence of these stalactit.es, a
sufficiently large stimulus musL be applied for a given length
at which a muscle begins to receive stimuration. To avoid
sta]acLites, a long muscre need not receive as much sLimulus
as a short one. Given that stalactit.es for a parLicular
J-ength are occurringr, a cure might be to apply a st.ronger
descending stimul_us to the muscle or, alternaLely, to increase
the lengLh of the muscle at which the LransiLion from
stretchinq to contracting is occurring by reducing t.he
Descending speed (thereby increasing t.he Delay module cutoff
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time and allowing the muscle to stretch slightry farther).
For example, if one examines Figure A. j_j_, stalactites can
readily be seen in the Extensor fntensity graph. Since the
Descending rntensity signal canno. be increased further, a
possible cure would be to a110w the muscle to become l0nger
before switching from frexion to extension. This was done in
Figr¡re A"L2 by reducing t.he Descending Flexor speed signal_
and' as can be seen, the Maximum Extensor Length has been
increased, causing the Maximum Extensor Force to increase, and
resulting in the complet.e disappearance of Lhe star_actites
from all but the Afferent-rnformation componenL output (which
is purely internal to the LpG) .

To complete the exploration of the capabilities of the model
under normal locomotor circumstances, a few other simulations
v/ere run. Fig¡ure .å,.13 demonstrates how a long, slow stride
can be generated (in contrast with the shorL, slow st.ride of
Figure A'i-1-) with relatively 10w descending signals. Figrure
A'14 shows how the system can be made t.o have the d.uration of
the extensor stimulus become less than the fr_exor. Fina11y,
Figrure A.15 shows how the model behaved when t.he Descending on
signal t.hat feeds into t.he F/E-switch module was turned off
(at Time=S.0) . Note that in the absence of any further
stimulation or muscle force, the muscr_es continued bo move in
their most recent directions until the extensor reached its
maximum, and t.he flexor it.s minimum, length.
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To surnmarize, the behaviour of
locomot.or environment, where iL
descending and afferent stimuli,

t.he LpG model

receives and

incl-udes the

l_n a ', normal_ "

reacts to both

ability to:

begin oscillaLing when descending stimulus is applied
(e.9. see Figure A.1);
settle quickly into a regular oscill_ating pattern (e.g.
see Figure A.1);
cease oscillating when descending stimulus is removed
(e.9. see Figure A. j_5);

have the flexor normally fire for a shorter time than the
extensor (e.g. see Figure A.1), buL also allow Lhe
opposite to occur (see figure A.I4);
have an extensor change be the primary contribut.ing
factor to a change in overall frequency, with the fr_exor
remaining nearly constanL (compare Figures A.1, A.7 , and
A.10) 

"

control the intensity of the stimulus
muscle (compare Figures A.1 and A.B);
control Lhe frequency of the stimulus
muscle, and thus the speed of the stride
4.11_ and A.13;

control the length of the stride.
accomplished by judiciously changing

provided to the

provided to the
(compare Figures

This can be

the descending
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stimuli for almost any set of Lhe four flexor and
extensor Speed and fnLensity signals (as seen by
comparing Figure A.1 with Figures A.2, A.3, A.5, A.6,
4.7, A.B, A.9, Ä.10, ând A.j_j_). The most effective
method, however, is through adjustment of either or both
of the delay speed signals as was done in Figures A.2,
4.3, and A.5;

and, in greneral, generaLe oscillat.ing patterns that cour_d
correspond to a varieLy of strides from short and fast
(see Figures A.i_1 and A.12) to long and s]ow (see Figure

A.1_3 ) .

The LpG moder has arso been tested under conditions intended
to resembre those of "fictive,, r-ocomotion. To accomprish this
the Locomotion Managrer modul_e (seen in Figure 5.2) simply
bypassed the invocation of t.he Muscle-pair module and left the
afferent signals at Lheir initial zero values, thereby
simu]atin9 the paralysis of the muscles. Figures A.16 to A.22
show t.he results.

Figrure 4.16 shows

conditions - in
the model,s basic behaviour under fictive
particular, how it quickly adopts an
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oscillating pattern. The Frexor and Extensor Length and Force
graphs show constant signal values of zero to refr_ect the
rel-axed state of the muscr_es and the sirent afferenLs that
would resur-t. The four signals produced by the Afferent_
fnformation module (F-Bgn, E-Bgn, Not-F-End, and Not-E-End)
quickly settle into silence as werr for the same reasons.
What is lef t is just t.he core of the Lpc (i. e. t.he Cpc)
reacting to Lhe descendingr st.imuri. For fict.ive rocomotion,
the descending intensity signals have no effect on the
oscillation frequency as they could for normal l0comotion
through their effect on the muscles, their afferents, and thus
the LpG' rn this case they merely serve to adjust the
intensity of the LpG output.. The statistics shown in this
case which are derived from the muscle lengt.h and force are
meaningless, whereas Lhose derived from the muscr_e st.imurus
are useful.

Figrure A.1z shows the ef fect of increasing the Descending
Flexor speed signal .ver t.hat used in A.16. By doing so, the
Fl-exor stimulus duration was reduced and t.he overar_1
oscillation frequency increased.

Figrure A.1g shows the effect of increasing the Descending
Extensor speed signal over bhat used in Figure A.16. rn this
case, the Extensor stimulus duration decreased ber_ow that of
the flexor, and the overalr LpG oscirration frequency
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l-ncreased -

The execution of the model_ on which Figrure A.19 is based had
both of the descending speed signals increased over those used
in Figure A.r-6, and resulted in a significanL decrease in Lhe
duration of both stimuli along with, of course, a large
increase in the oscil_laLion frequency.

Figrure A.20 shows the behaviour of the model under fictive
conditions with the same descendingr parameters as those used
under ,'normal" condiLions for Figure A.1. The result is a
significant increase in t.he oscillating frequency.

Figrure A.ZL shows the
Descending On signal is
As can be seen the model_

signal strengths went Lo

behaviour of Lhe mode] when the
turned off whi1e it is oscil_l_ating.
quickly stopped oscillating and Lhe
zero.

Figure A.22 shows fictive locomotion
signal strengths as that used in the
will be discussed along with them in

for t.he same descending

"entrainment, " Lrials and

the next section.

rn sunmary, under f ictive conditions t.he LpG model;
- quickly commences oscirlating when descending stimur_us is
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applied (e.g. see Figure A.16).
continues to oscillate in the presence of descending
signals (e . g. see Figure A. j_ 6 ) .

quickly and smoothly quit.s oscillating when descending
signals are eliminated (see Figure A .2L) .

increases its oscillating frequency with increases in the
strengt.h of some of the descending signals (see Figures
A.L7, A.18, and A. j-g).

oscill-ates fast.er than the model_ under ,,normal,,
conditions with the same descending signal strengths
(compare Figures A.1 and A.2O) .

keeps the frexor firing duration consLant. whir-e reducing
the extensor duration when one type of descending signal
strengrth and the overall frequency are increased (see
Figure A.3).

ft is perhaps also worth noting that Lhe existence of the
ficLive behaviour in Lhis moder- is simply a side effect. of
mechanisms that exist t.o facir-it.ate r_ocomot.ion under ,,normal,,
circumstances. The Delay modules that exist to essentially
control the length of the stride in normar_ locomotion remain
acLive in Ehe ficLive case and conti-nue to cause oscir_tation
to occur-
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6.4 "Entrainment,'

The LPG model- is also able t.o have its frequency ,,entrained,,
by externar oscillation of Lhe muscles. ?his was accomplished
by having the Muscle-pair simuration module ignore the
stimulus received from the LpG and instead remain steady for
an initiar- period and then commence oscillating in a
sinusoidal fashion at a designated frequency. The lengLh and
force afferents being emitted by the muscles would, as always,
reflect their movement and, in the case of the length signal,
be fed back into the Lpc.
results.

Figures A.23 to A.25 show the

Figrure.â'.23 shows the results of entraining the LpG Lo a r_ower
frequency. rnitially the muscles were held aL a constant
length, as can be seen from t.he Flexor and Extensor Length
graphs. During this t.ime the afferent dependent signals F_
Bgn' E-Bgn' Not-F-End, and Not-E-End were silent due to their
dependence on changes in muscle lengt.h to generate signals.
Throughout the test, the Flexor and Extensor Force signals
were zero t.o reflect the sit.uation where Lhe muscles have been
made to ignore any stimulus and are thus completely relaxed.
As a result of the null signals being generaLed by t.he
Afferent-fnformation component, the frequency at which the LpG
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operates during this initial period is the same at which iL
would if the same descending signals \,vere used durinq a
f ictive experiment. Fígrure A.22 shows the f ictive oscilr_aLion
for Lhe same descending signal values and thus provid,es
statistics relevanL to t.his initial period. Midway through
the t.est, just as the fl_exor was beginning to fire, the muscle
was made to begin oscillating at a lower frequency. As can be
seen from the graph and Lhe statistics, the LpG outpuL
("stimulus") quickly responded to the afferent signa,_s and
assumed the same phase and frequency as the muscl_es.

Figrure A.24 shows the results of beginning the same
oscilr-ation as in the previous triar-, but this time
the LPG was beginning to generate extensor ouLput. As
the LpG quickly adjusted its phase and frequency to
the muscle.

external
just as

before,

that. of

Figrure À.25 shows the results
higher frequency. Again, it can
changes its oscillation to match

of entraining the LpG to a

be seen thaL the LpG quickly
that of the muscles.

ïn the case of normal oscillation, the mechanism Ehat control_s
the switching beLween flexor and extensor is a combination of
the Not-F-End and Not-E-End signals keeping the appropriate
Delay module from beginning to become excited until the latter
ha]f of the muscle,s contraction, followed by the Delay
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modu]e's outpuL growing to a suf f icienLly large var_ue to
affect F/E-Switch. For external entrainment, a slightly
different mechanism comes into play. Consider, for exampJ_e,
the case in which the LpG is sLimulating the fr_exor and it. is
currently contracting. ff the flexor muscle begins
lengthening (due to external manipulation) before the F/n_
switch has been instructed Eo stop generaLing flexor output by
the F-Delay signal, then the E-Bgn signal being raised to a
high value by the contracLion of Lhe extensor wirr be the
signal Lo force iL Lo stop flexor and begin extensor output.
AlternaLely, if t.he flexor muscle begins J-engthening somewhat
after F/E-switch has switched from fr_exor to extensor output
(caused by the F-Delay out.puL), the durat.ion of the extensor
output will be kept. on for a 10nger period as t.he Not_E_End
signal remains high awaiting the muscle to reach the har_f_way
point. fn general, the mechanism that synchronizes
oscirlations of the LpG and the muscles is thaL Lhe E_Bgn and
F-Bgn signals serve to shorten f.r_exor and extensor output if
the muscle switches between flexion and extension before the
LPG, and the Not-F-End and Not-E-End signals serve to lengt.hen
the flexor and extensor output if the muscr_e switches between
flexion and ext.ension after the LpG.

results, iL. should be

1s0

To summarize t.he enLrainment noted that



the LpG model:

- oscil-lates with the same frequency as for fictive
l0comotion when the muscles are held at a constant length
(see Figures A.23 and A.22) ;

- entrains to a higher frequency when the muscr_es are
externally oscill_ated at a higher frequency (see Figure
A.25) ¡

- entrains to a lower frequency when the muscles are
oscillated at a lower frequency (see Figure A .23) ¡

- and adapts it.s oscillaLion phase to match that of the
muscles (see Figures A.23 and A .24) .
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Chapter 7: Discussion

fn determining Lhe content of Lhe high-]ever_ conceptual_ design
of the LpG model as il-l_ustrated in rigure 4.I, it \^/as noted
that there was significant uncertainty in the research
community of the details of the descending signals from the
brain to the LpG, and of the detai]s of which and how specific
af f erent signals af f ected the LpG. Given t.his l_evel_ of
knowledge it seemed quite appropriaLe to deverop Lhe model at.
a f airly abstract, functionar r-eve] so as to provide some
insiqht int.o Lhe sorts of connections bhat might exist and
what their purpose could be.

Given this philosophy, it \Á¡as decided to use individual
descending spinal signals Lo control some of Lhe most basic
features of locomotor activity. fndividual signals were
included with Lhe intenL of providing separate contror of the
initiation and cessation of ]ocomotion (the ,,Ot1,, signal-), the
amount of force to be driving fl_exion and extension (the two
"rntensiLyu signar-s), and the durations of flexion and
extension phases (the t.wo ,,Speed,, signa]s) . Since al_l of Lhe
intended LpG types of behaviour were abr-e to be initiated and
contro]1ed with these five signals, the results from testing
the model provide no reason to believe that these signars are
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not a reasonabl-e hypotheses of what the set of descending
control signals might actually include. However, one signal
in particular might. be unnecess ary . The ,,Descendingr 

on,,
signal 0n1y serves t.he purpose of enabling and disabling LpG
activity. For purposes of the tests performed on this mod.el,
this function courd just as easily be included in the other
signals - for exampler orê of the speed signal, s being non_
zero could be taken as the equivalent of the Descending on
signaJ-'s indication t.hat the LpG is to operat.e.

since afferent signals are somewhat better understood than
those descending the spinal cord, it was possible to choose an
afferent which is known to have a physiol0gica,_ counterpart.
one which conveys information about the length of a muscle.
Even though oLhers are known to exist., it was thought that
valuable knowledge of which signai_s are needed t.o contror the
LPG could best be gained by restricting the number of them and
idealizing their information content. The result. was the use
of only muscle length afferents whose signal was presumed to
accuraLely reflect the current lengLh of the muscle. Taken
superficially, the resur-ts of the tests run using this model
woul-d suggest thaL indeed, only the length afferent is needed
i-n order to contror- the basic functions of the LpG. rn fact,
the design of the LpG to only make use of lengt.h information
proved a difficult task, requiring nodes in the Afferent-
rnformation component Lo make very deLailed comparisons
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between current and previous rengths in order to det.ermine the
direction of the mot.ion of the muscles. The implementation of
this required such fine precision Lhat iL seems somewhat
unlikely to be so readily duplicated biologically. These
results, therefore, are consistenL with the idea that other
afferents beyond just. t.hose supplying muscle lengt.h _ perhaps
those indicating muscle force or vel_ocity _ seem 1ikely t.o be
utilized biotogically.

rn the spirit of the use of simplifications in moderling, it
was also decided that the output of the LpG shou]d be used to
directry drive a simulated pair of muscr_es. This was done,
not so much in the belief t.ha. t.he LpG musL necessarily
include motoneurons, but more to arrow the inLeraction of t.he
LPG with the muscles and their afferents Lo be readily
examined' rt is, of course, also recognized that the movement
of a limb invorves the control of more than simply one set of
opposing flexor and extensor muscles, and that movement of a
mammal invorves the coordinaLion of mu].ipre limbs. rt was
decided that t.here was too much danger in introducing other
layers of complexity bef ore some of the mosL fund,amenLar_
features had been explored.

The basic internal structure
in Figure 4.2, arose from

fundamental_ funcLions needed

the LpG model, as represented
process of consideringr what

exist in order Lo accommodate

of

a

Lo
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the desired LpG behaviour. The temporal requirement.s for
generatingr an oscillating signal immediately ruled out. the use
of a single module containing a purely feedforward network.
fn fact, the need to include a variety of complex
characteristics such as generating an oscillating out.put in
response to a non_oscillating inpuL, changing the raLe of
oscillation with changes in Lhe input st.rength, never having
the two outputs turned on simulLaneously, havingr the duration
of each of the outputs vary at different rates in response Lo
input signal changes, having the intensiLy of the signal be
controllable by input signals, and. having the oscirration very
responsive to bot.h descending and afferent input signals
strongly suggested thaù t.he model could not be designed as a
single monolithic network in the customary ANN fashion, but
rather suggested the need to subdivide the problem by creating
an LpG model in a modular fashion, with each module having a
distinct purpose.

using Lhis approach, it was recognized that a basic function
of the LpG was to determine when it was appropriate to switch
between flexion and ext.ension, leading to the creation of the
F/E-switch component. other functions arso seemed basic to
its operation and so the F_Delay and E_Delay componenLs were
created Lo control the lengths of time between flexion and
extension switches, âÐd the F-rntensificat.ion and E-
ïntensificat.ion components were created to al]ow the strength
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of the output signal to be readily contror_led. The concept of
feedback in the spinal cord (in this case embodied in the
loops originating with the output of the F/E_switch component,
through the Delay components, and back to F/E_switch) is
plausibl-e biologically, as poinLed out. by Kandel (r9g5b) and
employed by Miller and Scott (1977) ín their LpG model. In
order to be abre to explore the contributions of these five
LPG components, it seemed usefu] to have t.hem contro]]ed by
five distinct descending inputs which cour_d be varied
independently during simuration triars.

The need for the Afferent-rnformat.ion modure became evident
somewhat later when the problem of coordinating the act.ivity
of these components with that of the muscr_es dictated the need
to derive more sophisticaLed information than merely rength.
rn doing this, this module acts somewhat like the ,,fir-ters,,
discussed by wir-son (rg72) when he concruded that nervous
system "networks include filters that extracL important
stimulus features from the total sensory environment. The
signals from these sensory filters either bias or activate
generally the paLtern-grenerating networks that produce mot.or
neuron output sequences which in turn drive the muscr_es in
coordinated whole_animal activities .,,
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The basis of the design of the computationar_ moder is the use
of ANN techniques. The reasons for deciding to construcL the
model- using sLandard ANN t.echniques incr_uded reali zing thaL
they are based on biological neurar- charact.eristics, being
abl-e Lo employ the knowledge of ANN construction that. exists
in ANN literaLure, and rat.er being abre to assess how we]l
they can be employed in biological modelling.

Others have chosen t.o model

For example, RumeLhart and

their own cog,nitive models:

networks using ANN's.

( 1-986 ) have said of

biological
McClelland

"they are at best coarse approximations of the details of
neurophysiological processing. fndeed, many of our
models are clearly intended to falr- at a r_evel bet.ween
the macrostructure of cognition and the detair_s of
neurophysiol0gy our defense is simply that we see
the process of model buirding as one of successive
approximat.ions We al_so believe thaL t.he key to
scientific progress is making t.he righL approximat.ions
and Lhe riqht simprifications. rn this way the sLructure
can be seen most c]early.,,
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There are numerous obvious similarities between the Lype of
ANN's used in the construction of the LpG moder and their
biologricar counterparts. eiologica' neurar_ networks are based
on the processing of many individuar_ neurons just as ANN,s are
based on the processing of many nodes. eiological neurons
receive input signals from potenLially many other neurons via
synaptic connections; ANN nodes can receive signars via
connecLions from many oLher nodes. A neuron combines its
inpuL signals by having them affect its Ínternar_ membrane
potential and using t.his to determine whether an acLion
potential is warranted; an ANN node sums the var-ues of its
inpub sigrnals int.o a ,,net,, inpuL va1ue, using, this Lo
determine its output var-ue. A neuron tends to begin firing
when its membrane potentiar exceeds a certain threshold value;
an ANN node begins to increase its output value beyond zero
much more rapidly beyond a certain net input strength.
Neurons have only one axon, which can split into colr-aterals,
along which an output. signal can be transmitted; ANN nodes
likewise only produce one outpuL signal that can be
distributed to many other nodes. The firing of one neuron
might have a rarge or smal1 effect on the membrane poLent.ial
of another neuron to which it, s axon is synaptically
connected, depending on such factors as the nature of the
synapse and its l_ocation on t.he post_synaptic cell,. signals
from one ANN node Lo another have varying magnitudes of
effects depending on the size of Lhe weight. governingr t.he
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connection- The synaptic connect.ions between neurons can have
excitatory or inhibitory effects on neuron firing; the
connections beLween ANN nodes can have positive or negative
weigh.s associated with them and a correspondingly positive or
negative effect on Lhe sLrengLh of node output.

other simirarities exist that are not. quite as obvious.
whereas the acLion potentials produced by a neuron are very
brief er-ectrical spikes, all of which are of uniform strengt.h
and duration, Lhe output of any ANN node used Lo construct the
model is a value ranging from 0 to r_. The similarity exists
if one considers the r0,1r output varue that. a node produces
at the end of a time interval to represent the rate at which
a neuron would have been generating action potentials. A node
output varue of 0 wourd indicate that the node was completery
silent for the entire interval; any output. value larger than
zero would indicate that the node had been firing, wit.h j_

indicating that it had been firing at its maximum possible
rate.

The concepL of a refractory period for an individuar- node
exists as wel_l_ . As mentioned in Chapter 2, the refractory
period of a neuron is the period of time foll0wing generation
of an action potential during which a neuron is unable to
generate another. one could view the refractory period as
essentially placing an upper limit on the number of pulses
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that can be generated during any period of time and hence
restricting Lhe magniLude of the effect its out.put can have on
any post-synaptic neurons. Given Lhat the output of an ANN
node can be interpreted as action potentia I rate, then the
existence of an upper limit (of ,,one,,) on an ANN node,s output
value effectively implements the concept of a refractory
period by restrict.ing the rate of pulse generation and
resLricting the magnitude of the effect on subsequent nodes.

As one naturally expects in any absLraction, numerous
differences also exisL between the rear biologicar and the
artificial_ versions of the networks. For example, consider
that no equivalent artificiar behaviour has been impJ_emented
for neuronal fatigue, adaptation, or post-inhibitory rebound.
As well, whereas rea] neural components are likely to vary
somewhat in their individual characteristics, ANN nodes and
connections are complet.ely homogreneous: no dif f erences exist
between Lhe reaction and transmission times of the various
neural el_ements since all signals are transmitted and
processed in the space of a single time interval. Another
difference is that Ehe behaviour of a biological neuron is
somewhat hysteretic, that is temporal factors affect the
integration of its input signals. The membrane potential of
a neuron at any moment in time is a funct.ion of the inpuL it
has received over the preceding severar moments of time. rn
contrast to this, each of t.he ANN nodes used in this moder has
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no such memory, only producing its output based on the most
recent input values received.

Though one cour-d view this absence of these neuronal features
as a lack of bior-ogical plausibility, it is perhaps even more
useful to recognize that the network of nodes in the
computational model was able Lo imitate very complex LpG
behaviour without them. This provides support for the notion
Lhat. fatigue, adaptaLion, posL_inhibitory rebound,
heterogeneity, and hysteresis may not be crucial_ Lo LpG
operation, and that Lhe interconnections between the neurons
coul-d be the source of the cruciar_ dynamic characteristics.

subsequent. to choosing ANN nodes instead of more complex,
realistic models of neurons, a fundamental choice that still
must be made invor-ves the type of processing to be done by the
node. The type chosen for bhis moder has its origins in work
done by McCulloch and piLLs (L943) and Lhough l_ater work
resulted in some revisions to its characteristics (such as use
of continuous varues and t.he sigrmoid activation func.ion) , it
is stil1 0ften ref erred to as the ,,Mccur-roch-pitt.s,, 

(M_p)
neuron (Carpenter, lggg). A key attribute of such neurons is
that their current acLivation lever_ and t.heir output is a
function of only t.he most recent input val-ues, causing them to
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react very quickly to changes in input.

rn contrast to this is the so-calred ,,Leaky rntegrator,, neuron
(LrN) (Arbib, i-9g9) (Reiss and Taylor , rgg'b). Althougrh it
too comes in various fl_avours, its central idea is that its
activation level and outpuL should be dependent on ar_1 input
received over the preceding short time interval, and not just.
thaL arriving mosL recently. As a result , if such a neuron
were to stop receiving any input signals its activation level
would gradually ,,decay,, to a resting val_ue, and in general
remain influenced l0nger by previous input and reacL more
slowly t.o changes in the most recent input values.

The selection of M_p nodes with
neural modell_ing was contemplated
he wrote:

their simplifications for
by Wasserman (19g9 Þ.17) as

"This simple moder of the art.ificiar_ neuron ignores many
of the characteristics of its biol0gical counLerpart.
For example, it does not take into accounL time delays
LhaL affect the dynamics of Lhe syst.em; inputs produce
an immediate output Despite these limitations,
networks formed of these neurons exhibi. attributes thaL
are strongly reminiscent of Lhe biol0gical system.
Perhaps enough of the essential nature of the biological
neuron has been captured to produce responses 

'ike 
the
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biological system, or
coincidental; only time

perhaps Lhe similariLy
and research wi]l tel_l_. ,,

r_s

There is one particularry notabr_e advantage in the choice of
McCur-r-och-piLts nodes for t.he consLruction of Lhis particular
model- " Given that Lhe current understanding of the internar_
structure of LpG's is such that. the nature of the higher r_ever_
structure as previously described in Figur e 4.2 is stirr very
hypotheticar-, it wou]d be premature to attempt to deduce the
exact nature of the interna] structure of each of the
components. what may be more useful at this point is to
clearly illusLrate the properties that each should possess.
Had LrN's been employed, the structure of some of the network
components might have been simplified, but this network
"simplification" wour-d have occurred because of complexity
being included inside the nodes, processing instead of being
more obvious in the network design. For example, the use of
LrN's might have made iL less obvious t.ha. 

'he 
processing of

the Afferent-rnformation component can be accomplished with
purely "'ogical" and no ,,tempor¿1,, characteristics of nodes;
the need for temporal properties has been made obvious wiLh
the feedback needed inside the Delay components, whereas it
would have been implicit (i.e. less obvious) had LïN nodes
been used; as werl, the asymmeLry needed in the F/E-switch
would noL have been as evident, had it been simply encoded as
LrN node parameters that caused the two sides to hyperporarize
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or depolarize at. different. rates.

Regarding result.s he had obtained in moderling lamprey motion
with ANN',s, Buchanan (tg92) commented that ,,previ_ous studies

have demonstrated that simul_aLions with more
'realistic' moder neurons can produce the basic oscillatory
activity. However, the relative cont.ributÍons of connectivity
vs' special neuron properties was not assessed. The present
simur-ations demonstrate that with much simpler cer_r_s, the
connecLivity is sufficient to generaLe the oscillatory
paLtern.'' rn the case of mammali-an rocomot.i-on as wer_r-, ât
this stage of exploration it can be advanLagreous Lo moder_
using simpler components so that internar net.work properties
are more likely to be made obvious and that one does not
erroneously presume that the characteristics of the overa]l_
network are a result of the complexity of its nodes as opposed
to t.he nature of their interconnections.

During development and testing of an earlier version of the
computational moder, some difficulty was experienced in having
the moder- oscirrate in a reasonabr_e fashion. rn this version
of the model, Lhe afferents controlring the Deray modules were
such that their ,'Liming,, mechanisms (i . e . their gradual
increase in output level) began when the muscle pair were at
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an extreme position, with either the flexor or extensor
lengths being at a peak. As wel_l in this version, no limits
were puL on the raLe at which a muscre could contracL. when
activated, this version of the system would often achieve arather chaotic oscillation, typically being controlr-ed by ûhe
l-imits placed on Lhe muscle rengths. The syst.em seemed
insufficiently constrained to fall quickly into a reasonable
regular rhythm.

To explain why this occurred in this earlier version, consider
the sequence of events beginning with t.he exLension phase just
ending: the extensor stimulus st.ops and the f1exor sLimulus
commences; Lhe f r-exor muscr_e reacts to the sLimur_us by
exertingr force halting its expansion (how quickly this is able
Lo occur depends on how much speed and moment,um had been built
up by Lhe force of Lhe exLensor,s contracLion); the flexor
finally halts the exLension movement and begins Lo contract;
the F-Delay timing mechanism begins to a110w t.he F_Delay
output to gradually increase in strength; the force with
which Lhe flexor is conLract.ing depends on it.s starLing rength
and t.he descending stimulus intensity (Ionger ]engrths result
in the same stimulus causing more force Lo be exerted); the
fl-exor continues to contract at an increasing rate as force
continues to be applied; the timing being done by the F_Delay
module causes the flexor stimulus to be turned off (as its
outpuL strength becomes sufficiently st.rong) and the extensor
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stimulus turns on.

fn this case, for a given set of descending stimuli
controlling the LpG, the final length t.o which the fr_exor
muscle would manage to contract would depend on it.s original
length during that cycle, the descend,ing intensity sigmal
strength, the descending speed signal strengt,h, and. the
average speed of conLract.ion over the period in which the F_
Delay timer was active. However, from one osci]l_ation to the
next, if a stabr-e oscillating pattern had not already been
achieved, Lhe ,,original_ length,, (i . e. its peak) would not be
the same, and neither woul-d the ,,average speed,,because of its
dependence on the force being exerted (which would have
changed because of its dependence on the original lengLh,
which would have changed). consequentry, the final lengLh of
the flexor wour-d not likely be the same as during the previous
cycle and this, in Lurn, would influence the repeaLability of
the subsequent extensor original length, speed, and final
lengths, and r-ater the repeatabir-ity of Lhe next. fr_exor cycle.
As previously menLioned, the resur-t of t.his cycle of change in
flexion and extension characteristics was an inabirity to
readily settle into a regular oscillation.

To cure this unstab]e behaviour, two
the model: the start.ing point. for
speed of the muscles, cont,racLion

constrainLs were

the Delay timers
were changed to

added to

and the

be less
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variable. fn the case of a Delay timer, instead of having it
begin at the length where the corresponding muscr_e began
contractinq (which could vary from one cycle to the next) it
was changed to always begin when Lhe length reached its
halfway point (a point which would not change). The speed of
the muscr-e was made more consistent from one cycle to the next
by enforcinq an upper rimit on the rate at which a muscr_e
could contract,. hlith these al-terations, the syst.em much more
readily assumed a stable oscillation. fn a biological
locomotor system, sufficient constraints and contror_s may beplaced on LpG oscilration and rimb movement via different
mechanisms than t.hose chosen here . For example, a Liming
mechanism could begin at some other fixed muscre lengLh in the
cycle, other muscl_e afferents may provide additional
requlating informaLion, or muscles may behave sligh.ly bub
significanLly differently than the model employed here. rL is
important to note' however, that sufficient constraints must
exist to ar]ow regular oscilration to be readiry aLtained by
Ehe system.

Another choice made very early on in the design of the overarr_
model' buL which applies most directly to t.he compuLational
modelr wâs the decision t.o include components that explicitly
attempted to imitate the action of a muscle pair in a
moderately realistic fashion. Arternatively, very simplisLic
tests could have been run on the LpG model without acLually
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involving dynamic feedback from muscr-es: after demonsLraùing
basic fictive characteristics of the LpG model, the effect of
simple independently produced input signals on the action of
the LpG could have been documented like that sometimes done in
cPG research (Glass and Mackey, lgBB p.11_g) and even more LpG_
orienLed ef f ort.s (Mil]er and Scott , Ig77 ) . f t was decided
that testing the ability of the Lpc model in a reJ_atively
real-istic fashion through the use of moder_ muscles cour_d be
far more instrucLive t.han in a more simplistic scenario.

The benefit of not oversimplifying the muscle pair is perhaps
best demonstrated by the preceding discussion regarding the
dif f iculties of achieving st.able oscillaLions. rf the muscr_es
had been initially designed to be significantly more
simplistic, r-ess wourd have been learned about the real
complexit ies involved in cont.rolling l0comot.or activiLy.
Abstractions are usefur in their abirity to a11ow moder_r_ing to
be an exploration of Lhe essence of a real system; excessive
absLraction can cause importanL lessons in the dynamics of a
system to be missed. That Lhe inclusion of muscles and their
afferents in a moder-ling effort is important was highliqrhted
by Hatsopoul0s (1gg2) when he noted that this idea has led ,,to
a new theory of motor control which views mot.or behavior as an
emergenL property of Lhe coupling of the neural dynamics of a
central pattern grenerator and the physical dynamics of Lhe
limb system. The neural dynamics modulat.e the physical
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dynamics via the muscles

system acts to modulate

Pattern generator. "

while proprioception

the neural dynamics

from the limb
of Lhe spinal

Actuar- developmenb of the computati.onar model involved first
determining the most appropriate implementation platform.
some moderlers implement their Artificiar_ Neural Network
models directly as specialized hardware to expl0re and
demonstrate their networks, abilities, others choose Lo use apurely software approach. An example of the use of hardware
can be seen in the work of Card and Moore (1990) in their
creaLion of cMos circuits to mimic aspects of learning
behaviour in the marine molr-usc ApJysia. For a finar_ useable
implemenLation of an ANN system, specialized hardware has the
obvious advantage of computational speed. For modelling areal sysLem in which speed is not so serious a considerati-on,
there is one parLicularly important advantage and another
equally important disadvantage in using specialized hardware.

The main advantage is LhaL, given a
becomes much less 1ike1y t.hat. one wil-l
any hidden, unrealistic errors or

particular design, it
unwi t.tingly incorporat e

simplifications in a
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hardware moder-. This is because its components have to be
more explicitly manipulated and connected, and because
hardware components might naturarly possess characteristics
that serve the model well by avoiding excessive abstraction
(e.q. if a muscl_e is to be approximated as a spring, an actual-
springr could be used). rn software, every component,
connection, and characteristic has Lo simulat.ed, thereby
increasing the possibility of inaccuracy and lack of real_ism.

The primary disadvantage of moder_ling wit.h hardware is that itgenerally takes much more effort to create, use, monitor, and
change a model . Software (by virtue of being ,,soft,,) is a
much more adaptable medium with few limitat.ions on what it can
be made to simulate' rn the case of modelling ApTysia,
hardware may have been a perfectly reasonabre choice given the
amount Ehat was ar-ready known of its neural 0rganizationr ând
hence the ressened need for significant art.eraLions and many
versions of the moder- - rn the case of modelling a mammarian
LPG' the process of creating the model can reasonably be
expecLed t.o be extremely exp10rat.ory because of how littr_e is
act.ually known of its organization, necessitating possibly
frequenL and significant changes and making software the most
appropriate choice-

In model_1ing with ANN,s,

hardware, another basic

once software has

choice remains
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packages. Numerous specialized software packages exist. to aid
in the deveropment of ANN's. Although such software packages
offer siqnificant assistance in the efficient creation of some
types of ANN',s, they do not always offer the flexibility
(because of their specialized nature) and rel_iability (because
of their yout.h) that one might desire. Due to the uniqueness
of the pr-an to create an LpG as an interconnected set of
ANN',s, Lhe desire to not be constrained to using Lradit.ionar_
ANN organizations, the plan to tightly interconnect the LpG
neLwork with a muscle_pair simulaLor, and concern over the
magnitude of Lhe problems that r_ack of sofLware package
rel-iabirity or flexibility cour_d cause if encounLered r_ate in
the development process, it was decided to favour reliabirity
and flexibility over convenience and efficiency in software
selection. This resulted in the relat.ively common, reasonably
powerful, and certainly flexible language c++ being chosen for
devel0pment of alr- of the basic model software.

Probably Lhe most coûìmon types of ANN organizat.ion are the
feedforward network shown in Figure 3.2 and the ful1y
interconnected network in Figure 3.3. ANN,s are most
typically devel0ped by selecting one of these basic
organizations (or a less well_known, but still welj__explored
al-ternaLive), adjusting its size, and having it determine iLs
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own weights and biases by training it using special sets of
data. This approach works wer_r_ if one wishes to develop a
network that closely resembres a classical design and if one
only cares thaL the final network behaves correctr_y overal_l,
without concern for undersLanding the detailed purpose of
individual nodes inside the network. rn the case of creating
the LpG network, it was not of a classic nature in that it was
to be a system of smaller networks, many of which contained
some temporal characteristics, âfld understanding Lhe deLails
of their internar nodes and connections had the potential ofproving useful in comparisons with real biological networks.
For these reasons, it was decided to devel0p some aspects of
the networks Lhrough manual analysis of what the appropriate
connections, weights, and biases should be. where t.his seemed
unnecessary or too arduous, the more automated training
methods would be employed.

The computation performed by individuar nodes that was
presenLed in chapter 5, presumes the existence of weights for
each node, s input values as wel_l as a bias val_ue.
Analytically esLabrishing these weight.s and biases required a
greater understanding of their effects than tends to presented
in ANN literature. Though it has been commonly not.ed that the
bias term used by such nodes as these behaves as the negation
of a threshold var-ue, 1iLtle is generally said about t.he
effects of adjusting the weights other than t.hey obviously
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change the relative effect of each of the inputs.

one particularly useful effecL is achieved by multiplying arl
elemenLs contributing to a node,s ,,Net,, input by a constant
facLor' using the formulas described in chapter 5, theprocessing performed by a node with jusL one input, ân input
weight of r'o' and a bias of -2.0, would be as fo110ws:

rigrure 7 JBehaviour
its bias
the input

of single-input
= -2.0 showing a
changes

node with its.weight = +1.0 andgraduat transitioñ of ""!pùt as
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Figure 7.1 shows

that as f, changes

by a bias of -2.0)
output val-ue from

a graph of this processing and ir]ustrates
from below the ,,threshol-d.,, of +2.0 (implied
to above it, a gradual change occurs in the
bel-ow to above 0.5.

Behaviour of a sinsle-i"nl.tïåå"and iLs bias = -200.0 
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ft also shows the effect of
above the threshold of +2.0,
very sharp transition of Lhe

0.0 to t_.0.

changing t.he input from below to
only this time demonstrating a

outpuL value from approximaLely

The general inference that can be drawn from this is that ifa sharper t.ransition of output values is desired for Net input
va]ues in the vicinity of the threshold, increase aIl of the
weights and the bias for bhe node by a constant factor. This
works because with larger weights, any small_ chanqe in input
will have a large effect on the ca'culation of Lhe Net input
and' in the threshold region, a correspondingly large change
in outpuL value- Converse,-y, if a more gradual transition isrequired then the bias and weights should be decreased by a
constanL factor. An alternate approach Lo achieving Lhis
effecL is Lo use Lhe logistic funct.ion:

OW=
__Àr¿a,

l_+e T

in which Lhe modification of an addiLionar parameter such as
''',is incr-uded to scale the value of NET. rn this parLicular
case, which similar to that used for sLochastic nodes in so_
called Bor'tzmann Machines (Hinton and sejnowski , 1,gg6) , using
smal-l-er values of 'Tn makes the t.ransiLion f rom zero Lo one
sharper.
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As an example of where in the model t.he ,,weig,ht. and bias
scaling" technique was utilized, the single node in Figrure 5.9
for the rntensification module could be compared t.o node N2 in
Figure 5.6 showing Lhe Deray modure and nodes N12 and N13 in
the Figure 5.1-1- diagram of the AfferenL_rnformat.ion modur_e.
The rntensification modur-e was designed to take advantage of
a fairly gradual_ increase in output, griven a change in
descending rnLensity input from 0.0 to 1.0, and a relatively
small weight was utilized as a result. rn contrast to this,
a substantial]y larger weight was used for the N2 node in the
DELA' module due Lo Lhe requiremenL that. it make a rapid
switch in output value as its input moves from anything bel0w
0.5 and considered to be ,,off , (such as 0.4), to anything that
should be considered as ,,on,, (such as 0.6) . An even more
extreme example of Lhis principle is irrustraLed by examining
nodes Ni-2 and N'3 in the Afferent-fnformaLion network. As may
be recar-led, t.hese nodes needed t.o be able to clearly
distinguish very slight differences between their ,,or_d.,, and
"recent" length inputs- This required that very small changes
in their input had to produce noticeably large changes in
their output, resulting in very large weight magnitudes being
employed on their input connections.
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The conceptual model presented in Figure 4.2, is most similar
to the type of biorogical moder- commonly referred to as har_f_
cenLre or bipartite, as discussed in chapter 2. The
similarity arises when one examines the three modules
responsible for the basic oscil_l_ation _ F/E_Switch, F_Delay,
and E-Delay - and realizes that. if the F/E_swiLch componenL
were to be split vertically in two, with each half beingpaired with iLs nearest, Delay module, the result would
essentially be a pair of neurar_ clusLers with inhibiting
interconnections: the basic har-f -cenLre or bipart.iLe
structure. The model that exhibits the greatest similarity in
iEs implementa.ion of this half-centre feaLure is Lhat of
Miller and scott (rg77). Like theirs, .o neurar_ feature such
as faLigrue is reguired for oscir_laLion Lo occur because the
basic oscillation is due to a mutually inhibitory pair of
neural elements react.ing to a pair of negaLive feedback 100ps
through other neurons -

However, this similarity only exists when examining the basic
rhythm-qenerating or cpG portion of the mode1. The contents
of the moder presenLed in this dissertaLion go beyond just
being a cpG and incr-ude features of a more complete LpG. parL
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of this extension is the existence of a distinct layer for thecontro] of the intensity of the output signal as well, the F_fntensification and E_ïntensificaLion components. As waspointed out in chapter 2, the possibility of such a feature
was mentioned by Smith and Fe]dman (j-990) and presenLed inmore detail by Kriell_aars (Igg2) .

As noted earlier, a large portion of the computational
moder-1ing, of neural oscirlating circuitry has been directed
toward invertebrates such the r_ocust and simpler vertebrates
such as the lamprey, all with much simpler neurar_ s'ructures
than mammals- As wer-r-, much of the research effort has beendirected toward just. modelling central pattern generation andoscillations in general. Much less effort has been directed
Loward detailed modelling of l_ocomoLor patLern g,eneration in
mammals' and even ress with the use of artificial neural
net.works.

one could draw comparisons with those ANN works that only
model-led Cpc,s (see chapter 3) by considering only the F/n_
Switch, F-Delay, and E_Delay componenLs (of Figures 4.2 and
5. 1- ) as the CpG portion of Lhe model_ . Whereas the CpGpresented here is based on rei_atively simple nodes and therecurrenL inLerconnection of Lhree separate neLworks, the work
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of Kleinfer-d and sompolinsky (1gBg) is based on a singJ_e ful1y
interconnected network of neurons with t.he interconnections
possessing fast and slow components; the system presented by
Doya and yoshizawa (1g'g) is based on a single t.wo_layered
network; Tsung' cottrell, and selverston (1gg0) modelled analready idenLif ied l_obster circuiL; and Buchanan (1_g92)
presented results from lamprey modelr_ing based on an entirely
different conceptuat model.

The manner in which Lhe model was implement.ed in the
computational model (in Figure 5.1) could be compared with the
work of Srinivasan, Gander, and Wood (1_gg2) (see chapter 3) in
iLs use of ÄNN's to more completely model rocomoLor pattern
generation. Beyond this similarity, subs¡antia1 differences
exist, including that the components of the conceptuar_ model
thaL t.hey plan to implement have completely dif f erent
funcLions than t.hose that have already been described and
implemented in this work, and that their model does not
incr-ude any feedback from, and hence any ability to respond to
actua] movements of , the limb muscl_es. The work of
Hatsopoul0s (L992) bears some similarity in its use of
descending signals, paLLern_g,enerating circuitry, and. muscle
simulation - sigrnif icant. dif f erences incr_ude that his work
utilized a leaky-integrator model of a neuron, a substantially
differenL model of Lhe spinal neural circuiLry, and muscle
force afferents instead of IengLh.
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rn general, the work presented here differs from previous
endeavours of other researchers because of: its presentation
of a new concept.ual LpG model; iL-

-L L:i USe Ot ANN, S to
computationally model mammalian spinal pattern g,eneration;
its modelling of LpG (and not merely cpc) characteristics;
its inclusion of a model 0f a pair of muscles Lo provide a
more complete validat.ion of the model characteristics; its
expl0ration of the length afferent. as the sole feedback
mechani-sm; its exploration of the poLent.iar_ effect of having
several distinct descending siqnals controlling the LpG; its
use of extremel_y simple ANN nodes; its emphasis on the use of
interconnected networks; and its demonstration of how the
model can mimic many of the major LpG dynamic characteristics
that have been recorded in biol0gical experimenLs.

Even though the LpG model presented demonsLraLes numerous
similariLies in its behaviour to rear_ LpG,s, it is important
to bear in mind that this model was based on significant
simplifications and hypotheses. For example, acLual
l0comotion arises from act.ivit.ies far more complex than Lhe
interaction between two muscres - it includes activities such
as the control 0f other muscr_es and joints in the same limb,
the contro] and coordination of other ]imbs r ârd t.he
regulation of balance' rn its present form, however, the
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of the insighûs that it míght
of mammalian LpG,s and because
future more-detail_ed versions .

The implications for the neurobiology community and somespecific potential-Iy-testable hypotheses that emerge from, orare supported by, this modelling work include: that thel0comotor patL.ern generator has distinct components for thecontror- of frequency and amplitude; that the descending
spinal l-ocomotor signals incrude distinct component,s for thecontro] of f Iexion and extension duration, ârid f or step
frequency and amplitude; that as'mmetry is needed in the LpGto allow oscil_lation to be properly initiated; that LpGoutput might. temporarily ,,Lurn off ,, during portions of thestep cycle where Lhe afferenL informaLion is somewhat
indeterminate regarding the sLep cycle phase, such as during
the transition from flexion to extension; more generally butrelated to this concept, tha. reduction in the intensity or
accuracy of afferent signals ret.urning from the limbs (perhaps
through disease or injury) might impair the ability of the LpG
Lo operaLe usefuÌly, by disabring its output frequenLly or at.critical times; that the timing of the LpG,s switches between
flexor and extensor output occur aL a certain contror-lable
intervar- after the detection of a key moment in the step cycle(in this model, this moment was t.he har_f-way point of either
flexion or extension); and that network connect,ions amongi

model is useful
provide inLo the
it could be used

both because

organization

as a basis for
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neurons with simple properties can compensate for any lack offatigue, adaptation, post_inhibitory rebound., and hysteretic
properties in the generat.ion of dynamic behaviour.

Fut.ure enhancements to Lhe model coul_d include: the use of
afferents other than merely length to infr-uence the LpG; the
control of more than just a single joint and pair of muscles
in a limb; the interact.ion and coordinaLion with other LpG,s
contror-r-ing other r-imbs; the use of a more detair_ed model 0f
muscr-e behaviour; the use of a more detailed mode' of a
neuron such as a leaky-inteqrator versi-on or perhaps even one
that models at the level 0f the f10w of chemical ions; the
incorporation of more realistic delays into the transmission
of signals beLween components; the development of a direct
correlation bet.ween nodes in Lhe model and known neurons in
the spine; or the incorporaLion of known biol0gical signal
strengths and membrane pot.entials in t.he moder_,s operation.
fL is Þerhaps worth reiterating the dangrers inherent in
increasing the lever- of detail 0f the model. one shour_d be
careful that the number of variables to be initialized,
monitored, and con.ror-r-ed does not. become so large as to
resur-t in a version of the,,unable to see t.he forest for the
Lrees" syndrome. rntroduction of too many adjusùabr_e features
could read to a search for LpG behaviour that result.s from the
manipulation of tiny features, when perhaps gross neuron and
network charact.erisLics are abr-e to account f or ar-1
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significant dynamic LpG

existing model could also
of its behaviour with that
results.

. Future work with the
further detailed comparison
phys io1 ogi ca1 experiment.af

aspects

incl-ude

of other
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Chapter 8: Conclusion

The problem of det.ermining Lhe organizat.ion of the r_ocomoLor
pattern grenerator in mammals is a difficur_t one. To provide
some additional insight int.o how the LpG could be functionally
orqanized, a new conceptual model of it was designed. Given
ùhat compuLationar modelr-ing is recognized as a usefur- Lool inthe exploration of complex sysLems and that. artificiar andbiol0qical neural networks have numerous characteristics in
common, a more detailed, compu.aLional version of the LpGmodel was designed and developed using artificial- neural_
network techniques. To enhance the expl0ration of the LpG,s
behaviour, a sof tware model_ of a muscle pair was al_sodevel0ped. ?he LpG and the muscle-pair moder_s were Lhen run
under a variety of circumst.ances to demonsLrate the behaviour
of the conceptual model_.

The resul.s show how the LpG moder_ is abre to qualiLatively
imitare features of its biological counterpart in situations
anal0gous to "normar " l.como.ion in which it. is both
inf luencing and reacting to the muscle pair, ,,f ictive,,
locomotion during which the infr_uence of the musc]e pair ísdisabled, and ,,entrained.,, locomotion in which externally
forced oscillation of the muscles affects the LpG. Under
"normal" locomolor circumstances, it rÁ/as shown that Lhe LpG
model: can begin and sustain regular oscilrations when
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descending signals are applied; will terminate its
oscir-lation smoothly when the descending signals are
el-iminated; normally has Lhe flexor firing duration shorter
than bhe extensor, but can ar-10w the opposite to occur; can
have changies in its oscirlation period be due primarily to
changes in the duration of extensor firing; can have boLh its
oscill-ation frequency and its stimulus intensity control_led
through the strength of distinct descending signals; and is
able to cause and remain synchronized with the movement of the
muscles Lhrough a variety of st.ride lengths and speeds.
Durinq " f ictive,, l_ocomoLion, the model_ demonstraLes the
abil-ity to commence and continue oscilJ_ating in response to
descending stimurusi cease oscillating with the removar of
the stimulus vary its oscillating frequency in response to
changes in the intensity of descending signals; and change
its extensor firing duration independently of its fl_exor.
Fina1ly, during ,,entrainmenL,, trials, Lhe LpG model_ showed its
ability to adapt its frequency and phase to match t.hat of
independent. oscillations of the muscles.

The conceptual design and computational results ar_so
demonstrate: that no special features need exisL in Lhe LpG
circuitry to cause " f i-cti-ve " l.comoLion or ,,errtrainment ,, Lo
occur - that Lhey can be purely emergent properties of t.he
circuitry needed to drive ,,normar,, locomotion; that given
equal sLimulation to boLh sides of Lhe LpG, flexors can
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naturally fire for a shorter period of time than extensors
simply due to the smaller mass that bhey must move; possibl_e
connections that cour_d exist to a110w the LpG and the external
muscl_e activity to remain in phase and., when they differ,
cause entrainment to occur; how the descending spinal signals
might be org'anized; the possibility that the cpG oscilration
(within the LpG) could be due to feedback delay components
conLrolled by supra_spinal and afferent signals; that
asymmetry in the otherwise symmetric LpG might exist whichprevents simultaneous flexor and exLensor stimu]us during LpGstartup; that changes in the period of the oscillation Lhatare due mainly to changes in the duration of exLensor firing
could be due to an imbalance in the side of the Lpc being
affected by changes in the descending signal; the vaLue of
more thoroughly validating moder- behaviour through having itinteract with models of seLs of musc]es; and the possibility
that during normar r-ocomot.ion either f r_exor or extensor
st.imulus mighL be temporarily switched off as a result oftransienL difficur-ûies Lhe Lpc could have in interpreting
afferents.

The construction of the LpG moder as an inLerconnected set of
artificial neural networks demonsLrates: that useful
alternatives exist. t.o the tendency to solve computational-
problems with single individual ANN,s; the potent.iat Ehat
exists for eve. a network of very simpristic non_hysteretic
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McCur-l0ch-pitts nodes to model complex dynamic behaviour; andthat the behaviour of the mammar_ian LpG need not necessarily
be a resulL of particular minute characterisLics of neurons
such as ion f10w, but rather a result of the general behaviour
of neurons, as embodied in ANN nodes.

Aspects of these results may be of use in various research
fields ' certainly, experimental research specifically
interested in mammar-ian LpG,s could benefit from new light
being shed on their potentiar organization and. the ANN
community gains an exampr-e of the use of ANN, s in modelling adynamic biol0gical system, buL other areas may benefiL aswell-. For example, it has been noted that the design of humanprostheses might benefit from knowledge of r_ocomotor control
techniques akin to those used in humans (Del_cofryr, j-ggO), asnoted earrier the field of robotic motion has shown inLerest
in the use of neural conLrol mechanisms (Beer et âf., Lgg2)(Raibert and Hodgins , 1,gg3) (porcino , 7gg0) (Quinn and
Espenschied, j-993) (Selverston, Rowat, and Boyle , .¡g93) , andthe Artificiar- Neurar- Network field has had few examples of
dynamic systems const,ructed from a combination of feedforward
and recurrent net.works.

Understanding the human nervous
intricacy and amazing behaviour is
tasks ever confronted by science.

sysLem with its daunting
one of Lhe most challenging
Simply from the pursuit of
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understanding, from merely considering how it might beorganized and how it couLd function, the benefits that could
accrue in fields such as medicine, engj_neering, psychology,
phil0sophy, and computing are enormous. The mind, itself, hasdifficulty imagining the potentiar rewards of acLually
achieving subsLant.ial underst.anding. fL was the intent., and.remains the hope, that the work presented here wilr_ provide acontribut.ion to this endeavour.
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The parameters describing
follows:

the descending signals are AS

FieId

On

F-Speed

E-Speed

F-Intensity
E-fnLensity

DescripLion

t.he "Descending On', signal.
the "Descending Flexor Speed,, signal.
the "Descend.ing Extensor Speed,, sig,nal.
the "Descending Flexor fnLensity,, sigrnal.
the "Descendingr Extensor fntensiLy,, signal

4.1.2 Graphs

The graphs show the progression of various signals as theparLicular simutation proceeded from Time=O Lo Time=10. Eachset of graphs shows how the signals varied for one simur_aLion
with the descending parameters set as shown. The signa]s
monit.ored and graphed are as fol-lows:
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Graoh

Fl-exor Length

Extensor Length

Flexor Force

Extensor Force

F-On Signa1

E-On Signal

Flexor Stimu]us

Description

the length of the f lexor musc]e as
indicated by the fr-exor lengLh afferenL,
ranging from iLs minimum length to its
maximum.

the length of the extensor muscl_e as
indicated by the exLensor length
afferent, ranging from its minimum length
to its maximum.

Lhe force or Lension exerted by the
flexor muscle as might be indicated by a
tension afferent.
the force or Lension exerted by Lhe
extensor muscle as might be indicated by
a tension afferent.
the value of the ,,F_On,, sig,nal emitted by
F/E-Switch as shown in Figure 4.2,
indicating whether F/E_Switch believes
that the flexor should be stimulated.
the value of the ,,E_On,, signal emitted by
F/E-Switch as shown in Figure 4.2,
indicating whether F/E-switch befieves
that the extensor shoul_d be stimulated.
the stimulus produced as the output of
the ,,F-fntensification,, 

module and sent
to the flexor muscle-
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E-Bgn Signal

Not-F-End Signal

Extensor sLimur-us the sLimulus produced as Lhe output. of
the "E_fntensification,, modul_e and sent
to the extensor muscle-

F-Delay Out.put the sigrnal produced by the F_Delay module
which, when iL exceeds 0.5, causes F/E_
Switch to turn its flexor ouLput off.
the signal produced by the ¡_De1ay module
which, when it exceeds 0.5, causes F/E_
Switch to turn its extensor ouLput off.
the signal derived f rom the muscl_e
afferents by the Afferent_fnformation
component which indicaLes that the F_Bgrn
phase of the muscle_pair oscillat.ion is
in progress (i.e. that the flexor is in
the first half of iLs contraction) .

the signal derived from the muscle
afferents by the Afferent._fnformation
component which indicates that the E_Bgn
phase of the muscre-pair oscilration is
in progress (i.e. that t.he extensor is in
the first half of its conLraction) .

the signal derived from the muscle
afferents by the Afferent_fnformaLion
component which indicates that the F_End
phase of the muscle_pair osci_llation is
NoT in progress (i.e. that the flexor is

E-Delay Output

F-Bgn Signal
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not in the latter half
contraction) .

Not.-E-End Signal the signal derived from the muscle
afferents by the Afferent_fnformation
component which indicates that the E_End
phase of the muscle_pair oscil_lation is
NOT in progress (i.e. that the extensor
is not in the latter half of its
contraction) .

The Finar- statistics itemized under the stimulus subheading
are derived from t.he Fr_exor sLimulus and Ext.ensor stimulus
signals, and are as follows:

of its

Field

F Dur

E Dur

F/a

Per

Freq

Osc

Osc

Description

the duration of fl_exor firing during the final
step cycle.

the durat.ion of extensor firing during the
final sLep cycle.
t.he rat.io obtained by dividing the ,,F Dur,, by
the "E Dur,,.

the period of Lhe l_ast step cycle oscillation.
the f requency of t.he last step cycJ_e
oscill_ation.
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The Final Stat.istics itemized under
derived from the Flexor Length and
and are as fol_lows:

the Length subheading are
Extensor Length signals,

Fietd

F Max

E Max

Osc AmpI

Osc Per

Osc Freq

The Final Statistics itemized
derived from the Flexor Force
are as follows:

Description

the maximum Flexor Length value reached during
Lhe final oscillaLion.
the maximum Extensor Length val_ue reached
during the f inal oscill_ation.
the range of lengths througrh which the muscles
were finally oscillating (i.e. the amplitude
of the wave shown in the Flexor Lengt.h graph) .

the length of time consumed by the final
complete step cycle (i.e. the period of the
final wave shown in the Flexor Length graph).
the frequency of the final Flexor Length
oscillation.

under the Force subheading are
and Extensor Force sigrnals, and
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Field Description
F Max the maximum Flexor Force reached during the

f inal oscil_lation.
E Max the maximum Extensor Force reached during the

final oscillation.
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4.2 "Normal', Trials

The data for Figures A.1 _ A.j_5 (on the following pages) were
generated when the LpG model was run under conditions
analoqous Lo "normal_,, l_ocomotion in which Lhe stimu]us was
al]owed to affect the muscles and the movement of the musc]es
was fed back to the LpG via the afferent signals. Detailed
descriptions of Lhe content of these figures can be found in
Section 6.2.
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4.3 "Fictive" Trials

The data for Figures A.L6 _ A.22 (on t.he fo]l_owing pages) were
generated when the LpG model was run under conditions
analogous to "ficLive,, rocomotion in which the muscles did not
react to the stimulus and the afferent signals were sir-enL,
Detailed descriptions of the content of these fiqures can be
found in Section 6.3.
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The data for Fiqures A'23 - A'25 (on the fo1l0wing pages) weregenerated when the LpG model was run under condiLionsanalogous to ,,entrainment,, experiments that have beenperformed by others in which Lhe muscles did not reacL to Lhestimur-us, but rat.her were initially held stationary and thenexternall-y oscillated aL a particul_ar frequency, with theafferents actively carrying data regarding this movement tothe LpG. Detailed descriptions of the content of thesefigures can be found in Section 6.4.
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Given the inLerdisciplinary naLure of the content of thisdissertation and to facilitate its comprehension by the widestpossible audience, some of the most fundamental t.echnicar_
Lerms used throughout iL are briefly defined here Termsused in a definition that have a related definition in theglossary are shown in boldface type.

action potential

a pulse of er-ectric potentiar or charge devel0ped in the
body of a neuron and transmit.ted down its axon to its
slmapses ' An action potenùia. is devel0ped in response
to receiving sufficienL depolarizing signals from otherneural connections -

activation Ieve1

a value that
a node in an

potential.

represents

artificía1

adaptation

the process bel_ieved

raLe of generation of
the sustained receipt

the internal excitaLion leve1 of
neural network. Compare membrane

to occur in neurons in which t.he
act,ion potentials diminishes with
of depolarizing signals.
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afferents

neural signal-s transmitted from the periphery of a bodyto its centra' nervous system that tend to convey sensory
or movement informaLion. Cont.rast efferent.

AI

artificial intelligence .

artificial neural network.

artifícíal intelligence
ân area of study direcLed towards creating computer
systems or machines that exhibit human_r_ike behaviour orintelligence. Sub_areas incl_ude robotics, speech
recognition, artificial vision, art,ificíal neural
networks, and expert systems.

artificial neural network

a computational or control system made primarily ofgroups of simple processing nodes LhaL behave i_ike
absLractions of biol0gical- neurons and that are higrhly
interconnected Lo be abr-e Lo exchange simple signals.

axon

a fibrous extension of a neuron that is attached to its
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body and acts as the conduction pathway for its actionpot,entials.

backpropagation

an algorithm used to train a multi_layer artÍficÍal
neural network Lo classify input patLerns. This is
accomplished by repeatedly presenting the neLwork with
successive pairs of input and output signar_s and all0wing
it to adjust its internal weights and biases through aprocess of transmitting measures of its error backward
through the network.

bípo1ar neuron

a type of neuron from which only two processes emerge.
Compare unipolar neuron and multipolar neuron.

central pattern generator

a system of spinar- neurons that generates the mosL basic
rhythmic neurar- signal needed Lo control some oscillating
behaviour such as locomotion or respiration. Compare
locomotor pattern generator.

computational model

a Lerm used here Lo refer to a simplified representation
of a sysLem creat'ed in such a way t.hat it can be directly
run or execuLed in order to explore its behaviour.
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Compare conceptual mode1.

computational modelling

the creaLion and./or execution
Compare simulation.

of a computational modeI.

conceptual model

a simplified representation of a

as a verbal description or
computational modeI.

CPG

central pattern grenerator.

dendrítes

fibrous attachments to the body of a
which axons from other neurons form
and which serves Lo conduct input.
slmapses to the neuron,s body.

syst.em usually presented
a diagram. Compare

biological neuron to
slmaptic at.tachments

signals from these

depolarize

change the internal membrane potential 0f a neuron by
making it more posiLive (or less negative) witn respect
to the extracellular material. The Lerm d.epolarize is
used because polarization normally exists across the cel.
membrane, with the interior having a negative charge
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relative to the exterior. ConLrasL hlperpolarÍze .

efferents

neural signals Lransmitted from
system of a body to its periphery,
muscl_e f ibre. Contrast afferent.

the central nervous
generally to enervate

entrainment

the effect of the oscillations of one system in
another connected oscillating system to adopt a
phase and frequency.

extensor

causing

related

a type of muscl_e

and conseguently
responsible for

extending a limb.

straightening a joint
Contrast flexor.

fatigrue

the process believed to occur in neural slmaptic
connections that causes bheir effectiveness to bediminished with sustained use. Compare adaptation.

feedback network

a type of artÍficial neural network in which signal
transmission does not sor-ely occur in one direct.ion, butin which the output of some nodes 100p back to be used asa inpuL to previous nodes. Also recurrent network.
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Contrast feedfon¡ard network.

feedfo¡:v¡ard network

a type of artif icial neural network in which sigrnal
transmission moves unidirect.ionally from Lhe first input
nodes to the final output nodes. Contrast feedback
network.

fictíve locomoÈion

the process of having the spinal l0comotor pattern
generator (r'PG) react to supra-spinar stimulation andgenerabe output to the ]imb muscles, while having the
muscr-es remain in a state of paralysis and unable togenerate afferent input for Lhe LpG.

flexor

hlperpolarize

changre the internar- mernbrane potential 0f a neuron by
makingr it more negative (or r-ess positive) witrr respect
to Lhe exLracellular material. The term depolarize is
used because polarization normally exists across the cer_l
membrane, with the interior having a negative charge
relative to the exterior. Contrast depolaríze.

a type of muscle responsible
consequenLly retracting a limb.

for bending a joint and

Contrast extensor.
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hysteresis
uAny state of a material 0r subsLance that can adequaLely
be described only in terms of iLs previous history and
condit.ion. ,, (Avis, 19g6) adj . hysteret,ic.

interneuron

"a r-ocar- neuron whose processes and acLions are confined
within a restricted. area.,, (Kandel, 1985a)

Locomotor pattern generator

a system of spinal neurons Lhat generates the complete
rhythmic neural signal needed to control 0scillating
motion of Ii¡nb muscles during l_ocomotion. Thecharacteristics of the ouLput pattern generated is in
response Lo signals received from t.he brain, Lhe fimbs,
and potential]y other parLs of t.he body such as thelungs. compare centrar pattern grenerator.

IJPG

locomotor pattern generator.

membrane potential

the charge or electric poLenbial
body of a neuron relat.ive to the
like surface.

of the interior of the
ext.erior of its skin_
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model

1' noun- a simplified representation of an object or asystem. See computational model, conceptual model.
2 - verb- represent the struct.ure or imitate the behaviour
of a system in a simplified fashion.

motoneuron

"a central neuron whose

structure such as a muscl_e

conveying motor impulses,,

multipolar neuron

Larget orgran

or glandi an

(Landau, lgg6

r_s an ef f ector
efferent neuron

p.1806)

a type

single

neuron

of neuron from which many processes emerge _ a
axon and numerous dendrites. Compare unipolar
and bipolar neuron.

neuron

a biological cell typically consisting of a soma,
dendrites, and an axon, whose behaviour incl_udes thecollection of input sigrnals typically from many oLher
neurons or sensory receptors, the integration of Lhese
signals through modificaLion of its membrane potential,
and the transmission of action potential signals to other
neurons or effectors such as muscles. Compare node.
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node

a simple processing component of an art,ífÍcial neural
network that accepts the network,s input signals or input
signals from potentially many ot.her nodes, combines theminto an activation leve', and grenerates an output signal
for use as inputs by other nodes or as the networks finai_
output. Compare neuron.

post -inhibitor$ rsþou¡il
the abnormar-ly higrh depolarization, sometimes resulting
in the generation of action potentials, that can
temporarily resulL from the el_iminaLion of ahlæerpolarizing signal .

process

a fibre that protrudes from the soma of a neuron andparticipates in the transmission of neural signals; an
axon or a dendríte.

recurrent network

See feedback network.

refractoriness

the tendency of a neuron
the generation of an
generaLing a subseguenL

during a brief period following
action potential to resist

one.
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sÍmulatÍon

the running or execution of a
imitate the behaviour of Lhe
calf ed computatÍonal modellÍng.

computational model to
original system. Also

goma

the main body

dendrites and

of

an

a neuron to which is typicalJ_y attached
axon.

a graph in
to a lower

which are

of a cave.

stalactite

a term used here Lo refer to an anomaly in
which a normally high value briefly changes
one, analogous to qeologicaJ_ stal_actites
conical formations suspended from the ceiling
Contrast stalagrmite.

stalagrmite

a term used here to refer to an anomaly in a graph in
which a normally low value briefly changes Lo a higher
one' anal0gous to geol0gical sLalagmites which areconical formaLions found on t.he floor of caves. ContrasL
stalactite.

subsystem

a subset of the componenLs

iûsel_f constiLutes a sysLem.

of a larger system that in
e.g. Lhe spinal cord is a

1'1 )



subsystem of the central nervous system.

supra-spinal

above the spinal cord. e.g. supra_spinal- signals are
t.hose which originate in the brain.

slmapse

the connect.ion formed between the axon of one neuron and
the dendrites (though sometimes Lhe Éroma or axon) of
another neuron.

SYSÈCM

a collection of components that interact and colr-ectively
operate to achieve a common groal . e. g. a computer
sysLem; the human nervous system.

unÍpolar neuron

a type of neuron from which only one process emerges.
Compare bÍpolar neuron and multípolar neuron.
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